COMMON LAW PLEADING
CHAPTER L
FORMS OF ACTION.
Section

1.

The Fokmulary System.

The history of common-law procedure practically begins
with the Norman Conquest of England in 1066. Prior to
that time legal institutes were crude and ill defined. In the
great days of the Roman Law, when continental Europe
was co min g under its domination and the work of Justinian
had given it a breadth and scope and precision which succeeding centuries have done comparatively little to improve, England remained submerged in her insular ignorance.
Ancient tribal customs for the most part satisfied
the needs of her rude inhabitants who knew and cared little
for the refinements of foreign civilization. They had no
genius for legal theory or judicial administration, and paid
no more attention to lawmaking or law enforcement than
the simple demands of primitive, pastoral folk rendered
absolutely necessary. England was almost entirely unorganized, and justice was administered in a very imperfect
way through local courts.
With the coming of the Norman kings the whole situation
A strongly
underwent an almost revolutionary change.
centralized government was at once established, which undertook the task of bringing the scattered elements of Einglish society under the direct control of the king. The methWith their keen
ods used were civil rather than military.
genius for government the Norman kings understood that
the surest way to establish themselves was to guarantee
to the people adequate protection to person and property.
The private and feudal local courts had been weak. LawProcedure was slow and its
lessness went unpunished.
formalism made justice precarious and inadequate. A vig(1)
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orous judicial administration was the political need of the
time, and the new rulers of England undertook to provide it.
"The great instrument for the reconstruction of the
judicial administration was the king's writ."' This writ
was executive, not judicial. It did not issue from a court,
but was in effect a royal authorization to the king's court
Without
to adjudicate the controversy described therein.
the writ the court had no jurisdiction of the subject matter
of the suit.
A characteristic feature of the writ was its description
of the nature of the Controversy. Every writ was directed
to the facts of the case in hand. The suitor stated to the
king's secretary, the chancellor, the details of his grievance, and the chancellor prepared a writ in the king's name
commanding the king's officer, the sheriff, to summon the
accused party before the king's court to show why he liad
done the acts complained of. The writ was substantially
an executive order to show cause.
Unless the aggrieved
party could obtain a writ he could prosecute no suit in
the king's court; and when he did obtain a writ it was an
executive sanction to try just the case outlined therein and
no other.
The nature and form of these original writs is well illustrated by the numerous examples given by Glanville in
his Treatise on the Laws and Customs of England.''
A
few instances will make clear how narrowly the writ circumscribed the scope of the inquiry which was to come
before the court.
"When anyone," says Glanville, "complains to the court,
concerning a debt that is due to him, and be desirous of
drawing the suit to the King's Court, he shall have the
following writ, for making the first summons:
" 'The King to the Sheriff, Health. Command N., that
justly and without delay, he render to R., one hundred
marks which he owes him, as he says, and of which he complains that he has unjustly deforced him. And, unless he
does so, summon him, by good Summoners, that he be before me or my Justices at Westminster in fifteen days from
Street on foundations of Legal Liability, 28.
Translated into English by John Beames, Esq., of Lincoln's Inn, and
D. C. Glanville was ehiei
published by John Byrne & Co., Washington,
justiciar under Henry the Second.
1.
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Pentecost, to shew wherefore he has not done it. And
have there the Snmm oners and this writ. Witness, etc' "
Suppose, however, that the case is one where the debt
is secured by the giving of pledges.
Then, Glanville tells
OS, "if the principal Debtor shall be so much reduced as
to be incapable of discharging
recourse must be had to
the Pledges and they shall be summoned by the following

Writ:

" 'The King

d

if

d

a

if

it,

if

I

a

:

to the .Sheriff, Health. Command N., that
justly and without delay, he acquit E. of the Hundred
Marks against N., for which he has become his surety, as
he says, and of which he complains he has not acquitted
him. And, unless he does so, summon him, by good Summoners, etc' "
One of the most popular writs was that known as the
Writ of Novel Disseisin, which was brought by the disseisee of land against the disseisor. It ran as follows
"The King to the Sheriff, Health. N. complains to me,
that E. has, unjustly and without a Judgment, disseised
him of his free Tenement, in such Vill, since my last Voycommand you, that
age to Normandy; and, therefore,
the aforesaid N. should make you secure of prosecuting
his claim, then, you cause the Tenement to be reseised,
and that you cause him with
with the Chattels taken on
his Chattels to be in peace, until Pentecost; and, in the
meantime, you cause twelve free and lawful men of the
neighborhood to view the Land, and their names to be imbreviated; and summon them, by good Summoners, that
they be then before me, or my justices, prepared to make
the Eecognition; and put, by gage and safe pledges, the
aforesaid E., or his Bailiff, if he be not to be found, that
he be then there to hear such E-ecognition, and have there
the Summoners and this Writ. Witness, etc."
one die seised of land in fee, and a stranger foreBut
stalls the heir and acquires seisin, the Writ of Novel Disseisin, as above set out, obviously does not apply to the
case, and another writ, fashioned to the different facts,
Writ of Mort 'Ancestor, must be used by the heir
called
to recover the land. Again, this writ was so drawn as to
apply only to the son, daughter, brother, sister, nephew or
the heir did not sustain one
niece of the ancestor, and
of these relations he could not make use of the Writ of
Mort 'Ancestor, but was required to obtain a Writ of

i
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Aiel, Besail, Tresaiel or Cosinage, depending upon the remoteness of his relationship.^
It will be seen from these illustrations that every writ
was based upon a particular set of facts, and where the
facts of two cases differed even in such details as we should
deem wholly immaterial, the cases frequently had to be prosecuted by (Afferent writs. Every writ which was drawn up
and issued in behalf of a suitor became a model to be used
in other identical cases. These precedents grew in num' '
some
ber until the Register of Writs became a volume of
Henry
in
seven hundred large pages, whereas we started
Ill's days with some fifty or sixty writs capable of filling
some ten or twelve pages."*
The development of writs measured the development of
rights, for there was no right without a remedy, and no
adequate remedy was available save by the king's writ.
At first the suitor obtained his writ through the apparent
justice of his case, but as the body of precedents grew,
the tendency became more and more marked to keep within
Accordthe scope of the actions previously authorized.
ingly if one deemed himself aggrieved by the action of another, and desired legal redress, his course was to examine
the register of writs for a precedent applicable to his case.
If he found one, it was at once issued to him on payment
none fitted his case, he was wiljiout
of the required fee.
a remedy, unless the chancellor was willing to make a new
one for him.
Doubtless this power of devising new writs, and thereby
creating rights of action, was one capable of great abuse
in the hands of an unscrupulous king or chancellor, but as
long as the catalogue of existing writs fell substantially
short of meeting the current demands of the people, the
advantages derived from the exercise of the power outweighed the injuries which flowed from its occasional arbitrary misuse. The time came, however, when it was
thought necessary to check the power of creating new writs,
and in 1258 the Provisions of Oxford prohibited the issuance of writs other than those "of course," which were the

If

Pollock If Maitland, History of English Law, 57.
Maitland, Selected Papers, 172, on The History of the Register of
Original Writs. This paper was published in 3 Harvard Law Review, 169,'
Oct. 15, 1889, and is reprinted in 2 Select Essays in Anslo-American Legal
History, pp. 549-596.
3.
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writs already in the register, without the approval of executive council as well as of the king.' These provisions
were soon swept away by, the tide of political events, but
the reform which they attempted to make in the matter of
writs seemed to persist by common consent, until the writ
system became so rigid and unresponsive to the growing
needs of the time that Parlisiment found it necessary in
1285 to interfere and to expressly authorize the issuance

of new writs out of the chancery. This was the famous
statute of Westminster the Second, which provided in chap-

ter 24, that, "Whenever from henceforth it shall fortune
in the Chancery, that in one case a writ is found, and in
like case falling under like law, and requiring like remedy, is found none, the clerks of the chancery shall agree
in making the writ; or, the plaintiffs may adjourn it until
the next parliament, and let the cases be written in which
they cannot agree, and let them refer themselves until the
next parliament, by consent of men learned in the law, a
writ shall be made, lest it might happen after that the
court should long time fail to minister justice unto complainants. ' '
It will be seen that there were as many kinds of actions
at law as there were writs, and no more. All actions which
could be prosecuted under the same writ were of the same
form; action requiring different writs were of different
form. The form of action was therefore of substantial
Unless the facts of a case brought it under
importance.
one of the recognized forms there was no right of action,
for there was no writ. The writ created the right, and
conformity to some writ was the test of a prima facie
right to sue. The study of law was the study of writs.
"De Natura Brevium, Of the Nature of Writs — such is
the title of more than one well-known textbook of our mediaeval law. Legal Eemedies, Legal Procedure, these are
the aU-important topics for the student. These being mastered, a knowledge of substantive law will come of itself.
Not the nature of rights, but the nature of writs must be
his theme. The scheme of 'original writs' is the very scheleton of the Corpus juris."®
Stubbs' Select Charters, 389.
The History of the Eegister of Original Writs,
Maitland:
Papers, ilO.
5.
6.
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The authority conferred by the Statute of Westminster
n was not to frame entirely new writs, but new writs analagous to those already in the register. By implication the
issuance of writs in entirely new cases was prohibited.
From the standpoint of the common law this was unfortunate. It offered an opportunity for a measure of growth,
but it made no adequate provision for the enormous expansion which society was subsequently to force upon the
remedial law. Deprived of a remedy by the rigidity of
the register of writs, the litigant had no recourse but to
petition the king, and the king referred him to the "keeper
of his conscience," the chancellor. Here no arbitrary catalogue of rights restricted the power of the chancellor to
do justice, and a new "chancery jurisdiction" grew up,
as a supplement to the circumscribed jurisdiction of the
law courts. The subsequent development of the law continued along restricted

lines.

Its broad boundaries were

unalterably fixed, but within those limits there was much
to be done. It was inevitable that as the law developed into
a body of general rules, wherein immaterial variations in
facts were lost in the identity of principles, the vast and
complicated system of writs should tend to become simplified.
Those writs which were based on fundamental and
elementary states of fact would tend to gain in popularity,
and would gradually be construed to embrace the lesser
varieties of the same class. In other words, with the generalizing of the law came a corresponding generalizing of
writs, until the great catalogue of the Register of Writs
became largely obsolete.
All but a few were unusued and
forgotten. But these few which survived not only retained
in themselves all the vitality of the entire register, but lent
themselves to broader uses. Accordingly, in the final development of the common-law writs, there were less than
a dozen currently used forms of action, each founded upon
its appropriate form of writ, which collectively were deemed
to embrace all causes of action of which common-law courts
took cognizance.
These residuary forms of action have been classified into
real, personal and mixed actions, and personal actions into
actions ex delicto and ex contractu. There seems to be no
strictly real action, for Ejectment, a mixed action, has supplanted the long list of real actions which filled the major
portion of the register of writs.. Personal actions ex de-
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are Trespass, Trespass on the Case, Trover, Eeplevin and Detinue, and those ex contractu are Debt, Covenant, Assumpsit and Detinue.
The nature and scope of
each of these forms of action will form the subject matter
of the remaining sections in this chapter.

licto

Section

2.

Tbespass.'

LOUBZ

V.

HAFNER.

Supreme Court of North Carolina.
1

1827»

Devereux Law, 185.

The Plaintiff declared in trespass vi et armis, and on the
trial before Strange, J., offered to prove that as he was
passing with his wagon on the highway, the Defendants
Forms of Deolabation.

7.

to Person (Assault or Assault and Battery).
, in the year of our Lord
For that the said C D, on the — day of
, with force and arms, made an assault upon the said A B, to wit, at, etc,
and then and there beat, bruised and ill-treated him the said A B, insomuch
that he the said A B by means of the premises, then and there became sick,
* • * And other wrongs to the said A B then and there did, against the
I.
peace of our said lord the king, and to the damage of the said A B of
and therefore he brings his suit, etc.
Trespass

to Personalty (Be bonis asportatis).
D, on the — day of
, A. D. —, with force and
For that the said
, aforesaid, in the county of
arms, to wit, at the parish of
;-, aforesaid,
seized, took and carried away certain goods and chattels, to wit, a certain
I. of
wagon, of the said A B, of great value, to wit, of the value of
the lawful money of Great Britain, there then found and being, and converted
* * * And other wrongs to the
and disposed of the same to his own use
of our said lord the king,
against
peace
the
said A B then and there did
B,
therefore he brings his
and
of
A
damage
said
of
the
the
to
and
suit, etc.
Trespass

I.,

—

regit).
{Quare elausum
D, on, etc., with force and arms, broke and entered a
For that the said
dwelling
of the said A B, situate and being in the parisl^ of
house
certain
and then and there ejected, eipelled, put out and
in the county of
family from the possession, use, occupation and
his
A
and
said
amoved the
of the said dwelling house, and kept and continued them so
enjoyment
to wit, from
ejected, expelled, put out and amoved, for a long space of time,
for and during all that tune lost,
Whereby the said A
thence hitherto.
dwelling house, to wit,
and was deprived of the use and benefit of his said
And other wrongs to the said A B then and there did
at etc., aforesaid.
against the peace of our said lord the king, and to the damage of the said
Chitty on Pleadand therefore he brings his suit, etc. See
of

f

to Beal Property

ings, pp. 367-394.
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into the road (but not so as to interrupt the Plaintiff's

and commenced beating a drum for the purpose
of frightening his horses, whereupon they took fright, ran
away, and damaged the Plaintiff's wagon, etc., but the presiding Judge being of opinion that case, and not trespass,
was the proper remedy, the Defendants had a verdict. A
new trial was afterwards moved and denied, and the Plaintiff appealed.
Taylor, C. J. : All the authorities concur in the position,
that whenever the injury is committed by the immediate act
complained of, the action must be trespass ; in other words,
"if the injurious act be the immediate result of the force
originally applied by the Defendant, it is the subject of an
action of trespass vi et armis, by all the cases ancient and
modern, and that it is immaterial whether the injury be
wilful or not." Several cases are put to illustrate this
rule, as when one shooting at a mark with a bow and arrow,
and having no unlawful purpose in view, wounded a man,
it was held that trespass was the proper action. So where
a person is lawfully exercising himself in arms, and happen to wound another, the same action must be brought
(Hob. 134). In actions of trespass, the distinction has not
turned either on the lawfulness of the act from whence the
to
injury happened, or the design of the party doing
commit the injury but on the difference between immediate
injuries or consequential ones. For
the injury be done
by the act of the party himself at the time, or he be the
immediate cause of
though
happen accidentally or by
answerable in trespass
misfortune, yet he
East, 600).
It impossible to doubt from the statement in this case,
properly brought according to all the dethat the action
cisions. For
wilfulness were a necessary ingredient in
the case,
exists here, since the Defendant beat the drum
for the purpose of frightening the Plaintiff's horses. It
much stronger than the case of Scott v. Shepherd
Bl.
R. 892), for here the act was immediately injurious, without any intermediate agency. If in the case of ScoU v.
Shepherd, the injury had been done to the person upon
whom the squib first alighted,
would have resembled the
case before us, and then there would have been no grounds
for the dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Blackstone. who
thought that the first act was complete, when the squib lay
on the stall where
first fell, and that the injury done tfl
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the Plaintiff after the squib had received two new directions, was the consequence of, and not done immediately by
the first act of the Defendant.
The nature of the act done in this case, the time and
place where it was done, a wagon and team passing the
public road, rendered it probable that injury would be the
immediate consequence, and would render the Defendant
liable in the action, though he had no views to the consequences. For though the bad intention must be alleged and
proved in a charge of felony, it is not necessary to be considered in this action. "Where a man shoots with a bow
at a mark, and Mils a man, it is not felony, and it should
be construed, that he had no intent to kill him, but when he
wounds a man although that it be against his will, he shall
the injury
be said to be a trespasser" (3 Wils. 408).
who
or
inevitable,
be
not
the
doth
the
person
done
immediate cause thereof, even by accident, misfortune, and
answerable in this action of trespass vi
against his will,

is

is

it,

If

JAMES

7

Supreme Court

V.

CALDWELLw

of

a

I

armis.

(1

Strange 596- Sir. T. Jones 205- Sir T. Eaym.
am of opinion, that upon every
422.) For these reasons,
ground of law and convenience, as well as the most manifest
justice in the particular case, the action was well brought,
and the Plaintiff on the proof offered, should have had
verdict.
Pee Cxjbiam. Judgment reversed, and new trial awarded.
et

North Carolina.

1834.

Yerger, 38.

Mr. Chief Justice Cateon delivered the opinion of the
court.
The declaration states that James, with force and arms,
drove, chased, and set his dogs upon the mare of Caldwell,
and thereby caused her to run upon and against a stake of
wood with great force and violence, so that said stake of
wood penetrated the side of the mare, of which she afterwards died.
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It

is moved to arrest the judgment because the facts set
forth will not support an action of trespass vi et armis;
and it is insisted, for James, that the injury of the mare
running on the"" stake was consequential, and j;_asejSQiild. onlyhe supported.
ThfiJdngaJwerfi jEEe. instruments of assault^
as much as a stone thrown from the hand would have been.
The violently chasing the mare was in itself a trespass,
if unlawful for the defendant to do so ; but the declaration
does not state this; yet the chasing of the nag forced her

onJJjfLslake^ and the injury was immediate, and proceeded
from the act of the defendant. The whole was but one act,"
as in Scott v. Shepherd, for throwing a squib.
2 "Wilson,
403. In that case one was cited much in point to the present. It is this:
a man be riding on the way, and another man striketh his horse, by which the rider falleth
and is hurt, he which is cast off his horse shall have trespass against the other. The stroke given is to the horse,
and not to the rider, but he is instantly hurt by the fall,
in consequence of the act of striking the horse. ' ' This case
rests on the ground that the defendant in committing the
trespass, used an agent — the horse ridden; but the whole
was one act, proceeding from the defendant, and immediate
in point of time. We, therefore, think this first ground
against James, the plaintiff in error.

"If

WILSON

V.

SMITH.

Supreme Court of New York.
10 Wendell,

1833.

324.

The plaintiff declared in case, setting forth in his declaration an act of the legislature, authorizing him to erect
a dam across the Genesee river in a certain specified manner, at a certain place, and that he, erect ed the dam accord(ing to the provisions of the act; that he was in the posses-^
sion and occupancy of a sawmill supplied with water from
such dam, and that the defendants, well knowing the premises, with an intent to injure and aggrieve him, on, etc., at,
etc., with axes and others tools and implements, cut and re-
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mpyed -apart ofLtiLe timbers and ather materials composing
the dam, so that by the action of the water upon the breach
made in the dam, a great part thereof was wholly displaced
and carried away, by means whereof the plaintiff was deprived of the nse of his miU for a long time, that is to say,
from, etc., hitherto, and of the gains and profits which would
have accrued to him thereby, and was put to great expense
in repairing the dam, and was otherwise greatly injured,
etc^ The defendants pleaded the general issue. The plaintiff proved the erection of the dam, and that he owned a
sawmill supplied with water by means thereof ; that the defendants cut away some of the timbers composing the dam,
made a breach in
and that by means of the breach, the
operation of his mill was suspended for several months;
and was proceeding to show the amoimt of his damages,
when the defendants' counsel interposed an objection to
the form of the action, insisting that the plaintiff should
have brought trespass, and not case, and on that ground
moved that the plaintiff be nonsuited. The counsel for the
plaintiff contended that the action was for the disturbance
franchise, and that for such an injury the only remof
edy was case; but whether so or not, the objection to the
form of action could not be taken at the trial. The judge
nonsuited the plaintiff, who now moved for a new trial.
By the Court, Sutherland, J.: The action in this case
should have been trespass, and not tresi)ass on the case.
The ground on which the f6rm of the action was endeavored to be maintained at the trial, and also upon the argument at bar, was, that the right to erect the dam, for an
franchise,
injury to which the action was brought, was
an incorporeal hereditament; and that for an injury to
property, or right of that description, trespass will not lie.
The principle here adverted to, does not apply to the case.
a franchise;
conferred
The right to erect the dam
an incorporeal
by the legislature, the sovereign power
innot a franchise, nor
right; but the dam itself
ferry, or to erect a bridge,
corporeal. The right to keep
particular river or lake by steam, may be
or to navigate
a franchise but the bridge itself, or the boats and machinery employed in the ferry, or the navigation of the river,
Supmay, notwithstanding, be the subjects of trespa-ss.
alleged in this case to have been
pose the outrage which
committed on the plaintiff's dam, had been committed upon

12
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Cayuga Bridge, or the steam boat navigating that lake,
or the ferry boats between Albany and Greenbush, or Albany and Troy; can there be a doubt that the individuals
who perpetrated the act would be liable as trespassers to
the individuals or companies to whom the bridge or boats
belonged? ^Sgi_faras tiie incorporeal right is invaded, the
re dress is ly an acKon lon the case." But when visible, tangi-"
TTe^j&OEDQre al proper ty is inHred. if the injury be direct,
immediate and wilful, trespass is the,^prpper form of action, although that property may be connected with, or be^
the means by which an incorporeal right, is enjoyed.
I did not understand the counsel for the plaintiff to deny,
that independently of this particular feature of the case,
The evithe action might and should have been trespass.
dence certainly shows a very clear case of direct and immediate injury, from the wilful and intentional act of
the defendants ; and in such a case I consider it well settled
This subject was very
that the action must be trespass.
elaborately considered by this court in Percival v. HicTcey,
18 Johns. E. 257, where all the leading cases were referred
The case of Leame v. .Bray, 3 East, 593,
to and analyzed.
was considered as establishing the true doctrine ; and there,
as in Percival v. 'Rickey, it was held, that where the injury
is the immediate and direct result of the force originally
applied or directed by the defendant, trespass is the proper
remedy, whether the injury was wilful or not. In both of
those cases it was the result of negligence only, and yet the
the

actions were sustained. Scott v. Shepherd, 3 "WUl. 411, 2 Bl.
892, S. C. Ogle v. Barnes, 8 Term R. 198. 6 id. 128. 5 id.
649. 1 Strange, 596, 636. Hob. 134. Peake's N. P. 107. 1
Term R. 569. 1 Camp. 497. 5 Bos. & Pull. 117, 446. 1 ib. 472.
Mr. Chitty states the rule correctly, as apprehend, 1 Chitty's PI. 127; he says, in case of injuries arising from driving carriages or navigating ships, etc., if the injury were
immediate, and be stated in the declaration to have been
wilfully committed, or appear to have been so on the trial,
the remedy must be trespass ; but if the injury was attributable to negligence, though it were immediate, the party injured has an election either to treat the negligence of the
defendant as the cause of action, and to declare in case
or to consider the the act itself as the injury, and to declare in trespass.

R.

I
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The cases already referred to support this distinction.
It was also taken in this court in Blin v. Campbell, 14
Johns. R. 432, and was recognized by Judge Spencer, in
delivering the opinion of the court, in Percival v. Mickey.
In this case the iajury was direct and immediate, and the

evidence showed it to have been wilfully committed, and
according to the authorities referred to, trespass only
would lie in such a case. In trespass all the consequential damages may be recovered under a per quod, so that
there is no necessity for departing from the appropriate
form of action. The only remaining question is, whether this
objection to the form of the action could be taken upon the
trial. Leame v. Bray, 3 East, 593, is a direct authority
for the position that the objection may be taken at the
trial; in that case, as in this, it was taken at the trial, and
the plaintiff was nonsuited on that ground alone, and on
the motion to set aside the nonsuit, no objection was
started, that it was not ground of nonsuit if the action was
in fact misconceived.
The real objection is, that the evidence does not sustain the action, and that is in all cases
ground of nonsuit. In Ogle v. Barnes, 8 Term E. 191, 2,
which was an action on the case, Lawrence, J., says, if it
had appeared in evidence in this case that the defendants
had wilfully done the act, the plaintiff must have 'been nonsidted. It is in truth a variance between the declaration
and the proof.
Motion for a new trial denied.^
In

J.

L. 308, plaintiff sued in trespass
Osborne v. Butcher (1857) 26 N.
defen da n t ha d- sh ut - up, blocked- .up^,.,obstrueted,
and rendered
i^aasaljfe- a -certain -byroad^^ttien. Jise JU^3^6 plaS)iff.2/JZTJ.e3Mufrisaid :
'"The gravamen is the obstruction of a byroad, and thereby depriving the
plaintiff of its use. The obstructing and blocking up of the road may have
been direct, immediate, vrilful and forcible, but that was not to, or upon
the land of the plaintiff or to his possession; it was not direct and immediate
The injury to him was the depriving him of the use of th«
as to him.
It was indirect and consequential,
byroad by reason of such obstruction.
and therefore the Bubjact of aa action on the ease, and not of trespass."
8.
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THE ST. LOUIS, VANDALIA AND TERRE HAUTE
RAILROAD COMPANY v. THE TOWN OF
SUMMIT.

Appellate Court of Illinois, Fourth District.
3

Baker,

J.

Illinois Appellate,

1878.

155.

This is an action of tresp ass quare clmsum

.jfre^ri^^ prosecuted
T he'^ocMs in q uo

by the appellee against the appellant.
Cumber-,
is„that_£aTt of the NatignaL or

road that i8_ iQcaied^in .the township ^pf. Summit,- in
EffiughanL-county.
The case was submitted to a jury at the September term,
1877, of the Effingham Circuit Court, and a verdict was
returned into court finding the appellant guilty and assess—*•-..,
ing the damages at $2,000.
lai^d,.

The first question that arises upon this record is as to
whiethfi£^iJie-plaintiff,Ml.O.¥^^Jia'd~such possessionof the locus
in quo as would .enable it to maintain trespass.
"°"
The gist of the action of trespass, quare clav^wn f regit,
iRjJTS.ipj"^ toth^? p"Ppg',gRi'^n; and the general rule is that
wit^QHt ..aclaiai passession^.trespass canjao]rT)e_. supp^EedT
The English doctrine, is that as to real property, there is_

32

c

e

,

is

,^.

is

no such constructive possession as will enable the plamSfi"
to support this action. 1 Chit. PI. 176, 177, and notes.*
With na the^^Ie is relg,:^^
and when the plaintiff
the.
no adverse
awnex and the lands are unoccupied, or there
possession tr spass an be ^maintained.
ifean v. Uomstock~

lU. 173; Smith et at. v. WunlerUcJcei al.,
"There is

70

111.

426.i«

9.

distinction, between personal and real property.
In the first case we have seen that the general
the possession, sufficient to enable the owner to support
property draws to
the trespass, though he has never been in possession; but in the case of land
and other real property, there is no such constructive possession, and unless tht
plaintiff had the actual possession at the time when the injury was comChitty on Pleading (Ed. of 1809)
mitted, he cannot support this aption."
a material

right of the owner:

1

it

as to the

rule

was tersely
40,

as

stated

follows:

in Smith v. Wilson (1834),
Dev.
"The plaintiff having failed to sh»ii

4

The

Battle L. (N. C.)

1

176.
10.

that he had any title to the land, when the supposed trespass was eommitted, therefore, failed to show a constructive possession; then the eouii
was certainly right, in stating to the plaintiff, that he could not proceed
without showing an actual possessioB of the locus in quo the trespasa wai
alleged to hav<i been eommitted."
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The title to the National road being in the State, and^ot
wn
inI the to
Sunu"—
is clear'TEaORgrs" Clan he no connit.
'~~ of' ■"'III'"
—y -' it
^-,
m
strucuve_ possession m the town, upon the principle that
the possession" follow s thejtitle when there is no adverse
possession.
Tl^etown, through its commissioner of highways, had mer^^jEhe "care and superintendence of the road,
and the duty imposed upon it of keeping^it in repair, etc.
The only evidence in the case tending in the least to show
actual possession in the plaintiff, was the testimony of several witnesses, who stated that the National road through
Summit township had been worked by the_jf;pad labor in
jfjigt- t.own,af I'Pi «sjr>thftr highways were worked. We do not
gnderstand that ms was such possession as would sus■
.te,in the action of tresTgsiss'gmre' clausum f regit,-hi fact,-it
was a mere pefTormance' of the duty imposed by statute
upon the town authorities to keep the highways ia repair.
•

•

•

The judgment of the court below is reversed

and the

cause remanded.
MS:PM:!:^&^anjd

remanded.^^

U. Possession of the surface and subsoil may be in different persons, as
where the mayor and aldermen of the borough of Derby had exclusive possession of the surface of a close for the purpose of pasturage during the
season, but it was held that the plaintiffs, who held the >fee, retained possession of the subsoil, so that they could maintain trespass guare clausum
fregit for cutting into and digging holes in the subsoiL Cox t. Glue
B. 533.
(1848), 5

a

SMITH

V.

WUNDEELICH.

Sv/preme Court of Illinois.
70

Illinois,

1873,

426.

Mr. Justice Mo-AiiLisTEB delivered the opinion of the
Court:
This was trespass qitare clcmsum fregit, by appellees

against appellants. The cause of action declared on, was
an ouster of plaintiffs, by defendants, from a certain shop
on Madison street, Chicago, wherein plaintiffs, as partners, then were, and for some time previously had been,
carrying on the business of shoemakers. The ouster was

Common Law Pleading.
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1

set out as occurring December 11, 1871, with a contimumdo
to time of commencement of suit. The suit was brought
January 27, 1872. The plaintiffs, on the trial, gave evidence tending to show that they held the premises under a
verbal lease from Dunne, one of the defendants, and that
their term extended until May 1st, 1872 ; also gave evidence,
against the defendants' objections of the difference between the actual rental value of the premises, and what
they were to pay as rent, down to the first day of May,
1872 ; also gave evidence tending to show prospective profits in their business to that time.
By the first instruction given for plaintiffs, the court directed the jury that, if they found, from the evidence, that
plaintiffs had a verbal lease of the premises to the first
day of May, 1872, and were wrongfully ousted therefrom
by the acts of the defendants, then the latter were liable,
and the damages should be; first, the difference between
the rental value of the premises, as appears from the evidence, from the time they were so ousted, and the amount
plaintiffs were to pay as rent until May 1st, 1872; second,
any loss sustained by them in their business, shown, by the
evidence, as the necessary consequence of being deprived
of the premises, after the time when the jury shall believe,
from the evidence, the plaintiffs were ousted.
To the giving of this instruction defendants excepted,
and now assign it for error.
There is no evidence tending to show that, after the
Glister was consummated, they made any lawful re-entry,
or brought any action of forcible entry and detainer, to
recover possession ; but, on the contrary, they brought this
action to recover for the ouster, before their term ex-

pired.

*

•

*

To maintain

trespass to real property, the plaintiff
must have the actual possession, by himself or his servant,
at the time when the injury was committed. The only exception to this rule is, where the plaintiff is owner, and the
lands are unoccupied, or there is no adverse possession. 1
Chit. PI. 177, and cases in notes ; Sedg. on Dam. 134 ; Deem
V. Comstock, 32 111. 173. The gist of the action is, the injury to the possession.
It follows, from the above rule, that if the trespass
amount to an ouster of the plaintiff, he can recover dam-
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ages only for the trespass itself, or first entry; for though
every subsequent wrongful act is a continuance of the trespass, yet, to enable the plaintiff to recover damages for
these acts, there must be a re-entry. 1 Chit. PI. 177 ; Sedgwick on Dam. 135; Addison on Torts, 304. "A disseizee
may have trespass against the disseizor, for the disseizin
itself, because he was then in possession ; but not for an injury after the disseizin, until he hath gained possession by
re-entry, and then he may support this action for an intermediate damage." Taylor on Landlord and T., sec. 783.
See, also, Blac. Com., book 3, p. 210.
In Monchton v. PasMey, 2 Ld. Eaym. 974, s. o. 2 Salk.
638, Lord Holt said:
"As to the case of an entry with
ouster, it may be set forth specially in the count or not.
with a continuando or diversis diehtis et vicibits, between
such a day and such a day; but then you must prove that
the plaintiff re-entered before the action brought, or else
you can not assign the mesne trespass ; for, by the ouster,
the defendant had got the plaintiff's possession, and he
can not be a trespasser to the plaintiff; but when the plaintiff re-enters, the possession is in him ab initio, and he
shall have the mesne profits."
In Case v. Shepherd, 2 Johns. Cases, 27, the court say:
"The only question, therefore, is, as to the extent of the
damages to be recovered, or whether the defendant is to
be made responsible for the consequential damages of the
ouster. In this case, the trespass is laid with a continuando ; but the distinction as to the amount of damages to be
recovered in this case is this: After an ouster, you can
only recover for the simple trespass, or the first entry ; for
though, when there is an ouster, every subsequent act is a
continuance of the trespass, yet, in order to entitle the
plaintiff to recover damages for the subsequent acts, there
must be a re-entry; but, after a re-entry, he may lay his
action with a continuando, and recover mesne profits, as
well as damage for the ouster. 1 Ld. Ryam. 692; 6 Slak.
639; 2 Ld. Raym. 974; 1 Leon. 302, 319; 13 Coke, 600; Menvil's Case, 3 Blac. Com. 210; Co. Litt. 257. The present
suit was commenced before any re-entry by the plaintiff.
He is, therefore, entitled to recover damages for the first
''
entry only, or single trespass, and not for the crops.
See, also. Holmes v. Seely, 19 Wend. 507 ; Rowland v. RowSunderland —C. L. P. 2

Common Law Fleadinq,

18

Icmd, 8

E.

(Ham.) Ohio R.; Shields v. Henderson,

[(J hap,
1

1

Lit. (Ky.).

239.

In Allen

court say:
"Now, a disseizee can not maintain trespass for the wrong
done after the disseizin, and before a re-entry ; for the freehold is in the disseizor all the time after the disseizin, excepting in cases where the estate of the disseizee shall have
v.

Thayer,

17

Mass.

E.

300, the

it

if

it

it,

determined so that he could not re-enter ; as, where he was
tenant for years, and his. term expired, or was tenant per
auter vie, and the cestm qui vie died."
In the case at bar, the plaintiff's term had not expired,
and did not expire until several months after this suit was
brought. There was ample time for them to have brought
an action of forcible entry and detainer, and thus have
regained possession. That done, the law, by a kind of jtis
postliminii, or right of reprisal, would regard the possession as having been all along in them (3 Blac. Com. 210) ;
and then, after the expiration of their term, bringing this
suit, they would be entitled to recover, as mesne profits, the
value of their lease or term ; for, as a general rule, the annual value of the land is the measure of mesne profits.
Adams on Ejec. 391; Sedg. on Dam. 124. The theory on
which such recovery could be had would be, that the trespass was continued to the end of the term.
The plaintiff not having re-entered, and their lease not
expiring until many months after the ouster, they were not,
upon the principle of the authorities cited, entitled to recover mesne profits from the ouster to the end of their
term, but must be confined to the ouster itself, or the single
trespass. They, of course, are entitled to recover for all
the necessary and natural consequences of that act, in view
of all the circumstances belonging to
including such loss
as they sustained by breaking up their business, if
was
thereby broken up, and
circumstances of aggravation are
shown, which render
impossible to apply any fixed rule
of law, the jury have the power to give exemplary damages,
to be graduated with reference to the motives which actuated the defendants, and the manner in which the act complained of was committed. Sherman v. Dutch, 16 111. 283.

The judgment of the court below will be reversed and

the cause remanded.

Judgment reversed.
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GELSTON.

Supreme Court of New York.
13

1816.

Johnson, 141.

[This was an action of trespass brought against David

collector of the, port ,g£,JN'ew_York, and another,
for the^seiziirT'oF'the vessel I'Am^erican Eagle.'' A, libel
was filed against her on the ground t hat she had be_en fitted
out t o commit , hostiliti^a. upon the slEaJSEZaCaTforeigii
esta te with which tjjifi TTwitf^d Statpg was then at peace, but
upon a trial in the District Court the uSfiL-sgas -di«Bai -ssed-..
and the ^u£t ordered restitution of the .yessel to the plain-,
SffTTier owne r. The plaintiff then_hr.aught,-this^-action..iof
^'
^mages . J
iSpencee, J., delivered the opinion of the Court. The bill
of exceptions taken at the trial, presents two points for the
consideration of the Court :
1.
Was therfi-suflScieiltevidence
of property in the plain..-™.-~^.-....-.,..^.„..,.-~.^.-„-,
._....,...
Gelston,

i

tiff? * * *
With respect to the first point, the bill of exceptions
states, that the plaintiff gave in evidence, that, at the time
of the seizure of the ship American Eagle, by the defendants, she was in the actual, full and peaceable possession
of the plaintiff; and that, on the acquittal of the vessel in
the District Court, it was decreed that she should be restored to the plaintiff, the claimant of the vessel in that
Court; and the plaintiff then gave in evidence the proceedings in the District Court, by which the above facts fully
In this stage of the cause, and after the plainappeared.

tiff

had proved the seizure of the ship by the defendants,
and her value, a motion was made by the defendants' counsel, that the plaintiff should be non-suited, on the ground
that there was not sufiScient evidence to entitle the plaintiff to a verdict, no right or title having been shown in the
plaintiff to the ship. We are of opinion that the motion
a general an,d
for a nonsuit was correctly overruled.
undeniable mincittle^tbat- possession is a sufficient title to
the plamtiff in an action of trespa ss, vi et armis, against

Itj£

12.

Condensed

statement

of facts by the editor.
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(1 East's Rep. 244. 3 Burr. 1563. Willes's
The
Rep. 221. Esp. Dig. 403. Gould's edit, part 2. 289.)
^nder of an article may maintain trespass against any
person TmtJ4 ifi.r£iaJLo:gaier ; and a person having jin illegal^
possession may support tliis action against any person_
QtESriteB*- the. true owneir ^(l Chitty's P1.~168."2 Saund.
47. d.) If these principles are applied to this case, it will
appear, at once, that the evidence of the plaintiff's right
to the ship was very ample.
dnnr.

For

these reasons we are of opinion that the motion for
a new trial must be 'refused, and that the plaintiff have

judgment on the verdict.

rjW gCTff ni'? far the

ROCKER

V.

f

lain^'^ff,

i^.

PERKINS.

Supreme Court of the District of Columbia.
6 Mackey, 379.

This was an action of trespass.

1888.

The declaration alleged

that the /ififendarLts^it]l~fO'Jt't'CSH'!l.arms,
etc., "wrongfuUv
seized .a-eer.tam. colt of the plaintiff of tHe value, of $15il^
and then and there carried away the same and converted
and disposed of the same to their own jis.e,.". toTTthe damage

'of

plaintiff $250,
The defendants, Perkins and West, pleaded not guilty.
the

On cross-examination the plaintiff was asked whether
he_ b.ad-not sold. pijqx-Aq., the . J9th of .IJovember, to oaeTh^fld^J? Plitt, certain of his goods and chattels and re-^
ceived a consideration therefor.
He replied that fie had""
executed such a bill of sale, but that it wasjnerely as security for ,a..deht of .$500--dufi Mc^tiili, Tfiat possession^
of the property had not been transferred to Mr! Plitt, but
that he had been permitted by said _Plittto retain said
goods andj^iatte]^ including the colt4n_c|ui^Qn, witjTffie
understajttding^ that if he should fail to pay s aid debt ^ha,,^
j(Plitt) migH tate possession, of the, said colt and the other
• *""^
goods, and chattels mentioned in the bill of saTeT""'
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Mr. Chief Justice Bingham delivered the opinion of the
Court:
The only question hefore us is whether or not in the

s

is

is

,

,

\

is.

case of a sale such as was shown to have been made here,
the plaintiff parted with his property in the colt in such
a manner as that the allegation in the declaration that the
colt was the colt of the plaintiff is supported by the evidence. In other words, if the plaintiff's possession was
by virtue of his arrangement with Plitt, that he should
keep the colt until the maturity of the debt, when, if he
failed 'to pay, Plitt was to take possession, .were these facta
sufficient to support the averment of ownership in the
declaration? The position of the defense is that if the
plaintiff had onlj a special ownership of the colt, such as
the rigET^f possession under the agreement with Plitt,
then in order to recover he must allege such ownership in
his declaration, and prove it upon the triah We are satisfied that there is no authority sustaining that view of the
law. It is a well settled rule of pleading that it
siifficient
,in this class, of actions simply to allege ownership in the
pjaiotiff ^nd then any proof of ownership which gill upport the action of trespass wiU be sufficient under such an
The meje right of
allegation to" entitle him to recover.
sufficient to mjaintain the action against every"
possession
one but the owner, and the^jjlegation that the plaintiff
well made out bymefely^proving iSsTigEr of
the owner

is

"

possession."

--«--«.-,

"""~

^

hj

a

mbseiguent sale and delivery of-property injured
trespass htts
13.
effect, in depriving^ the party who had possession at, the time, of the
tr^pata, of his right to sue. .^OTuton t. Willard (1830), 10 Pick. (Mass.)
no

I6B.

61

J.:

Appeals

v.

MANKIN.

of

Supreme Court

of

DICKINSON

West Virginia.

1906.

West Virginia, 429.

G. Dickinson brought an action of
trespass quare clcmswm regit against Crocket Mankin and
P. S. Burkholder to recover dania.ge8 for "entering upon a

John

f

Brannon,
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tract of land claimed.,^ by.^Pi<j|in§Qn and cutting timber.
thereon. The defendants pleaded two pleas, one not guilty,

is

a

&

t

a

e

r

^^

is

it

it

;

a

it,

it

is

2

is

it

it

I

is

is

is

f

o

is

'to

the other liberum tenementum. A trial before a jury was
had resulting in a verdict for the defendants, on which
judgment was rendered for them, and .Dickinson brings the
case to this Court
pXthia Court
^The defendants challenge the
' • jurisdiction
•
•
to entertain the writ of error.
But can the plaintiff sustain his writ of err or on the.
ground jE22t~is a wntroyersy cOnemTmrg"1;1tle^^
aries of land? The case of Greathouse v. Sapp, 26 "W. Va.
show that such action of trespass does not
87, is decisive
involve title or boundaries of land so as to give a writ of
error under that clause of the constitution granting a writ
of error in suits involving title or boundary of land, though
the record show that title and boundary were in fact in
question in it. But in that case the only plea was not
Unthe plea
UberumA enementMm.
guilty, while here
the
der that case we must concede that where the plea
general issue, not guilty, there can be no appeal under this_
the plea of liberum tenementum.
^ead. In this case there
Whilst all the books mention this plea, its long history
somewhat obscure, and the decisions touching its application are very numerous, and somewhat conflicting, in
am enabled to say
both England and America. So far as
has been very little used in the Virginias, and the abvery little known. Yet there
struce learning touching
much law book authority on it. Early , in JZirpniaitJiEai.
held to^ be a good plea. Mcmgwm v. Flowers,
Munf. 205.
full
In the sixth volume of Robinson's Practice, 780,
history of the plea. Once
was used only where the plainvery
declaration
was
in its description of the
general
tiff's
and this plea performed the oflSce
land, not specifying
more definite
of compelling a novel assignment, that is,
description but long since the plea has performed a wider
So we find
stated in 21 Ency. P.
function.
Prac., 840,
stated
that
the
effect
where
of the plea "is to con-^
plaint
flie
had
possession
iff
of the close named^
f^ss that_
?~complainBd
the a£
Of ang^hait
g]PT^T-^iTF"^^^~^^^^^""^^^^^
by ffi defenda nt as set forth, but
sni2h».ad;jma«£QHlffiitted
to avoid the trespass by averring a right to enter and aci.
as alle^3^' "The plea in legal effect jijtinlfe pos session in
the plaintiff such as would enab le him to m aintaS' he ao-
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tion against a wrong-doer , and assert s a freehold in the
"defendant, witn ngJit to immediate possession as against
t&e^plaj5tiffr^ J'orf Dearborn Lodge v. Klein, 115 Hi. 177.
"The plea of liberum tenementum admits the fact that the
plaintiff was in possession of the close described in the
declaration ; and that the defendant did the act complained
of ; raising on ly the quest ion whether the cloaft described
was the defendant's frfifihnld nr not..--.And his title must be
proved either, ^_deed of other documentary evidence, or
by an ajgtual, ad v erse and exclusive^^ossession for twenty
jpars^; inasmucL as, under this issue, he undertakes to show
a title in himself, which shall do away with the presumption arising from the plaintiff's possession."
2 Greenleaf
on Evidence, section 626. So it seems that this plea raifies
the question of tit le aij d hmmdary . "WTiat is the effect of
verdict and judgment when the plea is in? It would seem
that it would be conclusive upon the title. If so Dickinson's right to the land he claims would be concluded in this
case, and this being so his suit involved title and he would
be entitled to a writ of error.
Investigation of the effect
of verdict and judgment upon such plea will show a woeful
conflict of authority upon it. Van Fleet's Former Adjudication, section 404, says: "If the title to land is put in
issue and determined in an action of trespass, q. cl. jr., it is
concluded in Colorado, Illinois, New Hampshire, New York,
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, and in the courts
of the United States, England, and New South "Wales,
while the contrary is true in Massachusetts and Michigan."
An investigation of the cases on the subject produces much
doubt. It will so appear from Van Fleet in his further
Van Fleet cites Pennsylvania for the rule of
discussion.
finality; but McKnigU v. Bell, 135 Pa. St. 358, distinctly
holds that a judgment upon such plea, when the only plea,
is conclusive in a second action wherein the freehold is
attempted to be put in controversy; yet such judgment is
not conclusive of the title in a subsequent ejectment, especially when the plea of liberum tenementum was accompanied by a plea of not guilty, although it be shown that the
only dispute on the first trial was as to title. Elson v.
Com^tock, 150 111. 303, 37 N. E. 207, holds such judgment
a finality on title, if it appear from the record or be shown
by oral testimony that the title was actually triecL See

24
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1

Herman on Estop., section 281 ; White v. Chase, 128 Mass.
158; Bigelow Estop. 98. Now, the record in this case, including all the evidence, shows ttat J^,g^jn,^,MilBda**®*^
.were in controvjexsy in this suit, ^nd Jherefore itmi^jgjjlass,plausibly idaJIlQM.ih^tLj^,3se_.is„on^^ involving JiJig,.,aaflU
It is difficult to tell what rule should be laid
vfeoujidajai.
down. In Arnold v. Arnold, 17 Pick. 4, the court denied
the finality of a judgment upon such a plea. It said that a
judgment upon an issue of soil and freehold was not conclusive in a writ of right. It said that the plea of soil and
freehold, meaning ^jfi^m,^ tenementumj^ would be siip^
ported by defendant proving an estate for his life, or that
in a writ of right the property was in question. The court
said that the §£tipn..QjLtrespass quare clausum fregtt and
th^ various ..x,^3|sja|;,.ente£jjBgcronly" the right of "posses8ionjffid-.antry^nd do not conclude as to tElfflSr£ngE!r
A tenant can sustain trespass against his landlord unlawfully entering upon his possession, and yet it would not be
thought that tbe landlord would lose his title. Still in answer
to this it may be said with success that the true matter of
contest could be proven by parol, and thus prevent the loss
of the landlord's title. I might pursue the many decisions
upon this subject elsewhere, with the result only of producing confusion, not enlightenment. T dnnbt whether such a
judfrmeut wnnlrl bfi a bar to the wrif, nf rig-bt fnrmprlv nsgd
in Virgin ia tn try f^-^ tt^ot-^ ^i^^t, ^'^'^ y^^y ^'^'^ ^illf, to
And I doubt to-day whether it could so operate
land.
against an action of ejectment which now, with us, is a real
action performing the functions formerly performed by
the writ of right. The one relates to the possession, is a
possessory action; the other touches the very right and
title. We all know, as was said in Greathouse v. Sapp,
above, that trespass is to recover mere damages for invation of land, or rather invasion of possession, not to recover
land. No writ of possession can issue under a judgment
in an action of trespass. An appeal lies in an action of
unlawful detainer, which is an element of title. Not so in
trespass. It bears only indire(^,tlv, -^bej) jt Tnu4 h^ar Ar^
xeefer-i m title to give jurisdiction under this head . Cook
V. Dcmgherty, 99 Va, 5yU; McUiaugherty vTWorgcm, 36 W.
Va. 192. See Barret v. Coal Co., 51 W. Va. 420. * * •
We may say that this case does not tou^ title or,.bQTindary
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as to give that writ, and we dismiss it for want of juria'
lictron, and decide nothing' of the merits oTtEeTase;

*

BO

Eeversed.^*
14
In KimbaU y. Hilton (1898), 92 Ma. 214, it was held that the gist
of the action was invasion of a rightful possession, and
title becomes important only in its effect upon the right of possession. Hence the judgment,
where defendant pleads title, does not settle the title, for
the defendant may
have the titie and yet the plaintiff have the right of
possession.
Why Trespass Lies Only foe Violation op
Possession.
"For centuries
it has been common learning that the action of trespass vi et armis Ues only
where there is a wrongful invasion
of possession.
The conception of
trespass, so far as it concerns injuries to personal or real property, embodies
the idea of the violation of possessory right as well as the idea of forceful
Hence if one who has acquired a lawful possession of the propdamage.
erty of another does damage to it he is not liable in an action of trespass
though the application of force be direct and immediate.
If there is any
one principle upon which the common law seems to have committed itself
fully and unequivocally it is upon this principle that the wrong of trespass 'is predicated upon the idea of the violation of possessory right. Trespass will not lie imless the right of possession be somehow violated or
invaded.

"Now why should this be truef
Is this principle grounded in
the very nature of this action of trespass, or is it an artificial and accidental
rule? Why cannot trespass be maintained against any one who does violent
injury to the property of another, without regard to the question whether
the one or the other has the legal possession of the property? Why is not
the bailee of chattels or the lessee of land liable in trespass where he
forcefully damages the chattels of his bailor or commits waste upon the
The question is one deserving attention.
premises of his landlord?
' '
The explanation of the rule is to be found, as might be expected, in certain facts of legal history. The action of trespass was in its origin a
criminal action, and hence it would not lie for an act which did not constitute
a breach of the peace or manifestly tend to a breach of the peace.
This was
the very ground on which the King's Bench assumed jurisdiction over the
In the light of this idea it is easy to see how the law arrived at
wrong.
the proposition that only those acts which involve a violation of possessory
right are trespasses.
"The principle that

the action of trespass is maintainable
only against
possession manifests itself in various aspects. In regard
to real property we note this consequence, to-wit, that if land is in the
possession of a lessee or of a tenant, and a stranger does an injury to the
premises, the lessee or the tenant is the person who is entitled to maintain
The landlord or remainderman must seek redress
trespass against the stranger.
in some other remedy, such as the action of case. He cannot maintain trespass, because the tort-feasor has not violated his possession, but that of the
'Only the person who has the possession in fact of the real proptenant.
erty to which an injury has been done can maintain an action of trespass
quare clausum.'
the field of personal property the doctrine that trespass lies only at
the instance of one whose possessory right is violated manifests itself in the
early rule that the action of trespass is available only against the imor those who are so connected with the wrongful act
mediate wrong-doer
In the case of an asportation of
as to be liable as principals with him.
chattels the remedy could not be used against a 'third hand,' that is,
3 Street on
against one who got the goods from the original tort-feasor."
one

who violates

"In
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EEYNOLDS

v.

1

Casb.^»

CLARKE.

Court of King's Bench.
1

[Chap.

1725.

Strange, 634.

Trespass for entering the plaintiff's yardj^ and, fixing a
spout there, per quod the water came into the yard and
rotted the Myalls of the plaintiff's house.
[The defendant pleaded not guilty as to all, except entering the house and yard and fixing the spout on his own
house; and as to that he justified, for that T. S. being
seized in fee as well of the plaintiff's as of the defendant's
house, which was adjoining to the yard belonging to the
defendant's house, by indenture conveyed the house and
yard to the plaintiff, with an exception in the deed of the
free use of the yard, etc., to the said T. S. and to all the
15.

DiCLABATION

IN CASE.

"For that whereas the said C D heretofore, to-wit, on, etc. (any day just
before the injury was committed) and from thenee, for a long space of time,
to-wit, until, and at the time of the damage and injuiy to the said A B as
hereinafter
mentioned, to-wit, at, etc.
(the venue is transitory) wrongfully and injuriously did keep a certain dog, he the said
D, during all that
that the said dog then was used and accustomed to
time, well knowing
attack and bite mankind, to-wit, at, etc., aforesaid, and which said dog
afterwards, and whilst the said C D so kept the same as aforesaid, to-wit,
on, etc., aforesaid, at, etc., aforesaid, did attack and bite the said A B and
did then and there greatly lacerate, hurt and wound one of the legs of him
the said A B. And thereby he, the said A B, then and there became and
was sick, sore, lame and disordered and so remained, and continued for a
long space of time, to wit, for the space of six months then nexi following,
during all which time he the said A B thereby suffered and underwent
great pain, and was thereby then and there hindered and prevented from
performing and transacting his lawful affairs and business, by him during
that time to be performed and transacted;
and also, by means of the
premises, he, the said A B, was thereby then and there put to great expense, costs and charges, in the whole amounting to a large sum of money,
I. in and about endeavoring to be cured of said
to wit, the sum of
and
wounds, sickness, lameness and disorder, so occasioned as aforesaid,
hath been, and is, by means of the premises, otherwise greatly injured and
To the damage of the said A B of
damnified, to wit, at, etc. aforesaid.
I. and therefore he brings his suit, etc."
2 Chitty on Pleading, 238.
Distinction between Trespass

on the Case and the General Action
Case.
Mr. Street, in his Foundations of Legal Liabiliay (chap.
XVIII), points out the fact that actions on the case were merely actions
"in consimili casu" with the various formed actions provided for in the
register of writs, and only such as were "in consimili casu" with trespass
He says:
"We
should technically be referred to as trespass on the case.
are bound to add that the authorities do not make the explicit distinction
which is here drawn between trespass on the case and the general action on
the case, and in the books the expressions 'trespass on the case' and 'action

ON

THE
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tenants and occupiers of the defendant's house, which house
was afterwards conveyed to the defendant; and averred
that the spout so fixed was necessary for the use of the
defendant's house, and so justified hy virtue of that ex•
•
•
ception. Demurrer to this plea.
The counsel for
•
•
•
the defendant
insisted, that the plaintiff was mistaken in his action, because trespass would not lie for fixing a spout in his own house; but that if the plaintiff had
any damage thereby, he ought to bring an action on the
ease to recover what he was damnified, for he had a license
.to enter the yard, and could not be a trespasser for entering and fixing the spout on his own house.]**
on the case,' or simply 'case,' are used interchangeably.
The propriety of
the distinction cannot, however, be doubted; neither can there be any donbt
that the authorities themselves point to the distinction in that vagne and
obscure way which is indicative of inadequate analysis.
In truth, if we
push analysis far enough we shall perceive that under this head of trespass
on the case, or action on the case, have been grouped together a number
of really different remedies which have only the feature in common that
they are all derived by an identical process of extension from the several
distinct common-law remedies.
Just as there is a specific action on the
ease in the nature of trespass
(trespass on the ease), so there are such
specific actions as the action on the case in the nature of deceit, the action
on the ease in the nature of waste, the action on the case in the nature
of nuisance, the action on the case in the nature of detinue (trover). And
in addition to these specific forms of ease there is, as was indicated above,
the general residuary action which lies to recover redress for wrongs for
•
»
•
which no specific remedy existed.
"The various actions on the case are formless actions based on legal
In conformity with common modes of speech we should speak in
duty.
the singular, and say that the action on the case is a formless action based
•
•
•
is the great residuary remedy in the
directly on legal duty.
field of tort, just as indebitatus assumpsit is the residuary remedy in the
Wherever the law upon a particular state of facts imfield of contract.
poses a pure legal duty, as distinguished from a contractual duty, the action
on the case lies to enforce that duty or to recover damages for its breach
•
•
•
In the evolution
provided no other form of action is available.
of the common-law remedies the action on the case has served to keep remedy
conception of right, and to the
abreast with the expanding
measurably
existence of this remedy is largely to be attributed whatever truth is to be
In as much as
found in the ancient legal maxim ubi jus ibi remedium.
the action on the case is a formless action and is founded directly on legal
duty, an attempt to assign limits to its scope would be as vain as an
The limits of legal liability
attempt to define the limits of legal liability.
are being constantly extended with the growth of society, and as long as
law
there exists any sort of equilibrium between substantive and remedial
•
•
•
the scope of the action on the ease must be likewise extended.
regard to its substance it may be observed that the writ in actions
on the case contains merely a recital of the facts which constitute the basLi
This recital is substantially repeated or perhaps abridged
of the action.
It is, of course, from the circumstance that the siinple
in the declaration.
thus set forth in the pleading, that the action derives
are
facts of the case
its name. The action on the case is a formless action based on the particular

It

"In

facts of the case."
16.

sam*

The portion inclosed in brackets is taken
272.
8 Modem Beports,
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from the report
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and
FoBTEscuB, J.: Trespass is a_4i0sseeg«i?y--a6tion,
The difference
does this invade the plaintiff's possession?
between trespass and case is, that in trespass the plaintiff
complains of an immediate wrong, and in case, of a wrong
*
*
•
that is a consequence of another act.
Chief Justice. We must keep up the boundaries of
action, otherwise we shall introduce the utmost confusion;
.if the action in the first instance be unlawful, trespass willlie; but if the act is prima facie lawful (as it was in this^
but,
_case) and the prejudice to another is not immediate,
consequential, it must be an action upon the case; and this .
*
*
*
is the distinction.
Trespass will not lie for procuring
FoETESouE, J.:
another to beat me; if a man throws a log into the highmay maintain trespass,
way, and in that act it hits me,
because it is an immediate wrong; but if as it lies there I
must bring an acand receive an injury,
stum,ble over
tion upon the case because
only prejudicial in consecould have no action at all.
quence, for which originally
is

The distinction

certainly right; this

is

J.:

is

Eeynolds,

I

;

it

I

it,

I

a

.

;

a

it

only injurious in its consequence, for
isjoot pretended^
that the bare fixing
spout was
cause of action, without
the falling of any water the right of action did not accrue
till the water actually descended, and therefore this shouldhave been an action upon the case..
Pbb Cubiam. Judgment for defendant.

V.

LONDON AND NORTHWESTERN

RAILWAY COMPANY.

4

Court

of

SHAEROD

Exchequer.

Exchequer,

1848.

580.

Parke, B.

#

*

#

*

*

»

#

g

h

*

'

#

#

^j

g

Trespass for driving a railway engine with great force
and violance against and over thV'ptaaBrttff ^^' gepTliy
— Plea :^bt
means whereof they were killed.
'
'
"' guilty!;
We are of opinion in this case that an action
of trespass will not_ lie against the Company, the defendants.
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The immediate act which caused the damage to the plain-

tiff's cattle,^was an impact of

a machine, which was under
the control of a .rational agent, the servant of the defendants; not so much so indeed as a horse, or carriage drawn
by horses, or propelled by mechanical power along an ordinary highway, would be, in which cases both the direction
_and the speed of the machine are under goyerriment, but
still in such a degree as to make the cases similar for the
purpose of deciding the present question. We may treat
the case, then, as if the damage had been done by an ordinary carriage drawn by horses; and, it being now settled
that an action of trespass will lie against a corporation, we
may consider, for the present purpose, the defendants as
^onejiatural person, and Jhejcarriagejinder the care of his
servants^ Now, the law is well established, on the one
hand, that, whenever the injury done to the plaintiff results from immediate
force of the defendant himself,
whether intentionally or not, the plaintiff may bring an action of trespass ; on the other, that if the act be that of the
.servant, and be, negligent, np,t wilful, case is the only remedy
against the master. The maxim "Qui facit per alium facii
per se" fenders the master liable for all the negligent acts
of the servant in the course of his employment; but that
liability does not make the direct act of the servant the direct act of the master. Trespass will not lie against him;
case will, in effect, for employing a careless servant, but
not trespass, unless, as was said by the Court in Morley v.
Gains ford, 2 H. Bl. 442, the act was done "hy his corro"
mand; that is, unless either the particular act which constitutes the trespass is ordered to be done by the principal,
or some act which comprises it; or some act which leads
by a physical necessity to the act complained of. The former is the case, when one, as servant, is ordered to enter
a close to try a right or otherwise; the latter, when such
a case occurs as Gregory v. Piper, 9 B. & C. 591, where
rubbish, ordered to be removed, from a natural necessity
fell on the plaintiff's soil; but, when the act is that of the
servant in perfonmng his duly to his master, the rule of
law we consider to be, that case is the only remedy against
the master, and then only is maintainable when that act is
negligent or improper; and this rule applies to all cases
where the carriage or cattle of a master is placed in the
care and under the management of a servant, a rational
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if

is

it,

agent. The agent's direct act or trespass is not the direct
act of the master. Each blow of the whip, whether skilful and careful or not, is not the blow of the master; it is
we think, be
the voluntary act of the servant; nor can
reasonably said that all the acts done in the skilful and
careful conduct of the carriage are those of the master, for
which he
responsible in an action of trespass, to the same
extent as
he had given them himself, because he has
impliedly ordered them; but those that are careless and
unskilful were not, for he has given no order, except to use

skill and care.
Our opinion is, that, in all cases where

;

it

a

a

it

a

if

it

a

it

is

;

is

a

a

master gives
carriage, or animal, or
the direction and control over
only rechattel, to another rational agent, the master
skill
or care
want
of
for
sponsible in an action on the case,
of the agent,— no more consequently, this action cannot be
supported.
"We should observe, that, though the master in this case
taken to have ordered the driver of the engine to prodid not follow as
necessary conseceed at great speed,
would impinge on the plaintiff's cattle. It
quence that
the driver had seen the cattle
might not have happened,
sooner, or the cattle had heard the engine, and got out of
tresthe way. The act, therefore, cannot be treated as
was, by necessary implication,
pass, on the ground that
ordered to be done by the defendants — ^the principle on
which the case of Gregory v. Piper was decided. Thisjsjthesimple _case of an act done by the servant in the course of _
his emplqyinent, not specifically ordered by the master;
and though the injury by such an act be direct so far as_
'relates, to ihe servant, we have recently held that a master
would not be responsible in trespass: Gordon v. Rolt,
Ante," p. 363.
If in the present case the plaintiff's cattle had a right
to be on the railway, the plaintiff has a remedy, by an action on the case against the Company for causing the engine to be driven in such
way as to injure that right for
the defendants are bound to see that their carriages did
not travel at such
speed as to make
impossible to avoid
other persons,- who had a lawful right to be there.
If the cattle were altogether wrong-doers, there has been
no neglect or misconduct for which the defendants are responsible.
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cattle had an excuse for being there, as if they had
escaped through defect of fences which the Company should
have kept up, the cattle were not wrong-doers, they had
no right to be there; and their damage is a consequent
damage from the wrong of the defendants in letting their
fences be incomplete or out of repair, and may be recovered accordingly in an action ^in_tiie case.
Rtde absolute.

PERCIVAL

V.

HICKEY.

Siipreme Court of New York.
18 Johnson,,

1820.

257.

This was an action of trespass, for running down the
-Vessel i)ftib.e defendant at sea, tried before Mb. Justice
Yates at the New York Sittings, in April, 1819. * • •
Spencer, C. J.: The verdict of the jury was for the
plaintifE ; and agreeably to an intimation from the judge,
that if they found for the plaintiff, they should state the
gronnds of their verdict, they SiMQdijJhat the disaster was
the result of gross negligence in the defendant.
Among
tiie points taken, on the motion for a new trial, it has been
strenuously urged by the defendant's counsel, that the action should have been case, and not Ixeapass
This point
is open to the defendaS^ because in the progress of the
trial, a motion was made for a nonsuit, after the plaintiff
had gone through with his evidence, on that ground.
We must consider, after the finding of the jury, that the
injury done, by running down the plaintiff's vessel, was
not designed, or intentional.; but that it proceeded from the
^eJendajgrs negligence, as captain and commanding officer
of the Atalania. We are bound, also, to consider the negligence as a personal one, imputable to the acts and omissions of the defendant; and that these acts and omissions
were gross and palpable.
That the force by which the plaintiff's vessel was destroyed, was the immediate cause of her destruction, proceeding from the collision, cannot be doubted; and then
ihe Question arises, whether, if such an act, producdnj? the
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1

and directly, be the result of .negligence, and not of a wilful intention, the action ought to be
trespass^ or ca^e. In the case of Leame v. Bray, (3 East,
'593) all tlie ^authorities and preceding cases bearing on
this question, were reviewed. That was trespass, charging
the defendant with having drove and struck a single horse
chaise which the defendant was driving along the highway,
with such great force and violence upon and against the
plaintiff's curricle, which his servant was driving, that by
means thereof, the servant was thrown out, and the horses
ran away with the curricle; and the plaintiff, to preserve
his life, jumped and fell from the same, and fractured his
collar Jaone. It appeared in evidence, that the accident
happened on a dark night, owing to the defendant's driving his carriage on the wrong side of the road, the parties
not being able to see each other, and that if the defendant
had kept the right side of the road, there was ample room
for the carriages to pass without injury, but it did not appear that blame was imputable to the defendant in any
other respect; and on an objection, that the injury happened from negligence, and was not wilful, and that the
proper action was case, and not trespass vi et armis, the
plaintiff was nonsuited. After argument, the nonsuit was
set aside by the unanimous opinion of the court.
Lord
Ellenbobough said, the true criterion seemed to be, according to what Lord Ch. J. De Gbey said, in Scott v. Shepard (3 WUs. 411, S. C. 2 Bl. Rep. 892), whether the plaintiff received an injury by force from the defendant; that
if jttie injurious act be the, immediate result of the force
originaIly~applied by "the defendant, and the plaintiff be
injured by
the subject of an action of trespass vi et
armis, by all the cases both ancient and modem that
was
immaierial,, whether the injiiry be wilful or not; • * *
GSose, J., expressed himself very decidedly; he observed,
that in looking into all the cases from the year-book in the
21 H, Vn down to the latest decision on the subject, he
found the principle to be, that
the injury be done by the
act of the party himself at the time, or he be the immediate
cause of
though
happen accidentally, or by misfortune, yet he
answerable in trespass.
Le Blanc, J.,
equally explicit. He says, "In all the books, the invariable
principle to be collected is, that where the injury
immediate on the act done, there trespass lies but where
not
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immediate on the act done, butjconseqiiential, then the remedy is in case." * • • The case~6f 'Covel v. Laming,
(1 Camp. N. P. Rep. 497) which was subsequent to the
case of Leame v. Bray, was an action of trespass for running the defendant's ship against the plaintiff's.
It appeared, that when the accident happened, the defendant
stood at the hebn, and that he wished to steer clear of the
plaintiff, and if he was to blame, it was through ignorance
and unskilfulness.
On the objection that trespass would
not lie. Lord Ellenboeough, confirmed the doctrine he
had delivered in Leame v. Bray, and said, it made no difference that the parties were sailing on shipboard.
The
defendant was at the helm, and guided the motions of his
vessel. The winds and the waves were only instrumental
in carrying her along in the direction which he communicated; the force, therefore, proceeded from him, and the
injury the plaintiff sustained was the immediate effect of
that force; and the plaintiff had a verdict.

The Court of Common Pleas have, undoubtedly, questioned the correctness of the decision m Leame v. Bray,
*
* *
*In BUrm v.
though they have not overruled it.
Campbell, (14 Johns. Eep. 432) the plaintiff sued in an
action on the case, and it appeared that the defendant, being a trooper, had wounded the plaintiff's leg, by negligently firing a pistol. We held, that if the injury is attributable to negligence, though it were immediate, the party
injured has his election, either to treat the negligence of
the defendant as the cause of action, and declare in case,
or to consider the act itself as the injury, and to declare in
The rule is laid down in the same manner in 1
trespass.
Chitty PI. 127, and is warranted by the cases he cites.
am perfectly satisfied, from a review of the cases, that
if the defendant is liable at all, this action is appropriate,
jLnd^ that^it^ ought toL have been trespass rather than case,
AS the injury was immediate, and from gross negligence.^''
[Motion for a new trial allowed on other grounds.]

I

That trespass will lie for a direct though unintentional injury:
17.
Welch V. Durand (1869), 36 Conn. 182; Brown t. Kendall (1850), 6 Cush.
(Mass.) 292.
Sunderland — C

U

P. S
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NEVIN

V.

[Clmp.

1

THE PULLMAN PALACE CAR COMPANY.
Sttpreme Court of Illinois.
106

1883.

lUinois, 222.

Mr. Justice Mulkey delivered the opinion of the Court:
This was an action on the case, brought by Luke Nevin,
the plaintiff in error, in the circuit court of McLean county,
Palace Car Company, the defendant
in error, for refusing to permit him to occupy a sleeping
berth in one of its cars, which had been assigned to him, and
which he was ready and offered to pay for. The circuit
court sustained a general demurrer to the declaration, and
the plaintiff elected to stand by his declaration, judgment
against the Pullman

was entered against him for costs, which, on appeal, was
afiSrmed by the Appellate Court for the Third District, and
the plaintiff in error brings the record here for review.
The declaration, omitting mere formal averments and
unnecessary verbiage, charges, in substance, that the plaintiff, on the 4th day of August, 1881, at Dubuque, Iowa, purchased of the Illinois Central Eailroad Company, for his
niece, wife and himself, respectively, three first-class passenger tickets over that company's railway, from Dubuque,
Iowa, to Chicago, this State; that having provided himself with these tickets, he, together with his wife and niece,
about ten o'clock of the night of that day, and just before
the train from Dubuque to Chicago started out, entered a
sleeping car called "Kalamazoo," belongiag to and constituting a part of said train, which said sleeping car was
then in the possession and under control of the defendant;
that upon entering the car he engaged of the conductor of
said car two lower berths, at one dollar and fifty cents each ;
that the conductor thereupon assigned one berth to his
niece, and one to plaintiff and his wife, promising to have
them made up a little later in the night; that he and his
wife took seats in the berth assigned to them, and remained
sitting up, in an orderly manner, until about twelve o 'clock,
frequently, in the meantime, requesting the conductor to
have the berths made up, so they could retire to rest, and
at the same time tendering to him the price agreed to be
paid therefor ; that on the arrival of the train at Lena, this
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State, about the hour just stated, plaintiff temporarily
left his seat, and stepped out on the platform of the sleeper,

intending to retxirn immediately to his berth, when the conductor instantly closed and secured the outer doors of said
sleeper, and thereby prevented him from again entering
the same ; that plaintiff endeavored to open said doors and
re-enter said car, and frequently requested the conductor
to permit him to do so, but that said conductor, instead
of complying with his request, removed his satchel, coats
and shoes from the berth so assigned to him and his wife,
to another car, and ejected the latter from said sleeper, by
means of which plaintiff was compelled to take and occupy
a seat in a common passenger car on said train till its
arrival in Chicago, by reason of which plaintiff was deprived of his rest and sleep, in consequence of which "he
became exceedingly weary and sick, and was greatly humiliated," etc.; that his expulsion from his berth in the manner stated was done willfully and maliciously, and that the
only reason assigned by the conductor for refusing the price
of the berths was, "that they were not made up."
It is not claimed or pretended, as we understand counsel, that the facts alleged in the declaration do not show
a good cause of action, but the claim rather is, that they
disclose a right to recover in assumpsit, and not in case, —
or, in other words, the contention is, that the plaintiff has
misconceived his action; that the only wrong complained
of consists of a breach of an express contract, and therefore the action should have been brought in form of ex
contractu, and not in form ex delicto, as it was.
*

*

*

Is it

true, as a universal proposition, that this
form of action wiU not lie in any case where the conduct
complained of is a direct breach of an express contract?
Certainly not. A simple illustration will demonstrate the
fallacy of such a position. Suppose A contracts with B
to keep the latter 's horse for an indefinite period at fifty
cents a day, the horse to be returned to B on demand, and
A, after having been paid all charges for the keep of the
horse, should refuse to re-deliver him to B, on demand, no
one, in such a case, would question for a moment the right of
B to maintain an action of trover against A for the horse,
which is one species of the action on the case, — and yet,
in the case supposed, the refusal of A to redeliver the
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horse, the real cause of action is, in the strictest sense of
the term, a direct breach of the special contract between
the parties. * * *
It is a familiar doctrine that case will lie for a mere
nonfeasance
against
persons exercising certain public
trades or employments, where no contractual relation exists between them and the plaintiff, as, where a common
carrier, having the requisite means of transportation, refuses to carry goods or passengers. Chitty, in discussing
this matter, in his work on Pleadings, says: "There are,
however, some particular instances of persons exercising
certain public trades or employments, who are bound by
law to do what is required of them in the course of their
employments without aid of express contract, and are in
return entitled to a recompense, and may, therefore, be
sued in case, as for a breach of duty in refusing to exercise
their callings,— as, where a common carrier, having conveniences, refuses to carry goods, being tendered satisfaction for the carriage; or an inn-keeper to receive a guest,
having room for him ; or a smith, having materials f or
the purpose, to shoe a horse for a traveler; or a ferryman
to convey one over a common ferry, and the like." (Vol.
It clear, from the language of this author, the
136).
classes of persons enumerated are intended as mere examples of the application of the general principle stated,
and not as a limitation of the rule itself, and by a well
recognized rule of the common law the same principle
should be extended to all other trades and callings that bear
the same relation to the public as those just enumerated,,
and the fact that no precedent can be found for
entitled to but little consideration, when
clear the case
in hand falls within the principle. This
particularly
true with respect to extending as
remedy the action we
are considering, to new states, of facts, where they clearly
fall within the general principle upon which the action
To the objection there was no precedent for
maintained.
the action made on
certain occasion before Pbatt, Ch. J.
Lord
he
Camden),
reported to have said:
(afterwards
wish never to hear this objection again. The action
for a tort. Torts are infinitely various, not limited or confined, for there
nothing in nature but may be an instrument of mischief."
Indeed, the writ in case, as its very
name imports, was invented for the express purpose of giv-
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ing a remedy where none of the old forms of -writs were

*
•
•
applicable.
Since, as we have just seen, certain legal consequences
affecting the question we are considering result from the
exercise of certain public trades or employments, it becomes
important to determine, with some degree of particularity,
the true relation which the Pullman Palace Car Company
sustains to the public, and to point out, so far as we are
able, the difference between it and persons or companies
exercising public callings or employments like those above
enumerated, if indeed, any such difference exists. Like an
ordinary railway company engaged in the transportation
of freight and passengers, this company transacts its entire business, so far as it relates to this case, over the various railways in this and other States. Like railway companies it exercises special privileges and franchises granted
to it by the State, and its business is transacted almost
*
*
*
In what
exclusively with the traveling public.
respect, then, does this company differ in its relation to
the public, so far as the present inquiry is concerned, from
No difference has been
an ordinary railway company?
pointed out by counsel, and we are confident none can be.
*

•

*

is

it

it

is

it

*

it

it,

If, then, this company owes any duties to the community
by reason of its relation to the public, as we hold it does,
manifestly one of them is, that it shall treat all persons
whose patronage it has solicited with fairness, and without
unjust discrimination. When, therefore, a passenger, who,
under the rules of the company, is entitled to a berth upon
payment of the usual fare, and to whom no personal objection attkches, enters the company's sleeping car at a
proper time for the purpose of procuring accommodations,
and in an orderly and respectful manner applies for a berth,
offering or tendering the customary price therefor, the comhas a vacant one
provided
pany is bound to furnish
*
*
Holding then, as we do, where
at its disposal.
the duty of the
there are sleeping berths not engaged,
or
of the custender
upon the payment
company,
tomary price, to furnish them to applicants when properly
follows the defendcalled for by unobjectionable persons,
ant was not justifiable in refusing to let the plaintiff have
well settled the fact there
one for himself and wife, and
was a special contract between the company and the plain-
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tiff, upon which an action of assumpsit might have been
maintained, does not at all affect the right to recover in
the present form of action, which is founded upon the defendant's common-law liability, as above stated.
But outside of this view, of the soundness of which we
have no doubt, the same result may be reached by a somewhat different process, though the principle, perhaps, is the
same in both cases. Let us assume, then, for the purposes
of the argument, the defendant owes to the public no common-law duties in the absence of any contract reMting to
its business. It would then follow the defendant is under
no obligation to the plaintiff, except such as grew out of
the contract entered into between them. But it does not
follow that all the duties growing out of the contract on
either side must have been expressly stipulated for. On the
contrary, nothing is better settled than that in many contracts, especially those which establish peculiar relations
between the parties, as, those of confidence and trust, the
law silently annexes certain conditions, and imposes mutual

obligations and duties, which are not all, in express terms,
provided for in the contract, yet, in contemplation of law,
they are nevertheless regarded as a part of the contract,
and the nonperformance of them may, in an action on the
contract, be assigned* as a breach thereof.
But while assiimpsit will certainly lie for a breach of these implied duties, it is equally well settled that case will lie also. Strictly
speaking, these dutifes arise ex lege out of the relation
created by the contract. As familiar illustrations of this
class of contracts, which give rise to an almost infiinite variety of implied duties and obligations, may be mentioned
those between client and attorney, physician and patient,
carrier and shipper, and, in short, every species of bailment.
In all these and analogous cases it is conceded case is a concurrent remedy with assumpsit for a breach of implied
duties growing out of any of these relations.
Now, when we look at the contract between the plaintiff
and defendant, the character of the business of the company, the subject matter of the contract, the relations of
the parties with respect to such subject matter, and all the
circumstances attending the transaction, can it be doubted
for a moment that the contract falls within the same class
of contracts as those between carrier and passenger, and
the like ? Can it be questioned that upon assigning the two
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berths to the plaintiff upon the terms which he agreed to
and offered to comply with, and which the company agreed
to accept, the contract thus made at once became obligatory
and binding upon the parties, and that it established a special relation between them, such as that between carrier
and passenger, and the like, to which the law, of its own
force, annexed certain implied obligations and duties, to be
respectively observed and performed by the parties towards each other? Clearly not. What were some of these
implied duties? On the part of the plaintiff, he impliedly
agreed to conduct himself in a quiet and orderly manner,
to take due and proper care of the berths while in his possession, and surrender the same at the end of his journey in
as good condition as when assigned to him, necessary wear
On the part of the company it was impliedly
excepted.
stipulated that it would use all reasonable and proper means
within its power to preserve order and decorum in the
sleeper during the journey, and especially during sleeping
hours, and that it would furnish and keep on hand such
supplies and conveniences as are usually found in like sleepers, and are necessary to the health and comfort of passengers, and also that it would permit the plaintiff to quietly
and peacefully occupy the berth engaged by him during the
journey, and not expel him or his wife from the car or
such berth, or otherwise attempt to interfere with its proper
use and enjoyment, so long as he and his wife demeaned
themselves with propriety. None of these duties were, or
ever are, expressly stipulated for by one engaging a sleeping berth, for the simple reason the law always implies
them from the relation of the parties created by the contract securing a berth; and for a breach of any of these
implied duties, it is clear, as already shown, case is a concurrent remedy with assumpsit, and, indeed, is always the
more appropriate remedy where matters of aggravation
are relied on as an element of damage. It is clear, in the
present case the defendant utterly disregarded its duty in
not making up the berth of the plaintiff, and in not permitting him and his wife to occupy it through the night,
and in expelling them from the car, and for this it must
be held liable.
In view here expressed is believed to be in consonance
with the general principles of the law, and is clearly sustained by some of the best considered cases, both English
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and American. Burnett v. Lynch, 5 Bam. & Cress. 589;
11 Eng. Com. Law, 597; Hancock v. Coffin, 21 Eng. Com.
Law, 318; DicJcson v. CUfton, 2 Wils. 319; Boorman v.
Brown, 3 Adol. & E. (N. S.) 525. In this last case, Chief
Justice TiNDAL, in delivering the judgment in the Exchequer Chamber, entered into an extended review of the
''
The
authorities, and in summing up used this language :
the
conthat
principle in all these cases would seem to be,
tract creates a duty, and the neglect to perform that duty,
or the nonfeasance, is a ground of action upon a tort," —
and this case was affirmed on appeal to the House of Lords.
In this case. Lord Campbbix, in deliv(11 CI. & Fin. 44)
think
ering the judgment in the House of Lords, says:
the judgment of the Court of Exchequer Chamber is right,
for you can not confine the right of recovery merely to
those cases where there is an employment without any
But wherever there is a contract, and
special contract.
something to be done in the course of the employmnt which
is the subject of that contract, if there is a breach of the
duty in the course of that employment the plaintiff may
This, subject to
recover, either in tort or in contract."
the limitation hereafter to be stated, we regard as the true
rule on the subject.
It is often, and indeed generally, stated, the action lies
only for the breach of a common-law duty, and this we believe to be strictly true ; yet there is some confusion in the
cases as to what is meant by a common-law duty, growing
out of the fact that it sometimes arises without the intervention of a contract and sometimes with
and in the latoften said, as in the case last cited, "the conter case
tract creates the duty," and while this
true and accucertain sense, yet when we attempt to derate enough in
fine with precision just when the action will lie and when
will not, the statement
not sufficiently definite, for
conceded
the
law
makes
must be
the duty of every one
to perform his contract, and
clear case will not lie
for the breach of every duty created by contract.
one
contracts to deliver to another a load of wood, or pay
specific sum of money on a given day, and fails to do so,
an action on the contract alone will lie — and yet
manifest, in the case supposed, there has been
breach of duty
created by the contract. We think
more accurate, therecase
lies only for the breach of such duties
fore, to say, that

is it

is

it

a

If

a

it

it

it

is

it

a

is

is

it

it,
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as the law implies from the existing relations of the parties, whether such relations have been established with or
without the aid of a contract; but if created by contract,
it is no objection to the action that the performance of
the duty in question has been expressly stipulated for, if it
would have existed by reason of such relations without such
stipulation. This is well illustrated by the case put in the
early part of this opinion, where B let his horse to A, to
be kept at a stipulated price per day, and returned on demand. Now, in that case, by the mere delivery of the horse,
to be kept at the price agreed upon, the law implied or imposed the duty of returning him upon demand, without any
agreement to that effect, and the duty being thus implied
by law, independently of the express stipulation for its performance, case clearly would lie for its breach.
The general principle seems to be this : Where the duty
for whose breaxih the action is brought would not be implied
by law by reason of the relations of the parties, whether
such relations arose out of a contract or not, and its existence depends solely upon the fact that it has been expressly
stipulated for, the remedy is in contract, and not in tort —
when otherwise, case is an appropriate remedy. Of course,
assumpsit is a concurrent remedy with case, in all cases
where there is an express or implied contract.
The judgment of the Appellate Court is reversed, and
the cause remanded, with directions to that court to reverse the judgment of the circuit court, and remand the
cause for further proceedings not inconsistent with the
views here expressed.
Judgment reversed.

DALTON

v.

FAVOUR.

Superior Court of Judicature of New Hampshire.

1826.

3 New Hampshire, 465.

Favour, <m the
-TEes2asB_oii^tibe case, for that the said
27th September, llS^tXlX^BLvmgm KsTiands a firelock,
highly ^axged with powder, and a great quantity of wadding, so exceedingly carelessly managed his said firelock,
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that he discharged its contents into the foot of the plaintiff ;
put to great pain, etc.
whereby he was
•
"•^'--^

-■#■■#

•

'

«

•

•„

#.., #_

•

•

Mr. Chief Justice Richardson delivered the opinion of
the court.

The principles, upon which the decision of this case must
depend, are well settled in the books.
In all cases, where the injury is done with force^^d^^vEQ,'
gpdiafelyTBy "lEhe "acll of the "defendant, trespass may be
maintained.
1 Chitty's PI. 122.— 3 East. 593, Leame v.
—
Bray. 19 Johns. 381. — 18 Ditto, 257, Percivai v. Eickey.
And in every case, where the injury is the immediate
jeffectjof the defendant's act, and is stated in {he declara^
tion, or appears upon the trial, to have been wilfully done,
the remedy njusLiifi. trespass. 1 Chitty PI. 127. — 8 D. & E.
188, Ogle v. Barnes. — 6 D. & E. 128. And Savingnac v.
Boome, 6 D. & E. 125.— 5 D. & E. 648, Day v. Edwards.
But where the damage or injury ensues, not directly from
the act of the defendant, the remedy must be case. 1 Chitty

PI.

126.

.In all cases,_ where the injury is attributable to negligence, although it were the immediate effect of the defend-

ant's actftEe'pa.rty injured has an election, either to treat
the negligence of the defendant as the cause of action, and
declare in case; or to consider the act itself as the cause
of the injury, and declare in trespass. 1 Chitty's PI. 127. —
5 Bos. & Puller, 117, Rogers v. Imbleton. — 3 Burrows,
1560.— 5 B. & P. 447, note.— 3 East 600 and 601.— 8 D & E.
188, Ogle v. Barnes. — 14 Johns. 432, Bliss v. Campbell,
where it was decided, that case might be maintained for
wounding the plaintiff's leg by negligently firing a pistol.
1 Bos. & Puller, 472, Turner v. Hawkins.
In the case now before us, it did not appear, that the
injury was wilfully done, but it was the consequence of
great carelessness. This is an instance then, where either
trespass or case haay be maintained

and there must be
Judgment on the verdict.^'
;

here pointed out was not clearly observed in Case
distinction
2 Ohio, 169.
The court there criticized the doctrine that
be an election between trespass and case, on the ground
there
between the two forms of action.
that it would destroy the distinction
Such a rule, says the court, amounts to this, that the plaintiff "may take
up an entire, connected transaction by parts, and rely on as much of it as
•
•
•
wiU answer his purpose, to th« exclusion of the residue.
'W^ere
18.

T.

The

Mark

(182^)
could ever
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permitted,
can mot conceive of any trespass that taaj not be sued
the form of case.
What are the ordinary concomitants of a severe
battery t They are pain, bodily and mental — incapacity for business —^the
expense of medical aid, and disgrace in the public estimation.
under
the pretense of waiving the immediate injury, which is pain, the party may
go for the consequentutl damage, which is the incapacity for business, expense, etc, it will be a matter of but little moment whether he sue in
trespass or in case, as the only difference in the result would be the portion
of damage that might be allowed for the pain inflicted."
The weakness
of this criticism is that the court confuses the items of damage with the
wrongful acts. Assuming that a battery results from negligence, there are
two wrongful acts, the negligence which results in the battery and the
battery itself. Either one of these wrongful acts may be sued upon as the
basis of liability.
the former is employed, the injuries — all of them,
not merely the pain — are only an indirect result; while if the latter is
The
therefrom.
employed, these injuries result directly and immediately
damages might be the same in both forms of action, but the foimdation
of the liability would be different in each. See Johnson v. Castleman (1834)
10 Wend.
2 Dana (Ky.) 374; Wilson v. Smith (1833)
(N. T.) S24.

thia

for in

If

If

Cases in Which an Election is Permitted.
Prosecution.
JIalicious
If the malice and falsehood be put forward
as the gravamen the action may be case, while if the arrest or other act
of trespass be counted upon as the gist of the action, trespass will lie:
Morris v. Scott (1839) 21 Wend. (N. T.) 281; Hays v. Younglove (1847)
7 B. Mon. (Ky.) 545.
If the taking is the ground of the action trespass is proper,
Conversion.
but the conversion may be counted upon as disclosing an action in case
Claflin v. WUcox (1846) 18 Vt. 605.
(trover),
If the action is based on loss of services it is case, but if
Seduction.
the defendant illegally enters the premises of the plaintiff to accomplish
the act, this entry may be made the ground of an action of trespass quare
Mercer v. Walmsley (1820) 5 Har. & J. (Md.) 27; Sargent v.
clausum:
5 Cow.
(N. Y.) 117; Parker v. Meek (1855) 3 Sneed
(1825)
29.
(Tenn.)
It seems to have been commop practice to employ
Criminal Conversation.
either trespass or case, though the reason for allowing trespass does not
Woodward v. Walton (1807) 2 Bos. & PuL
appear to be very satisfactory:
Townsend
v.
Haney
N. B. 476;
(1821) 1 McCord L. (S. C.) 206; Macfadzen
6 East, 387.
V. Olivant (1805)
KeUy V. Lett (1851) 13 Ired. L. (N. C.) 50, has an interesting discussion
of the right to elect between trespass and case, and suggests that this right
is an indulgence granted on account of the difficulty in tracing the dividing
line between the two forms of actions.
Synopsis op Cases in Which Teespass on the Case Will Lie.
have before remarked that an action upon the case was a remedy
by the common law, but that it appears to have existed only in a
limited form, and to a certain prescribed extent, until the statute of WestIn its most comprehensive signification it includes assumpsit
minster 2.
time, when
as well as an action in form ex delicto; but at the present
an
an action on the case is mentioned, it is usually understood to mean
•
•
•
,
action in form ex delicto.
t
"Actions on the case are founded on the common law, or upon acts of
parliament, and lie generally to recover damages for torts not committed
force, where
with force, actual or implied; or having been occasioned by
but
immediate,
not
was
injury
the
or
the matter affected was not tangible,
was only in reversion;
in
the
property
interest
the
where
or
consequential;
[4 T. B. 489; 7 T. B. 9.J
in all which cases trespass is not sustainable.
rights of persons, or to
relative
or
absolute
the
are,
to
nature
Torts of this
real
property, corporeal
or
to
personal property in possession or reversion,
may be either
injuries
These
revexsioB.
or
in
possession
or incorporeal,
ought to
defendaat
the
by nonfeasance, or the omission of 9om« act which

"We

given
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perform; or by misfeasance, being the improper performance of some act
which might lawfully be donej or by malfeasance, the doing what the
defendant ought not to do; and these respective torts are commonly the
performance or omission of some act contrary to the general obligation
of the law, or the particular rights and duties of the parties, or of some
express or implied contract between them.
"Case is the proper remedy for an injury to the alsolute rights of persons
not immediate, but consequential [11 Mass. 137; 2 Dana (Ky.) 378; 18
Johns. (N. T.) 257; 19 Johns. (N. Y.) 381; Harper (S. C.) 43; 1 Marsh.
(Ky.) 194; 6 Call (Va.) 44]; as for keeping mischievous animals, having
notice of their propensity [16 Conn. 200; 23 Wend. (N. T.) 254; 7 Ala.
160; 15 Yt. 404], or for special damage arising from a public nuisance
[Willes, 71 to 75; 11 East, 60; 3 Vt. 521; 6 Dowl. & EyL 275]. But if
the injury were immediate, as if the defendant incited his dog to bite
another, or let loose a dangerous animal; or if in the act of throwing a
log into a pubHe street, it hurt the plaintiff; or if an injury be committed
by cattle to land; the action should be trespass.
Also, whenever an injury
to a person is occasioned by regular process of a Court of competent
jurisdiction, though maliciously adopted, ease is the proper remedy, and
trespass is not sustainable [3 T. E. 185; 1 T. E. 535; 3 Esp. 135; 11 East,
297;

Campb.

295;

(N. T.)

269].

1

2

Chit.

304;

2

Conn.

700;

11

Mass.

500;

6

Oreenl.

(Me.) 421; 3 Gill & Johns. (Md.) 377; 6 Wend. (N. T.) 382]; as for a
malicious arrest; or for malicious prosecution of a criminal charge before
a magistrate or otherwise [Chit. Eep. 304],
If the proceeding be maUcious
and unfounded, though it were instituted by a Court having no jurisdiction,
case may be supported, or trespass [2 Wiis. 302; 7 B. Mon. (Ky.) 545].
Formerly it was usual in these instances, where several persons combined
in the prosecution, to proceed by writ of conspiracy, but the action on
If,
the case is now the usual remedy [1 Saimd. 228; 6 Watts (Pa.) 304].
on the other hand, the proceeding complained of were irregular, the remedy
in general must be trespass; and therefore, where a justice of the peace
maliciously and irregularly granted a warrant against a person fpr felony,
without any information upon oath, it was decided that the remedy against
the justice should have been trespass and not case [2 T. E. 225; 2 Chit. Eep.
304; 12 Serg. & E. (Pa.) 210; 6 Munf. (Va.) 27; Hardin (Ky.) 490;
7

Cow.

"Case,

•

•

•

remedy, where the right affected
was not tangible, and consequently could not be affected by force, as reputation and health, the injuries to which are always remediable by action on
It is also the only remedy against
the case; as, libels, or verbal slander.
sheriffs, justices, especially after convictions quashed, or other of&cers acting
ministerially and not judicially, for refusing bail or to receive an examination upon the statute of hue and cry, etc. [1 Leon. 323] ; and case lies
or for want of
treatment,
against surgeons, agents, etc., for improper
skill or care; though assumpsit is also sustainable [8 East, 348].
"Actions for injuries to the relative rights of persons, as for seducing or
harboring wives, enticing away or harboring apprentices or servants, are
properly in case; though it is now usual, and perhaps more correct, to
declare in trespass vi et armis and contra pacem, for criminal conversation
and for debauching daughters and servants [2 New Eep. 476] 2 M. & Sel.
436] ; yet as the consequent loss of society or service is the ground of
action, the plaintiff is still at liberty to declare in case [5 East, 39; 5
GreenL (Me.) 446; 7 Blackf. (Ind.) 578; 21 Wend. (N. Y.) 79; 8 Serg.
& E. (Pa.) 36; 5 Harr. &
(Md.) 27; 8 Conn. 130; 4 Cow. (N. Y.)
412].

•

as we have seen, is also the proper

•

•

J.

"For injuries to personal property not committed with force or not
immediate, or where the plaintiff's right thereto is in reversion [3 Campb.
It lies against attorneys or other agents
187], case is the proper remedy.
for negligence or other breach of duty or misfeasance in the conduct of
a cause, or other business [15 Mass. 316; 8 Mass. 51; 11 Johns. (N. Y.)
479], etc., though it has been more usual to declare against them in
And though we have seen that assumpsit is the
assumpsit [6 East, 333].
usual remedy for neglect or breach of duty against bailees; m against

,
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e«rriers, wharfingers, and others having the use or care of
personal property,
whose liability is founded on the common law as well as
on the contract;
yet it IS clear that they are also liable in case for am
injury , resulting
from their neglect or breach of duty in the course of their
'employ [2 B.
°*! *> B- * C- 8681.
For any misfeasance by a party in a trade
Vi.
which he professes, the law gives an action on the case
to the party
agrieved against him ; as if a smith in shoeing my horse prick him, and other
like cases
Saund. 312, a].
And it seems that though there be an
express contract,
still if a common-law duty results from the facts, the
party may be sued in tort for any negligence or misfeasance in the execution
of the contract [2 Wils. 319; 5 B. & C. 605; 8 D. & E. 378; 2 Chit.
* •
•

fl

Eep. 1].

"With regard to nonfeasance, or the neglect to perform the contract,
not even an action of assumpsit, much less an action upon the case, can
be maintained, if no consideration existed and be stated in the declaration,
»
•
»
to give validity to the defendant's alleged obligation to do the act.
There are, however, some particular instances of persons exercising certain
public trades or employments who are bound by law to do what is required
of them in the course of their employments, without the aid of an express contract, and are in return entitled to a recompense, and may therefore be sued in
ease, as for a breach of duty in refusing to exercise their callings.
As
where a common carrier, having convenience, refuses to carry goods, being
tendered satisfaction for the carriage; or an innkeeper to receive a guest,
having room for him; or a smith, having materials for the purpose, to shoe
the horse of a traveller; or a ferryman to convey one over a common ferry,
•
*
•
Saund. 312, c. note 2; 5 T. E. 149].
and the like
"Case is necessarily the form of action to be adopted for deceitfully
representing a person to be fit to be trusted or other deceit, independently
of and without relation to any contract betwee:p the parties [2 East, 22;
73; 13 Johns. (N. Y.) 226].
3 T. E. 51; 4 Bing.
And for fraudulent
not introduced into a written contract between the parties,
representations
case is the proper
respecting the subject matter of the representations,
•
•
•
remedy, if any [4 Campb. 22; 3 Caines (N. Y.) 216].
goods
be obtained
on credit through a fraudulent contract, the proper remedy
is case or trover, at least before the expiration of the credit; for if before
that time he sue in assumpsit for goods sold, he recognizes or affirms the
contract and may be successfully met by the objection that the credit has
* * •
not expired [9 B. & C. 59].
"This action also lies for the rescue or pound breach of cattle, or
goods distrained for rent or damage feasant; or for the rescue of a person
arrested on mesne process; or for an excessive levy on a fieri facias [9 B.' &
G. 840]; and against sheriffs, etc., for escapes, on mesne or final process;
•
* • case also lies for not delivering letters, etc.
[3 Wils. 443] ; and
against a witness for not obejring a writ of subpoena [Dougl. 556; 9 East,
473 ; 13 East, 17, n. c] ; and for infringing the copyright of a book, print,
single sheet of music, or other work [11 East, 244; 1 Campb. 94, 98],
and for the infringement of a patent, and for obstructing the proprietor of
tithes from entering on land to take them away [2 New Eep. 466]. For injury
to any personal property in reversion, trespass or trover cannot be supported;
»
•
•
and case is the only remedy [7 T. E. 9; 3 Campb. 187].
"With respect to injuries to real property corporeal, where the injury was
immediate, and committed on land, etc., in the possession of the plaintiff,
the remedy is trespass [1 Ld. Eaym. 188] ; but for nonfeasance, as for not
carrying away tithes; or where the injury is not immediate but consequential,
as for placing a spout near the plaintiff's land, so that water afterwards
ran thereon, or for causing water to run from the defendant's land to that
of the plaintiff. [Str. 634; Ld. Eaym. 1399; 2 Burr. 1114]; or where the
plaintiff's property is only in reversion, and not in possession, the action
should be in case [8 Pick. (Mass.) 235; 2 Greenl. (Me.) 8; 7 Conn. 328;
11 Mass. 520; 1 Johns. (N. Y.) 511; 3 Johns. (N. Y.) 468; 2 N. H. 430;
•
•
•
3 N. H. 103],
"We may remember that trespass cannot in general be supported where
or the estate therein is incorporeal.
th« matter affected is not substantial,

\\
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Case therefore is the proper remedy for disturbance of cominon of pasture,
turbary, or estovers. * * • So case is the proper form of action for
obstructing a private way [14 Johns. (N. Y.) 383; 7 Har. & J. (Md.) 67],
or a public way, per quod the plaintiff was delayed on his journey, and obliged
to take a more oireuitoua route [9 Moore, 489], or sustained some other
special damage [5 Blackf. (Ind.) 35].
So case is the proper remedy for
•
•
•
disturbing a party in the possession of a pew in a church;
"Case is in general the remedy for disturbing a party in the enjoyment
of an easement \5 B. & A. 361 ; "s B. & C. 221 ; 7 D. & E. 783 ; 8 B. & C.
288; 2 Vt. 68], and it may be maintained in that instance, although the
right to the easement were conferred by a written agreement, which is
stated in the declaration, and which stipulates for the enjoyment of the
easement [3 Wils. 348; 6 B. & C. 273; 9 D. & E. 265].
It lies for disturbance, obstruction, or other injuries, to ofSces, franchises, ferries, markets,
tolls, or for not grinding at an ancient mill, etc. [11 East, 576, note].
#

»

«

"An

action on the case is frequently given by the express provisions of
•
•
•
to a party aggrieved.
"The declaration in an action on the case ought not in general to state
the injury to have been committed vi et armis, nor should it conclude
contra pacem; in which respects it principally differs from the declaration
In trespass. In other points the form of the declaration depends on the
particular circumstances on which the action Is founded, and consequently
there is greater variety in this than any other form of action. • • •."
1 Chitty on Pleading (11th Am. Ed.) 132-145.
Another very full and interesting catalogue of the cases where this form
of action has been used may be found in Comyn's Digest, Tit. Actions on
the Case.
some statute

op Statutb Abolishing Distinction Betvteen Trespass and Case.
'The statute does away with the technical distinction between the two
rights and liabilities
forms of action, but does not affect the substantial
of parties, so as to operate to give any other remedy for acts done than

"

Effect

before existed.' We understand the statute to accomplish these objects and
distinction between the two forms of
these only; to abolish the technical
action so that you may join counts in trespass with counts in case, and
may call your action trespass or case — it is wholly immaterial which — and
may sue out your writ in either form of action, and may then count in
But your count, if in
either trespass or case, or both, at your option.
all the elements of a good count in case, or if in
case, must contain
The change
trespass, must contain the elements of a count in trespass.
goes only to the matter of the form of action, and does not change subNor do we understand that this statute
stantial right, and liabilities.
repeals that old and more than well settled principle, that in all actions
Where a declaration is
the proofs must correspond with the allegations.
filed showing a good cause of action in either trespass or case, it is wholly
immaterial whether you call your action trespass or case, but such facts
must be alleged as show a legal cause of action in the one form or the
other, and the facts that are alleged in the pleading must be supported
the declaration is in trespass quare clausum fregit, then
by the proofs.
there must be a possession in order to support it— either actual, or in case
the premises are vacant and unoccupied, a constructive possession that folSt. Louis, Vandalia and Terre Haute E. E.
lows ownership and title."
Co. (1878) 3 111. App. 155, 160.

If
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Stiperior Court of Judicature of New Hampshire.
1 New Hampshire, 289.

Trover for

1818.

The cause was tried here at the last
May term upon the general issue, when it appeared in evidence that the mare once belonged t^ one Ezra— E!laj44«¥s ;
that Ziba Hunjiogtog, a. deputy shfirjf Fj h aving an execution
in his han^s in favour of P. Noyes again st Fland ers for
about 30 dollars debt and costs, on the 30th day of June,
1817. seized the mare upon the execution; that Flander s,
being desirous to procure time to_ja, isPi Tn oilfiy .jl^'^ P"?"
c ecution,
and thereby prevent the sale of the mare,
ntington
Hu
to delay the sale , to which Huntingrequ ested
ton^jOia^hMrMeuudixefilS^byJLQjKfiJio grant Flanders any
indulgence not inconsistent with the safety of the debt^ as
sent ed : H untington t ook the mare into his po ssession, and
delivered her for safe keeping to the plaintiff, who gave
Huntington h is promises in writin g to return her on demand ,
■
foole kept ihe"mare untST tE'e'Sth of August,~18177'when
she was attached as the property o f Flayt(;leytq hv the -dQ-_
fendantj,aiioiher"'de pu{y's her!S7on''m esne process in favour
of A. "W". Mor se ag ainslTFIanHers^ and is now helin5y ~the'
defend ant by virtue^^ ^TEir SQ;a chme nt. It did not app^W
that the mare was ever in p ossession of Flanders after
had ever adIJ]lIlii2lgt£ai-&da<i3- herj nor tlSH^ fiunEngton ""
upo
n the execution .
ve rtised her for sale
a mare .

19.

Declaration in

Teovek.

For that whereas- the said A B heretofore, to wit, on, etc., at, etc.,
was lawfully possessed, as of his own property, of certain goods and chattels, to wit, twenty tables, twenty chairs, etc. (specifying the goods, and
describing each as generally as possible, omitting the quality, as "mahogany,
BUver," etc.), of great value, to wit, of the value of — I, of lawful money of
And being so possessed thereof, he, the said A B, afterGreat Britain.
wards, to wit, on the day and year first above-mentioned, at, etc., aforesaid,
casually lost the said goods and chattels out of his possession; and the
came
at, etc., aforesaid,
same afterwards, to wit, on, etc., last aforesaid,
Yet the said C D, well
to the possession of the said C. D by finding.
knowing the said goods and chattels to be the property of the said A B,
and of right to belong and appertain to hina, but contriving, and fraudulently
intending, craftily and subtly to deceive and defraud the said A B in
this behalf, hath not yet delivered the said goods and chattels, or any or
either of them, or any part thereof, to the said A B, although often requested so to do, and hath hitherto wholly refused so to do, and afterwards,
to wit, on, etc., aforesaid, at, etc., aforesaid converted and disposed of tha
To the damage, etc. 2 Chitty on
said goods and chattels to his own use.
Pleading,

323.
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verdict for the plaintifF^ and assessed the damages at 30 dollars.
William Smith for the defendant, moved the court to
grant a new trial on the ground that the verdict was against
law. He contended that the mare having bee n delivered
to the plaintiff me rely for safe keeping, he was torETwSThe jury returned

a

sidered as the m ere" sefvaiitltf the sheriff Wi thoulJ^l'g^
intefesf in her, and SEerefo r e not entitled to maintain the
vr
j,ction,_ Ludden vrLeaviV,9M^^s7^e^T'T01^T'^^
Leland, 9 Mass. Eep. 265; Commonwealth v. Morse, 14
Mass. Eep, 217.

-

RiCHAEDsoN, C. J. : On behalf of the defendant it is contended, that Poole has not a suflScient interest in the^hattel in question to enable him to maintain this action, and
several decisions in the supreme court of Massachusetts
are relied upon as directly in point; and it is not to be
doubted, that, if those decisions were correct, this objection must prevail. But the decisions in this state have been
* *
*
different.
No authority is cited by the court in
Massachusetts in support of their decision ; nor is it recollected that the determination here was supported by authorities.
We have therefore felt it to be our duty to reconsider the question, and endeavour by a careful examination of the adjudged cases which bear upon the point to
ascertain what the real law of the case is.
No man can TnaiutaJTi trespass, t,rnvfir, nr r eplevin for
personal chattels without either an absol ute or special property in -the {ynnrfsT ^ndTalso possession?^ '~nBut"%is possession may be either actual or constructive . Thus an executor is by construction of law possessed of the goods of the~
tgsiatai;, and may maintain trover for them, although he
has never been in the actual possession of them. So where
one had wreck by prescription or grant, and another took
it away, trespass or trover lay before seizure. And if A.
in London gives J. S. his goods in York, and another takes
them away before J. S. obtains actual possession,
S. may

J,

Trover is technically one of the forms of trespass on the case:
Hull v.
Southworth
(1830) 5 Wend. (N. Y.) 265; Harper v. Scott (1896) 63 111.
App. 401; Smith v. Grove (1848) 12 Mo. 51.
Trover by a tenant in common.
20.
Where three persons were joint finders
of coins buried in the earth, each was entitled to possession of one-third
of the coins, and since the whole was capable of ready division into three
equal parts, one could maintain trover against another for the conversion
of his share.
Weeks v. Hackett (1908) 104 Me. 264.

*
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maintain trespass or trover. So if the owner deliver his
goods to a carrier or other bailee, although in. such case
another has the actual possession, still the owner has by
construction of law a sufficient possession to maintain trover
or trespass.
This constructive possession is not founded
on the mere right of property, but upon the right of possession. For if he, who has the absolute property, has not also

the right of possess ion, he can have no con stTnetlTe"posses^"
Thus where ttie owner of goods let them for"a yeaF
_s^ion^
and they were taken away by a third person within the
year, it has been held that he could maintain neither trespass nor trover.^* This constructive possession in one is by
no means inconsistent with an actual poslM gJlOffilg uifothe r.
in many ca'ses^eHEeFEe, who hasTBe actual, or he, wUo Eas
the constructive possession, may maintain trespass, trover,
or replevin ; but a judgment in favour of one wiU be a bar
to an action in favour of the other. In some cases he who
has only a special property, may have a constructive possession.
Thus a factor, to whom goods have been consigned, but U ave never~OeM"riecierved, has Mefr a ooMtfiiclf^"
"""
ive possession, t^t he can^'S Spfln Tr^^
A special property in goods may m'some'cases be founded
Thus he, who finds goods, which
upon mere possession.^'*
special
have been lost, has a
property in them, because
~

21.
"One who has merely a lien upon chattels, without any right to their
A landlord canposseBsion, cannot maintain trover for their conversion.
not maintain trover for the conversion of agricultural products, by reason
of his statutory Uen on them for rent." — Dekle v. Calhoun (1910) 60 Fla.
To the same effect see Parker v. Lisbon First Nat. Bank (1892) 3
.53.
N. D. 87; Baker v. Seavey (1895) 163 Mass. 522; Owens v. Weedman

(1876)

82

IlL

409.

of personal property carries with it the presumption
of title and enables the possessor to maintain trover against any one except
Stevens v. Gordon
the rightful owner:
(1895) 87 Me. 564; Duncan v.
Spear (1833) 11 Wend.
(N. T.) 54; Barker v. Dement (1850) 9 Gill.
(Md.) 7; Armory v. Delamirie (1768) 1 Str. 505; Magee v. Scott (1851)
8 Cush. (Mass.) 148; Burke v. Savage
(1866) 13 Allen (Mass.) 408; Bartlett V. Hoyt (1854) 29 N. H. 317; Jones v. Sinclair (1820) 2 N. H. 319;
Knapp V. Winchester (1839) 11 Vt. 351; Gunzburger t. Bosenthal (1910)
226 Pa. St. 300.
"When it is said that the plaintiff in trover must have had, at the time
of the conversion, the right to the property, and also a right of possession,
nothing more can be intended than this: that the right of which he complains
he has been deprived must have been either a right actually in possession
or a right immediately to take possession; it is not enough that it be merely
If,
a right of action or a right to take possession at some future day.
shows that property in his possession has been taken
then,' the plaintiff
and converted, he shows prima facie his right to maintain the suit."—
2 Cooley on Torts (3rd ed., 1906) 851.
Sunderland— 0. L. P. 4
22.

The possession
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Thus too, where goods
possession is evidence of title.
were stolen from a stage coach, it was held, that they were
well alleged in the indictment to be of the goods or chattels
of the stage coachman, although he was the mere servant
of the owner of the coach, and not answerable for the
goods.
A special property may also be founded upon a responsibility for, or an interest in, the possession of chattels.
Thus he, to whom goo ds"are delivered merely io Keep and
redeliver upon recfu est, £as"a speciaf prop""erty intllMr'"^"
H. 7. 14 PI. 23, Imere'it is said the pwnTTLM'oIEen been
decided. Jones on Bailment, 112.
sThat a sherif fj who ^^"- seize d goods upon mesne pro .ges^or upon execution, an agister of cattle, a carrier, faotor, consignee, pawnee, trustee, etc., have a speci al ^ro jgz^
grty, admits no_douM^ 11 H. 4. 17 PI. 39; 48 ii:%~25Fl
ST^BaunarSTiTjohn. 195; 12 John. 403.
But ajTiere_sftrv ant has not a ST>ecial property^ in go.Qds^
*
•
*
Thus~~wEef6~a-servanrwas employSd^n-a^Sop
merely to sell goods, he was held not to have a special
property in them. Nor has a shepherd, who is employed
to tend sheep, any property in the sheep. The reason is ,
because the law considers the goods and the sbeep as mufiji
in the actual possession of the owner, as if the servSiFwere
not with them, and the servant i s not resp onsible for them.
the goods or sheep are taken away by a stranger, it is no
injury to the servant, because he has no interest in the possession. 1?pt if " gfiry^^t i^^dftHakfts g pecially to be aecountable for goods committed to his custody, he at once
'Exchanges iEhg~ghara "cf^nrf~a"'mBrg"s6rvant for~that of a
baiIeej,^mLhas aTspecial propeYtyr-"'
Thus it seems tnat any person, "who has an absolute or a
special property, in a personal chattel, and a right to reduce it to immediate possession, has in law such a possession as will enable him to maintain an action to vindicate
his right of possession, and this is what the law denominates a constructive possession. And any individual, who
has a particular interest in the possession of such chattel,
whether such interest be founded upon the evidence of
title which possession affords, as iu the case of a finder
of lost goods, or on a right to use of the chattel, as in the
case of a hirer, etc., or on some responsibility for
as in
the case of sheriff, etc., has what the law denominates
a

it,

If
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special property, and may maintain an actioii, wlienever
that special property is unlawfully invaded.'**
It now remains to compare the facts in the case before
as with these principles.
Huntington having seized the
^areupon execution, delivered her to Poole and took his
promise in wfitmg^ to redeliver her on demand. Did this,
TOntract imp os e^ any responsib ility upon Poole? That it_
The extent of his responsibility
^djisjQot_to]^2doubted;
IS immaterial.
It is enough that he was responsible for
the safe-keeping and redelivery of the mare. This according to the principles to be deduced from the books gave
him a sufficient interest in the possession to enable him to
maintain this action. But it is said that Huntington had a
special property in the mare ; that two persons cannot have
severally a special property in a chattel, and that therefore,
Poole would not have a special property in her. It is for
those who hold this doctrine to shew why two may not have
severally, a special interest ia a chattel as well as two may
have severally one the general and the other a special property in it at the same time. The reason is certainly not
It is true that there are butJmL species
very obvious.
property in a chattel absol ute and-sp.eciaL: butit by no
means f ollows fromttis that two cannot, have severally
a speciaT"prop^t y^ in it. Theje can beJbul.one__abaQllite
seems to us very clear that several
_ownerof a chjifterbut
per sons m ay have_severally a special i nterest in it. Thus~
m the present case, when HiinHngton had sSze3 the mare
he immediately became responsible both to the debtor and
creditor, and thereby acquired a special property in her,
and when he delivered her to Poole for safe-keeping, he
did not part with his special property ; but the moment that
Poole became responsible for the safe-keeping and redelivery of her, he also acquired a special property in her,
perfectly subordinate to an d not at all i ncxunsistent with,
then the mare was
the specia rproperty of Huntingto n.
an injury both to
it
was
defendant,
the
takinTiy
"unlawfully
Huntington and to Poole, and either may maintain an action; but a judgment in favour of one will be a good ba^ to an action" by the i?ther. ~7Ia5ders had the general prop-

jjf

lt

If

Intent to convert, and Jcnowledge of ibe plaiatiff's rights, are im23.
Tfeo essence
of the action is the actual
material in an action of trover.
Pease v. Smith (1875) 61
the
over
property:
with
dominion
interference

N. T.
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erty. but not the right of possess ion; he could therefore
maintain no action,
Huntington's rtghfTtf~actiDir"was
"ToriMM upM^HTspmal property and right of possession;
Poole
upon his special property and actual possession.
Poole
to be considered
mere servant, he must be
held responsible to Huntington only as a servant. For
would be repugnant to every principle of justice to hold
him responsible as
bailee while we allow him only the
not reof
mere servant
rights
mere servant. But
Poole
sponsible for goods forcibly taken from him, and
would
to be considered as employed in that character
seem to be a good defence to any action Huntington may
bring against him, that the mare was taken by force from
him by the debtor or any other person without his fault.
But this would undoubtedly be contrary to the understanding of the parties and might defeat the very object of the
therefore the opinion of the court that the
contract. It
su
jjjintijFbadj. fficient interest in the mare to enable him
to_ mainta inlSLis action, and thus this objeHi^Tcamiot^re-

is
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BILEY

v.

~

THE BOSTON WATER POWER COMPANY.

Supreme Judicial Court
11

of

vail.

Massachusetts.

1853.

Gushing, 11.

Trover for three hundred and ninety-four square of dirt,
sand, and gravel. The defendants pleaded separately. At
the trial in the court of common pleas, before Wells, J. C,

la

a

it

appeared that the Water Power Company had contracted
with the other defendants, Dalrymple and Lennon, to fill
parcel of flats owned by the company, at a certain
up
price per foot. In executing this contract, said Dalrymple and Lennon, purchased earth of different persons by the
load, delivered at the filling ground; and there was evidence that some earth had been taken from the plaint
their consent," andsQl dJiy-4be-4j:espasg£ia-tfl
^d without
The defendants,
iJalryniple and Lennon at the ground.
Dalrymple and Lennon, requested thejudge to instruct the
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jury that the earth was real estate, and therefore this action could not be maintained.
But the judge instructed

them that as soon as the earth was unlawfully severed
from the freehold by the persons who sold it to Dalrymple
and Lennon, it became personal property in their hands,
and that this action might be maintained.
They also requested the judge to instruct the jury that by bringing an
action of trover, the plaintiffs waived the trespass to the
land, and thereby adopted the act, by which the property
came into possession of the vendors ; and therefore that the
plaintiffs could not maintain an action against bona fide
purchasers, not having notice of the trespass.
But the
judge instructed the jury that this action could be maintained against bona fide purchasers without notice of trespass.
The defendants further requested the judge to instruct
the jury that, if the earth came to the possession of the
defendants as bona fide purchasers, not having notice of
the trespass, the plaintiffs must prove a demand on them
before the commencement of the action and refusal to deliver. But the judge instructed them, that if, without knowing of the trespass, Dalrymple and Lennon purchased the
earth bona fide, and paid a full equivalent for it to the trespassers, and directed them to tip it up on the filling ground,
they would be liable in this action for value of earth at the
filling ground, and no demand or refusal would be neces*

sary. •
Dewey, J. : It is certainly true that for an injury to his
real estate, the party cannot maintain trover. That form
of action is appropriate exclusively to the recovery of damages for the unlawful conversion of personal property! But
whether the three
this being granted, the further inquiry
ninety-four
of
earth
severed from the
squares
and
hundred
land of plaintiffs, and removed from the same and sold to
the defendants, and used by them, was at the time of such
purchase by the defendants, and use of the same, still
part of the realty, and retained unchanged its character
as such, or whether by the act of separation in fact, and
has not changed
distant place,
a removal of the earth to
of personal
removed
to
that
earth
so
the character of the
very well settled that
property. It seems to us that
—
severed from the land as, in the familiar case
whatever
part of the
of standing timber trees — such trees being
is

a

^if

is

it

a

it

a

is,
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realty, are cut down, they cease to be real estate and J)eBut this transmutation, whileTt cEanges
■CO flie yiJiS Q^^.
the character of the property in this respect, does not
change its ownership.
It would not do so if cut down by
the owner of land, and not any more so, by being cut down
by a person entering unlawfully upon the land and making the severance. It is the actual severance that changes
the property from real to personal, and that irrespective of
its being done with, or without, the consent of the owner
of the land. And in this respect we see no distinction between removing living trees, deriving their nourishment
from the earth, and the removal of a portion of the earth
itself.
It is next objected that the plaintiffs, by bringing this
action of trover, and waiving their action of trespass quare
clausum have adopted and sanctioned the origin al-act-of
trespass, and therefore cannot maintain this action against
one who purchased the earth hong fide of thetr espassers .
We do not perceive that any such waiver appears^ It is
true that the plaintiffs have not elected to institute an
action of trespass quare clausum against the original wrongdoers.

who have the
property of
plainHffs~waffiournght, nothing is w aived ;
any trespass upon t^ jBlaintiffs''''fatBd,
not
commit
did
they
and n o action could juye_b£eB^mai ntained against-thesfe defendants therefor^
Their first connection with the plaintiffs' proper^ was after it had been severed from the
realty, and the only mode of enforcing a claim against
them for the value of the same is by a personal action. If
the plaintiffs have not this remedy, they are remediless as
to any recovery against those who have received and converted to their own use their property. Take the case of
valuable timber trees, cut down and carried away from the
Is the owner of the
land, and sold by a mere trespasser.
same deprived of all remedy against any person who may
have received these timber trees by purchase from the trespasser? He is so, unless trover will He; for trespass quare
cloMSum will not lie against such purchaser.
It is further contended that if the defendants were bona
fide purchasers, and without notice of the trespass, th e"
plaintif fs must pj ovft a rlpmfnirl rm the, flgfendants and~r
refusal by them to deliver before the comm^cement of the"
—
action. The court ruled upon this pOiilt, if Siich purchase
But__aa.4;egards_th^se_defendants,
the
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was made in the manner above stated, yet if they received
the earth from the trespassers by a purchase for their own
use, and directed that the same be deposited on the filling
ground, they would be liable without any such demand and
refusal.
This ruling may be fully supported upon the
ground of a conversion in fact of the earth, and the impracticability of a redelivery of the earth after it had become thus intermingled with the soil of the land on which
it was placed, and had become a part of the solid earth.
Whenever there has beenan_actuja.l conver sion, ^ir_wb.enit is evi"^Vef"mejropgtv has~EeeTr^us aj^^
dencejaf a conyersioh which sup er sedes]^e^ncessity_of_aiiy
dgmaoid.
This view is to us a satisfactory answer to the
objection here urged, that there was no proof of demand.
•

•

•

Exceptions overrvled?*
Trover for stone, trees, grain or other property severed from the realty
not lie against a party who is in actual possession at the time of
the severance, the reason being that it is impoUtie to suffer him to be
harassed with a separate action for each stone or tree or bushel of grain
consumed on the premises instead of having the matter settled at once by
Wright v. Guier (1840) 9 Watts (Pa.)
an action to recover the possession:
172.
Other cases base the rule on the ground that the chattel, immediately
upon severance, becomes at once the property of the party in possession
Branch v. Morrison (1858) 6 Jones L. (N. G.) 16.
who severed it:
is believed that all conversions may
When a demand is necessary.
By a wrongful taking; 2. By
1.
be divided into four distinct classes:
an illegal assumption of ownership; 3. By an illegal user or misuser; and 4.
In the first three named classes, there is no
By a wrongful detention.
necessity for a demand and refusal, as the evidence arising from the
In the latter
acts of the defendant, is sufficient to prove the conversion.
class alone is such evidence [of demand and refusal] to be required, as
of a chattel furnishes no evidence of a disposition
the mere detention
to convert it to the holder's own use, or divest the true owner of his
property.' And to like effect are the cases of Haas v. Taylor, 80 Ala. 459,
and BoUing v. Kirby, 90 Ala. 215; 24 Am. St. Eep. 789. "—Strauss v.
"Demand and refusal are evidence of eonSchwab (1894) 104 Ala. 669.
the
version when the defendant is in such a condition, that he can deliver
v.
DybaU,
Bruner
2
GUm.
342;
v.
Howe,
property if he wiU.
(Johnson
6 Hill,
42 lU. 35; Hiort v. Bott, L. B., 9 Exch. 86; Hawkins v. Hoffman,
MaUory,
v.
Co.
Yards
Stock
Union
586 41 Am. Dec. 767 and notes)."—
"The sole object of a
554.
157
Co. (1895)
11^
Son & Zimmerman
into an unlawful one,
lawful
possession
demand [is] to turn an otherwise
by reason of a refusal to comply with it, and thus to supply evidence of a
eosversien."— Pease v. imith (1875) «1 N. Y. 477.
24.

will
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KELLEY.

Sttpreme Court of Permsyhxmia.
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^
1871,

Peuiisylvania State, 403.

This was an action of trover to recover
damages for the conversion of certain railroad stocks and
Sharswood,

:

below ,
bonds alleged to have been ^ld_bj_the defenda
nts
as ais>ledffe-e^u?ollateraLja ecunty f^^he li a^gaiaiitlSIj^jlfiJttt,
^or^dfihtg_owingby the plai fltiff-te-feem.
The first assignment of error is, that the- court below
This
erred in overruling the demurrer to the declaration.
declaration was undoubtedly, as to part of it, defective in
substance, and had that part of it alone been demurred to,^
it must either have been amended or judgment entered for.
the defendants for so much of the plaintiff's demand. It
alleged the conversion of "70 shares of the Sunbury and
Erie Eailway Company of the par value of $100 each; 43
and 75/100 shares of the Alton, Terre Haute and St. Louis
was
Eailroad Company of the par value of $100 each."
decided by this court in Bewail v. The Lomcaster Bank, 17
S. & E. 285, that trover does not lie to recover damages
for shares of bank stock, and the same principle, of course,
applies to all other corporation stocks, Mr. Justice Huston said: "Though trover might lie for a certificate of
stock as it does tor a bond or a deed, yet it will not lie for
.100 shares of bank stock any more than it would for a de bt
or a right of entry\
A share of stock is an mcorporeaL
"
intangible thing. It
a right to a certain proportion of
— never realized except
corporation
tftB" ca.'pi Lai" Stock of a
upon the dissolution and winding up of the corporation —
with the right to receive, in the mean time, such profits
as may be made and declared in the shape of dividends.
Trover can no more be maintained for ^are_of tb£-capitaJ
corporatio n than
^tock of
can for the interest of jt^partneri n comffl rotanE imi^- The two cases are precisely

it

a

g

a

'

a

is
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It

i
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a

An exception to this rule exists in cases where a corporation wrong25.
fully refuses to make
transfer of its stock upon the books of the company
upon due request of the assignee. This is held to be a conversion of the
stock by the corporation and a suit in trover may be maintained against it
Lewis V. BidweU Electric Co. (1908) 141 lU. App. 33; Cook on Corporations,
603.
Marshall on Corporations,
576: Clark
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nr wrif.i ng wTiif.li is the e-gk.
j^p.e of ownership is a. tan adblft corporeal thing —^the subjjefitjTotjjri ly of prope rty hnf. nf -p nssPHaint L — tliff right tc
which is essential in trover. Thus a bond or promissory
note may be the subieet of thp fl-fitinn hnt not the debt ol
which it is the evidence. The other things mentioned ir
tbe declaration do not fall within this objection.
"Foui
bonds made by the Philadelphia & Erie Eailroad Company,
of $1000 each ; four bonds made by the Philadelphia & Eric
Railroad Company guaranteed by the Peimsylvania Central Railroad Company, of $1,000 each."" • • •
analogous.

"Rut, ihp. rlnm-imPT\i

Money which is earmarked or which is otherwise specifically capable
26.
of identification, may be the subject of an action of trover: Weeks v. Hacketi
(1908) 104 Me. 264; Eoyce, Allen & Co. v. Oakes (1897) 20 E. I. 252;
lasigi V. Shea (1889) US Mass. 538; Ken^in t. Balhatchett (1909) 147 lU
App. 661.

DAVIS

v.

HURT.

Supreme Court of Alabama.
114

^
1896.

Alabama, 146.

Upon the introduction of all the evidence, the court of its
"If the jury
own motion, instructed the jury as follows:
believe from the evidence that the cotton in controversy
was stored with the defendants as wa rehonaeman for a rejyard , and the said defendants, upon demand, failed to de_
^"t^" ^ "r t" afcount for its absence, th en the de"Ijvg^said
Tendants are liable in this action to the plaintiff for the
value of the cottdn and interest thereon from the time of
To the giving of this part of the court's
such demand."
general charge the defendants duly excepted.

•

•

•

C. J.: ."Warehousemen are of the class of
bailees bound to ordina rydi ligence, and, of co nsequence,
li able only j^ii-kia£S~J3.ce urring from the w ant of ordinfiry care. When, however, npnr^ rlftmanrl made, the bailee
fails to deli ver goods entrusted to his care, or does not account for tEe failure to make delivery, prima fazie negli-imputed to him ; and the burden of proving
^ence will be

Beickell,
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loss without the want of ordinary care devolves upon hiiii ^
Seals V. Edmonson, 71 Ala. 509 ; Prince v. Ala. State Pair.
106 Ala. 340; Claflvn v. Meyer, 75 N. Y. 260; s. c. 31 Am.
Rep. 467; Boies v. H. & N. H. R. R. Co., 37 Conn. 272; s. c.
9 Am, Rep. 347.
The rule is founded in necessity, and
upon the presumption that a party who, from his situation,
has peculiar, if not exclusive knowledge of facts, if they
the bailee, to whose
exist, is best able to prove them.
possession, control and care, goods are entrusted, will not
account for the failure, or refusal to deliver them on demand of the bailor, the presumption is not violent that he
has been wanting in diligence, or that he may have wrongfully converted, or may wrohgfully detain them. Or if
there be injury to, or loss of them during the bailment, it
is but just, that he be required to show the circumstances,
acquitting himself of the want of diligence it was his duty
to bestow.
When the baUee fails to return the goods, on demand,
the principal has an election of remedies; he may sue in
assumpsit for a breach of contract, or in case for negligence , or if there has been a conversion of the goods, in
trover for the conversion. Story on Bailments, sees. 191269 ; Salt Springs Nat. Bank v. Wheeler, 48 N. Y. 492 ;
s. c. 8 Am. Rep. 564; Magnin v. Dinsmore, 70 N. Y'. 410;
s. c. 26 Am. Rep. 608.
The gist of the action of trover
is the conversion; the right of property may reside in the
plaintiff, entitling him to pursue other remedies, but trover
cannot be pursued without evidence of a conversion of the
goods. Glaze v. McMillion, 7 Port. 279; Conner v. Allen,
33 Ala. 516; Boiling v. Kirhy, 90 Ala. 215. In Connor v.'
Allen, supra, it was said by Rice, C. J.: "Trover is one
of the actions the boundaries of which are distinctly marked
and carefully preserved by the Code. A conversion is now,
as it has ever been, the gist of that action, and without
the plaintiff cannot recover, whatever else he
proof of
may prove, or whatever may be his right of recovery in
another form of action."
And he adopts the definition
conversion given by Mr. Greenleaf:
or description of
"A conversion in the sense of the law of trover, consists
either in the appropriation of the thing to the party's own
use and beneficial enjoyment, or in its destruction, or in
in exclusion or defiance of the
exercising dominion over

it,

a

it,

If
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plaintiff's right, or in withholding the possession from the
plaintiff, under a claim of title inconsistent with his own,"
2 Greenl. Ev., sec. 642.
In Glase v. McMUUon, sv/pra, it
was said:

"It

is believed that all conversions may be divided into four distinct classes : 1. By a wrongful taking.
2. By an illegal assumption of ownership.
3. By an illegal user or misuser. 4. By a wrongful detention."
In
Boiling v. Kirhy, supra, there was a very full examination
of the authorities, and discussion of the essential elements
or facts which must concur to constitute conversion in the
sense of the law of trover, by McClellan, J. ; and the result
declared was, that "conversion upon which recovery in
trover may be had, must be a positive, tortious act. Nonfeasance or neglect of legal duty, mere failure to perform
an act obligatory by contract, or by which property is lost
to the owner will not support the action." The case is republished, with elaborate and instructive annotation by Mr.
Freeman, 24 Am. St. Eep. 789-819. In Ala. & Tenn. Rivers
R. R. Co. V. Kidd, 35 Ala. 209, it was held, that "trover
will not lie for a bare nondelivery of goods by a warehouseman, unless they are in his possession, and he refused to deliver them on demand." In Abraham & Bra.
V. Nunn, 42 Ala. 51, it was held, that trover would not lie
against a warehouseman, for the conversion of goods taken
from his possession by an armed force, without negligence
or complicity on his part. In Salt Springs Nat. Bank v.
Wheeler, supra, the defendant had received for acceptance
certain biUs of exchange, and at the demand of the person entrusting them to him, failed to return them, saying
he could not find them, and might have torn them up with
papers he considered of no value; it was held, he was not
liable in trover, there being no evidence of a-vnhmtary or
intentional deatruction or _loss of th ^Jbiifa-s though he was
liable upon his implied promise to present the bills for acceptance, and if not accepted or paid, to give notice to the
plaintiff.
Without pursuing further an examination of authorities,
it may safely be said, that a mere failu re by a bailee on,
demand made, to _deliycL goods whir^Ti havo^ been entrust ed
'to'him; is not a conversion w hifb win suppo rt an action _of
Jrbver,"lf'Iie~ seH~ u2_no_ titlehostil e_to_or inconsisteTit with
Hetttle oi the ba ler^ or^iias not appropriated fe em to his
own use, or the use of a third person, or exercised ovef~

i

i
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them a dominion inconsistent with the baihnent. All that
oan be fairly predicated bf the facts found in the record,
is the mere "failure to deliver the cotton upon the demand
of the plaintiff; possession of it not remaining with the
defendant. There was no denial of the title of the plaintiff,
nor a dominion exercised over the cotton inconsistent with
the terms of the bailment, no evidence of a conversion of
appropriation of ft to their own use, or to the use of any
third person by the defendants. The failure to deliver, unexplained, raises a presumption of negligence against them,
and may involve them in a liability for a breach of the
contract of bailment, or for negligence in the performance
of the duty springing from the contract, but it is not the
to
conversion, the positive, tortious act, indispensable
maintain trover. From this view, it results there was error
in the instruction given voluntarily by the court below.
•

•

•

Let the judgment be reversed, and the cause remanded
for further proceedings in conformity to this opinion.*^
Corwertmg to another's use.
27.
"This court has held that in an action
of trover, it is no defense that the defendant acted as the agent or serrant
of another who himself was a wrong-doer.
McPheters v. Page, 83 Me. 234.
And it is there held that if he has exercised a dominion over personal chattels
in exclusion, or in defiance of, or inconsistent with, the owner's right, that in
law is a conversion, whether it be for his own or for another person's use.
Kimball v. Billings, 55 Me. 147, 151; Freeman v. Underwood, 66 Me. 229,
233.
The same doctrine is laid down in other jurisdictions': WiUiams v.
Merle, 11 Wend. 80; Coles v. Clark, 3 Cush. 399; Gilmore v. Newton, 9
Allen, 171; Courtis v. Cane, 32 Vt. 232. In some of these cases it has been
held that an auctioneer, or broker, who sells property for one who has no
title, and pays over to his employer the proceeds, with no knowledge of the
defect of title or want of authority, is held to be liable for its conversion
to the real owner. Eobinson t. Bird, 158 Mass. 357, 360." — ^Wing v. Milli
ken (1898) 01 Me. 387.

BRADLEY

v.

DAVIS.

Supreme Judicial Court of Maine.

1/
1836.

14 Maine, 44.

This was an action of trespass f or taking and carrying

away a harness of the value of $30, alleged to be the property of the plaintiff. The plaintiff -introduced testimony
to show, that the harne ss originallv belonge d t.n mift ff^mR-
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son, who sold it to ih<^. plaintiff; fliaf the harness remained
- in the possession
of Jameson, who was authorized by the,
laintifF to sell it for hina^ that Jameson agreed with the
S efendant to sell him thei harness on condition that he
should pay ten dollars in cash on the Monday following,
and secure the payment of the residue ; that the defendant
then took the harness , pr omising to return it the ToUowing
Monday, if he did not before that time paylhe money and
give the security ; and that n either was done ; that the agent
of the plaintiff did not sell the harne ss, or give the defendant any permission to keep
un less payment was made
"and security given. H also proved, that the efendant
afterwards sold the harness to another person . * * *
Weston, C. J., who tried the action, instructed the jury,
that trover would have been the more appropriate remedy
but that,
Jameson had made no sale and had reserved
to the plaintiff, whom he represented, the possession on
the Monday following his interview with the defendant,
the plaintiff was entitled to immediate possession on Monday, and that the sale and transfer afterwards by the deThe verdict
fendant, might be regarded as a trespass.
was for the plaintiff, and was to be set aside
the jury
were erroneously instructed.

t

o
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Weston, C J.
The general property in the harness being in the plaintiff, drew atter it sucn a constructive posmaintain trespass,
ession in him as would enable him
The bailee being answerable to the
ptrrflrff*^^
against
may
also
owner,
bring trespass; and the right to
general
maintain
attaches in him, who first brings the action.
But a party shall not be charged as a trespasser for goods,
which he received by delivery from the owner. Williams,
Saund., 47, note
says, that
in his notes to Saunders,
lawful or excusable, trespass cannot
where the taking
be supported but the owner must bring trover. And such
Burrow,
was the opinion of the court in Cooper v. Chitty,
T. E., 475. In ex parte
20, and in Smith et al. v. Miller,
Lefroy, 320, Lord Chancellor
Schoales
Chamberlain,
Redesdale says, that trespass cannot be brought for goods
that were lawfully delivered.
^If^ party comes ixi tJie possession of goods lawful ly,
or any^ aiT jbapqaent unlawful conversion oi them, the^ ptrover. An'd this action will lie, where
propnate remedy
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will, fo r the unlawful taking is a conversion. But
Wilhams, in the nofelbefbre cifM, says, that the
of this proposition is not tru e.
been ingeniously argued by" the counsel for the
plaintiff, that any act is a trespass, in relation to the goods
of another, for which there is no justification or excuse.
But the remedy for every such act, is not trespass vi et
armis. That would be confounding all distinction between
trespass and trover. Every unlawful conversion, is without justification or excuse.
If a man hires a horse to use
two days, and he continues to use him the third day, it
could hardly be contended that trespass would lie; although
such use would be unlawful; and the owner would be entitled to the immediate possession. Yet being the general
owner, and as such having a constructive possession, he
might undoubtedly maintain trespass against a stranger,
who should presume to use the horse on the third day. The
ground of distinction is, that the taking by the stranger
would be tortious from the first. If A permits his goods
to remain with B for his own use, and B delivers them to
C to carry to another place, trespass does not lie by A
against C. 6 Comyn, Trespass D. The reason is, that B
had the goods by delivery from the owner.
In the Six Carpenters' Case, 8 Coke, 146, it was resolved,
that whoever abuses an authority or license derived from
the law, becomes thereby a trespasser ah initio but that it
is otherwise, where the license or authority is derived from
a party. And Baron Comyn deduces from that case the
the general principle that, if a man has licen^e^oj^^mthority
from tKe plafntiff himself, trespl[s"s does""^^ot lie jigain3t_
trespass
oergeant
converse
It has

"jmT

though he abuses Eis~~1icense"~'^~' m isfeasance."" 6
Comyn, Trespass D.
The opinion of the court, is, that upon the facts in the
case an action of trespass cannot be supported.
Verdict set aside?^
"Trover will lie for a temporary^ as well as for a permanent eonver28.
sion. The return of the property, either before or after suit brought, may
be shown in mitigation, and will often reduce the damages to a nominal
sum.
When it is apparent that the value of the chattel did not, furnish the
rule of damages, and that the judgment is for less than the value, there is
no ground for regarding the recovery of judgment as a voluntary sale of the
chattel by the plaintiff, nor its satisfaction as a compulsory purchase of the
In such a case, neither the rendition nor the
chattel by the defendant.
satisfaction
of the judgment transfers the property in the chattel to th«
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defendant Barb v. Pish, 8 Blackf. 841; Sedgwick on Damages, 5th ed., 575;
WiLLEs, J., in Bnnsmead v. Harrison, L. B.; 6 C. P. 584, p. 588:— see, also,
Lacon v. Barnard, Croke (Car.) 35; Field T.
Jellious. S Leviiis. 124."—
Dearth v. Speaeer

(1872)

52

N. H.

Section

213.

5.

WILLIAMSON

Replevin.'*

EINGGOLD.

V.

United States Circuit Court of the District of Columbia,
1830.

4

Crunch, 39.

Mr. CMef Justice Ckanch delivered the opinion of tiie

court.

Mr. Justice Thurston, dissenting.
This is a replevin for the plaintiff's goods, taken on a
fieri facias, against John Wells, Jr., at the suit of Thomas
Carberry, issued out of this Court.

"It

3

2

1;

is

3

is

2

2,

I.,

29.
Declabation in Eeplevin.
For that the said
D on the
day
of
A. D.
in the parish of
, in the county of
, in a certain
dwelling house there, took the goods and chattels, to wit,
, of him the said
A B of great value, to wit, of the value of
and unjustly detained tha
same against sureties and pledges, until, etc., wherefore the said A B saith,
that he is injured, and hath sustained damage to the value of
and
therefore he brings his suit, etc.
Chitty on Pleading, 364.
Bespecting this form Chitty says in the notes thereto:
"The venue in this
action
local, and the place is material and traversable."
"The action
of replevin requires more certainty in the description of the place, where the
distress was taken, than that of trespass, the place being material and
traversable. " " This is the proper form, when the cattle have been replevied.
is not necessary in replevin in the
K. 10."
Com. Dig. Pleader,
detinuit, which
now the usual form of action, to state the price or value
aliter, if the
Saund. 320, n.
of the cattle or goods; see the reason,
K. io."
declaration be in the detinet, Com. Dig. Pleader,
The reason suggested in Saunders, supra, is "because if the plaintiff
obtains a verdict, he is only entitled to damages for the wrongful taking and
costs, but not to the value of the goods taken, as he is in trespass, for they
were delivered to him when replevied."
"In the action of replevin the question of value does not arise as an
issue.
The title and right of possession are the matters to be determined
in the suit. The law will not, however, permit a person to take persona]
property from another by this process of replevin, until the officer serving
the writ has taken a bond to the defendant, with sureties in double ths
▼atee of the goods to be replevied, conditioned to pay the damages and costs,
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Mr. Morfit, for the defendant, has moved the court for
a return of the goods under the Act of Assembly of Maryland, 1875, ch. 80, sec 14 (and also for a venditioni exponas,) because the goods were, as it is said, in the custody
of the law, and therefore could not lawfully be replevied
whether the plaintiff in replevin was, or was not, the owner
of the goods at the time of the taking, and whether they were
taken by the marshal out of the actual possession of the
plaintiff in replevin, or out of the actual possession of
Wells, the debtor in the execution.
It is understood to be admitted in argument, that the
goods were the property of the plaintiff in replevin, at the
time of the taking by the defendant, and that the defendant
took them to satisfy the execution against Wells.
The motion for a return, upon the ground, that goods in
the custody of the law are not to be replevied, is, in effect,
a motion to quash the replevin; for if the return should
be ordered, it must be without bond; and such an order
would be of course, if the plaintiff in replevin were the
debtor in the writ of fieri facias; for the law, in that respect, is well settled in this country as well as in England.
But it is not well settled, either there or here, that a
man cannot maintain replevin for his goods taken out of
his actual or constructive possession by an officer, to satisfy
an execution against a third person. In some of the States
it is well settled that he can. But in Maryland, the Court
of Appeals has lately delivered a solemn opinion, that he
and also to return and restore the same goods and chattels in like good
order and condition as when taken, in ease such shall be the final judgment.
The value of the goods mal&s no part of the declaration necessarily.
It is only Important as Hxing the amount of the penal sum In the bond,
which the ofaeer is to require." — Thomas v. Spofford (1859) 46 Me. 408.
Eeplevin in the Detinuit and Detinet.
"The writ of replevin is quod cepit
averia et in juste detinet contra vadios et plegios; to which writ the sheriff
There you go on in the replevin only for damages
returns replegiari feci.
for the caption, and then in the count you recite the writ in the detinuit, and
count in the detinuit for damages; — and though the writ be taken out in the
detinet, yet when the sheriff hath returned replegiari feci upon it, that
return is a warrant to recite the writ in the detinuit; for if the writ was
recited in the detinet, and the count was in the detinuit, it would be a
variance for which the judgment may be arrested, or the defendant might have
demurred. But where the sheriff does not replevy the beasts, there you must
recite the writ in the detinet, and count in the detinet also, because the
beasts are not delivered; and there you recover as well the value of the
Lord Chief Baron Gilbeasts in damages, as damages for the detention."
bert on The Law of Distress and Bepleviii, 144.
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cannot, in the case of Cromwell v. Owens, 7 Har. & Johns.
60, 61.

In England, it will be found that every case adduced in
support of the rule, that replevin will not lie for goods in
the custody of the law, are oases where the plaintiff in replevin was the debtor himself.
It is said to be a rule founded upon the policy of the law ;
and the reason given by Gilbert on Replevins, 161, in the
very passage relied upon in support of the rule, is, that
"it would be troubling the execution awarded, if the party
on whom the money was to be levied should fetch back the
goods by a replevin; and, therefore, they construe such endeavors to be a contempt of their jurisdiction; and upon
that account commit the offender."
Goods seized and held by a trespasser, cannot, surely, be
said to be in custody of the law, except as against the trespasser himself, when they are seized in execution. The
policy of the law refuses him the right to question the validity of the judgment, or to deny his interest in the property, by any means that would defeat or delay the execution; but it does not refuse a third person the means of

protecting his rights from illegal violation.
The general rule is, that replevin will lie wherever tresThere is,
pass will lie for taking the plaintiff's goods.
however, this difference between trespass and replevin,
that trespass will lie upon possession alone ; but replevin requires property in the plaintiff. All that is necessary to
support the action, is property in the plaintiff, either general or special, and a wrongful taking from the plaintiff's
possession, either actual or constructive.
The idea suggested by Blackstone, and repeated by several other elementary writers,* that replevin will only lie
for goods taken by distress, has no foundation.
have not found it supported by a single adjudged case.
On the contrary, the cases are abundant, from the time of
the Year Books to the present moment, in which replevin
has been supported for goods not taken by distress. Blackstone, (3 Com. 145, b.) says, "The wrongful taking of goods
being thus most clearly an injury, the next consideration
is, what remedy the law of England has given for it. And
this is, in the first place, the restitution of the goods themselves, so wrongfully taken, with damages for the loss siis-

I
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tained by such unjust invasion ; which is effected by action

of replevin."

"This

obtains only in one instance of an unlawful tak-

ing, that of a wrongful distress."
For this assertion, he cites no authority whatever; and
it is believed none can be found.
Baron Gilbert, whose Treatise upon the Law of Eeplevins
was published some years before Blackstone's Commentaries, defines the writ of replevin thus: "A replevin is a
justicial writ to the sheriff, complaining of an unjust taking and detention of goods or chattels, commanding the
sheriff to deliver back the same to the owner, upon security
given to make out the injustice of such taking, or else to
return the goods and chattels." Gilbert on Eeplevins, 58.
Sellon, vol. 2, p. 153, following Blackstone, says, "Eeplevin
is a remedy grounded upon a distress; for goods are only
replevisable when they have been taken by way of distress.
But he cites no authority, except Co. Lit. 145, which gives
no countenance to such a doctrine. It only shows that replevin is the proper remedy in cases of distress for rent;
but not that replevin will not lie for goods not distrained."

In an action of replevin, neither the writ nor the declaration says anything of the goods being taken as a distress.
The injury complained of is, that the defendant took and
unjustly detains the plaintiff's goods, not that he took
them for any particular purpose.
In the case of Shannon v. Shannon, 1 Sch. & Lefroy, 327
Lord Eedesdalb says, "Mr. Justice Blackstone's definition
of the action of replevin is certainly too narrow. Many
old authorities will be found (in the books) of replevin
being brought where there was no distress." "It is an action founded on a taking, and the right which the party
from whom the goods were taken has to have them restored
to him, until the question of title to the goods is determined."
In the case of Meany v. Head, 1 Mason, 322, Mr. Justice
Story said: "At common law, a writ of replevin never
lies, unless there has been a tortious taking, either originally or by construction of law, by some act which makes
tiie party a trespasser ah initio."
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It

is admitted, on all hands, that "property in the defendant," or even "in a stranger," is a good plea-^"
It
follows, therefore, that when the property is taken by the
defendant, from the possession of the plaintiff, under the
claiaa of title, replevin is the proper action to try that title.
But the plaintiff in replevin cannot be supposed to know,
before hand, what pretence the defendant may set up as an
excuse for the taking; and whether that excuse be true or
not cannot be known until the trial, so that it cannot be
said, in any case where the taking of the plaintiff's goods
has been from the possession of the plaintiff himself, that
replevin will not lie. It is true, that in many such cases of
taking, replevin cannot be maintained, because, upon the
trial, it may turn out that the taking was lawful ; but still,
in those cases, replevin is the proper action to try the lawfulness of the taking, and the court will not quash the writ
before that question is decided, unless the writ shall have
been issued under such circumtances, as to be a contempt
of the court. GUbert on Keplevins, 161.
This happens when the improper interference of one of
the parties in the cause obstructs the execution of the judgment of the court.
In such a case, it is considered as a
constructive contempt.
The general rule, then, is clearly established, that replevin wiU lie for every wrongful taking of the plaintiff's
goods out of his possession.
But there is said to be an exception to this general rule,
and that is, where the goods are in the custody of the law.

In England, under

the statute of Marlbridge, (53 H. 3,
the application for a replevin is to be made to the
sheriff himself, who has the goods in his possession, under
the fieri facias, and who, if a third person claims the propc. 21,)

Outstanding Title as a Defense. "To entitle a plaintiff to recover
so.
in an action of replevin, he must establish his right to the possession of the
This he may do by proving that he was in actual and
property replevied.
he had no such
undisputed possession when defendant took the property.
he bases his right to recover upon proof
possession, he must prove title.
of title, defendant may defeat his recovery by proving title in a third person.
Nicholson v. Dyer, 45 Mich. 610; Upham v. Caldwell, 100 Mich. 264. If,
however, the property was taken from the actual and undisputed possession of
plaintiff, defendant cannot defeat recovery by proving title in a third perBon.
He must in that case prove that he himself has a title superior to that
of the plaintiff.
Eose v. Eaton, 77 Mich. 255; Conely v. Dudley, 111 Mich.
122; Van Baalen v. Dean, 27 Mich. 106. "— Sanf ord v. Millikin (1906) 144

If

Mich.
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if

it

4

if

it,

erty, has the power of summoning a jury of inquest to in(Dalton, 146; Gilquire to whom the property belongs.
bert on Execution, 21, cited in Farr v. Newman, 4 T. K.
If, upon that inquest, it be found for the third
633.)
person, the sheriff will restore it to him, and be justified in
his return of nulla bona upon the fieri facias, so that the
If the
whole purpose of replevin is thereby answered.
jury should find that it is the property of the debtor, he
may go on to sell
and the finding will mitigate damagee,
in an action of trespass,
the goods seized should happen
T. R. 633.
not to be the defendant's. Farr v. Newman,
has not been the practice of the
But, in this county,
marshal to summon a jury to try the question of property;
he has any doubt, he may require a bond of indemnity
from the plaintiff. If the marshal here has no power to
summon a jury to inquire of the property, justice seems
to require that the owner should have his writ of replevin,
there be no positive rule of law to the contrary.

if

**********

The general rule, as before observed, is, that replevin
will lie wherever trespass will lie for taking the plaintiff's
goods.

2

if

The facts necessary to maintain the suit, are, property
in the plaintiff, either general or special, and a wrongful
taking of the goods out of the plaintiff's possession, either
actual or constructive.
The possession must be such as
would maintain trespass. If the original taking be lawful,
the possession never was in the plaintiff, an unjust
or
detention alone will not maintain replevin, {Gardner v.
Wheat. Selwyn, 896,) unless
Campbell, 15 Johns. 401;
4

1

a

attended by some act which would make the defendant
Bac.
trespasser ab initio. Meany v. Read,
Mason, 322

I

;

Ab. Eeplevin, F,
am aware of the cases of Badger v. Phinney, 15 Mass.
Rep. 359, and Baker v. Fales, 16 Id. 147, but am not satisfied that they can be supported upon priuciples of common
law, however correct they may be, under the statutes of
Massaxihusetts.
a

is

it

Being of opinion that
general principle of the
common law, that replevin can be maintained in all cases
where the plaintiff's goods have been wrongfuUy taken
from his possession, and that the exception of goods taken
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in execution applies only to the debtor himself, I think that
the motion to quash the replevin, on the ground that the
goods were in the custody of the law when the replevin was
served, and also the motion for a venditioni exponas, ought
to be overruled.

BAKER

V.

FALES.

Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts.
16 Massachusetts,

1819.

146.

This was a writ of replevin, dated April 9th,

1819,

in which

the plaintiffs, as "deacons of the first church in Dedham,
which church is connected and associated with the first parish in said Dedham in public religious worship," allege the
taking and unlawful detaining of certain property belonging to them in their said capacity, by the defendant on the
day of the purchase of their writ.
The defendant pleads in abatement of the writ, that on
the 14th of November, 1818, at, etc., he also was a deacon
of the same first church, and that the goods mentioned in
the plaintiffs' writ, came lawfully into his possession as
such deacon, and as the proper person to have, possess, and
keep the same; and that the same goods were never, until
after the service of the writ, in the possession of the plaintiffs; and this, etc.; wherefore he prays judgment of the
writ, that the same may be quashed, and for his costs, and
for a return.
To this plea the plaintiffs demur generally, and the defendant joins in the demurrer.
The plaintiffs sue in their capacity of deaPutnam,
:
cons of a church, to recover specifically the goods which
belong, as they offer to prove, to the church ; and which the
defendant has taken and unjustly detained.

J.

The objection most insisted on is, that there has not been
a tortious taking; that the goods came into the defendant's
possession as deacon of the church, and as the proper person to hold them; and as there has been at most but a
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wrongful detention, that the writ of replevin should be
quashed.

But what is to be considered as an unlawful taking? Is
case of taking vi et armis? Or may one
be considered
constructively taking goods, who came
lawfully into possession, but keeps them from the owner
against right?
Now, I hold that he who will not redeliver goods to the
owner, but abuses the , trust, is answerable either in replevin for the goods specifically, or in trover for damages ;
and that it is at the election of the owner, and not of the
tort-feasor, which of these remedies shall be applied. For
otherwise it would be in the power of one to take advantage
of his own wrong; and the party injured might never reIt has been
cover a complete satisfaction for the injury.
decided accordingly, when the eminent Chief Justice Parsons presided in this court and gave the opinion, that, as
a general principle, the owner of a chattel may take it by
replevin from a person, whose possession is unlawful, unless it is in the custody of the law, or unless it has been
taken by replevin from him by the party in possession.
Conformably to this, the same great judge afterwards held
that the consignor might maintain trover or replevin
against a shipmaster, who stopped short of the port of delivery without reason, and refused to proceed thither. That
was a case where the goods came lawfully into the hands
of the defendant, by delivery for a special purpose ; and he
neglecting to perform the trust, the owner was permitted
to recover the goods specifically, or the damages, at his

it confined to a

election.

The cases, which have been cited by the counsel for the
defendant from the decisions of the Supreme Court of New
York, have, from the unfeigned respect we feel for that
tribunal, been examined with attention. In the first [Pangburn V. Patridgf, 7 Johns. 140], it was decided that replevin was not to be confined to cases of distress ; but would
*
•
*
lie for any unlawful taking.
The next case [Hopkins V. HopJcins, 10 Johns. 369] was replevin for taking
The defendant justified the taking
the plaintiff's sheep.
them damage feasant. The plaintiff replied that the defendant abused the distress afterwards, so as to make him a
trespasser ab initio. The abuse consisted in impounding
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the sheep, before the damages had been ascertained by the
fence-viewers; which was required by the statute of New
York, and had been so decided in the case of SacJcrider v.
M'Donaid, 10 Johns. 253. And the court were clearly for
the plaintiff. Chief Justice Kent, in delivering the opinion, stated that the action of replevin is grounded on a
tortious taking (which as a general remark is certainly
true), and that where a defendant in replevin has abused
a license of the law, he shall be considered a trespasser ab
initio, as he would be if the action were trespass. And the
chief justice proceeds to cite Fitz. N. B. 69, and 8 Co. 146,
where a party is not to be adjudged a trespasser ah initio,
but is liable in replevin merely for the unlawful detention. "As if a man take cattle damage feasant, and the
other tender sufficient amends, and he refuses to deliver
them back; if he sue replevin, he shall recover damages
only for the detention, and not for the taking, for that was

lawful."

It

has been contended for the defendant, that in the case
last cited, the defendant became a trespasser ab initio, because he abused a license of the law; and so the original
taking was to be considered as tortious ; and thus this case
is to be reconciled to the general doctrine requiring a tortious taking to enable the plaintiff to maintain replevin.

I

is

is

is

a

if,

do not perceive how the distinction between the
abuse of the license of the law, and the license of the party,
will be very material. The rule is very well stated in 12
Edw. 4, 8 pi. 20, "Where a man does a thing by the authority of the law, and afterwards misdemeans himself, his
first act shall not be tortious." In a subsequent case, 21
Edw. 4, 19, Pigot (who was a counsellor) contended that
there was no difference between the license of the law and
of the party; but the court adhered to it.
To apply the rule to the case at bar; the goods came to
the defendant's hands by the license of the law, or of the
by departy. Suppose by the license of the law; then
trespasser ab initio,
taining them unjustly, he becomes
to maintain his replevin on the ground of
the plaintiff
an original tortious taking. But suppose they came to the
hands of the defendant by the license of the church, which
to be punished only so far as
the party, then he
in effect
From that time only he bohe has abused the authority.

Now,
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not from the begiiming; but, as I^ord
Coke expresses it in the case above cited, "he shall be
punished for his abuse of it." The distinction, therefore,
goes only to the damages to be recovered.
comes a trespasser,

It is

said in Com. Dig. Pleader 3, K. 12, that the d,efendant may plead bailment to him by the plaintiff, for which
detinue lies, and not replevin.
The chief baron cites no
authority for this. His own is of great weight. We remark, however, that detinue is an action which has fallen
The misinto disuse. In this state it is never brought.
chiefs aad perjuries, arising from the wager of law allowed
in that action, were among the many strong reasons for
substituting the action of trover. And besides, the remedy
was incomplete ; for while it purported to permit the plaintiffs to recover his goods specifically, the very object of the
suit was defeated by the conditional judgment; which, at
the election of the defendant, allowed him to keep the goods,
if he chose to pay the price.

The argument from inconvenience has been much pressed

upon this occasion. It has been argued that, under color
of a replevin, every man may have his house stripped of
his family pictures, and be completely robbed of his goods
under color of law.
That would indeed be a great abuse of legal process, requiring exemplary punishment. But what good thing is not
liable to be abused? On the other hand, the inconvenience
would be intolerable, if the action would not lie to recover
specifically the goods, which should be unjustly withheld.
Suppose that one should send his ship to be repaired; if
the shipwright should afterwards think it better for him to
keep her, or to send her freighting on his own account,
must the owner submit to the change of property against
his consent? Shall he be obliged to accept a judgment for
the damages, which may never be paid? And so of a thousand things, the value of which cannot be fuUy compensated by money. Take, for example, a chronometer or other
instrument of rare and curious workmanship, or a picture,
or a manuscript, unlawfully detained.
But the argument from inconvenience, which had so great
an influence upon the Lord Redesdale, has no application
here. If, indeed, a replevin was a judicial writ, or grant-
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able only at the discretion of the court, it might be necessary
to consider that question. But as it is issued, like aU other
original writs, upon the demand of the plaintiff, it is not
in the power of the court to prevent any of the inconveniences, which are anticipated from the abuse of the process.
All that can be done is to punish such abuse, when it occurs, as is done in other like cases. A plaintiff in replevin
can always set forth a sufficient cause of action; and upon
giving the security required by law, he has a right to have
the goods delivered to him.
the writ were abated, the
defendant would have the same difficulty in regaining his
goods, as he would have if he defeated the plaintiff upon
the merits.
The statute of 1789, c 25, seems to proceed upon these
principles, authorizing a replevin for goods taken, detained, or attached; adopting the common law, where they
are taken or detained; and extending the remedy, where
they are attached.
Upon the whole matter, we are satisfied that the plaintiffs may well maintain this action, and that the defendant
must therefore answer over.
Respondeas ouster awarded.'^

If

31. Largely a Statvtory Action.
"The action of replevin is not, strictly
ipeaking, a eonunon-law action, but mainly, if not entirely, of statutory origin
and of a peculiar nature.
See 3 Blackstone's Com., p. 146-151."— Corbett v.
Pond (1897) 10 App. Cas. D. 0. 17.
Meplevin aa an action in rem. "The action of replevin is regulated by
•
•
•
These provisions clearly show
statute, Gen. Laws E. I. cap. 272.
in
that the action of replevin
this State is so far a proceeding in rem that
unless the re» has actually been taken possession of by the officer there is no
•
•
•
ease before the court, and hence nothing to try.
There is no provision which allows the jury to find for the plaintiff in the value of the
They can only find damages for the unlawful taking and
goods replevied.
•
•
•
But the plaintiff 's counsel contends that the action
detention.
will lie simply on a writ of summons and without any taking of the propIn support of this very novel contention
erty by the sheriff as commanded.
in this State he cites a number of authorities from other States, in several
But as the action is everyof which such a proceeding has been sustained.
where regulated by statute, and as the statutes of no two States, so far as
we have examined them, are alike, but very little aid can be obtained from
For instance, take the statute of Michigan on
the decisions thereunder.

If

the goods and chatIt provides, among other things, that : '
replevin.
tels specified in any writ of replevin shall not be found or shall not be
delivered to the plaintiff, he may proceed in the action for the recovery of the
(10,660).
Comp. Laws of Michigan, 1897
same or the value thereof.'
[Other statutes similar to that of Michigan are cited: Wis. Stat., 1898, $
2859; Kan. Eev. 1901, % 4619; Laws of Del., Bev. Code, 1852, as amended,
1893, pp. 793-5; Ark. Stet, Eev. 1894, $ 6397; Pomeroy v. Trimper, 8 Allen
(Mass.) 398]— Warren v. Leiter (1902) 24 E. I. 36.
"Beplevvn it a purely potsetsory remedy. It eontemplates the situation
where property being in the peaceful possesBion of A is seized by B. The
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original possession of A justifies the presumption, ordinarily indulged by
the law in favor of possession, that A is the owner, or at least is entitled
as against a trespasser to be treated as such.
The law therefore gives the
writ of replevin to A, by which he recovers the property pending the settlement of the controverted right.
"Now when replevin is extended beyond these limits and is used to
recover property wrongfully detained, it at once becomes
an anomalous
remedy and goes against the presumption of law that one having lawful
possession has also prima facie title.
Still, in a number of American jurisdictions this is permitted, either as a result of judicial decision or by
* * • In most jurisdictions such extension of the remedy has
statute.
been accomplished
by statute.
will be observed that the adoption of the doctrine that replevin will
lie for any unlawful detention operates at once to destroy its distinctive
character as a~{insseesory- action.
The remedy thereby comes to be founded
on property as well as possession. The issue of ownership in the defendant
is therefore no longer a collateral issue and is available as matter of defense
It results that though the plea non cepit
at the trial of the replevin suit.
admits property in the plaintiff, such plea may be joined with a special plea
of property in the defendant or other person." 3 Street on Foundations

"It

of

Le^

Liability,

220.

MILLEE

V.

ADSIT.

Court for the Correction of Errors of New York.

1836.

16 Wendell, 335.

Error from the Supreme Court. Miller brought an action of replevin against Adsit in the Rensselaer common
pleas, in September, 1828, and declared for the taking and
*
*
•
detention of two horses. The defendant pleaded.
3. That the property in the horses was in Jacob Coon, and
that they were levied upon, on the 2nd June, 1828, by the
defendant as a constable by virtue of an execution issued
on a justice's judgment rendered on the the 16th May, 1828,
in favor of one E. R. Ball against Jacob Coon for fifty-one
dollars and seventeen cents. To * * * the third plea
[plaintiff] put in two replications: * * * 2. That on
the 9th May, 1828, one Eliza Coon recovered a judgment
in a justice's court by confession against Jacob Coon for
two hundred and one dollars and twelve cents, upon which
an execution was issued and delivered to one Solyman
Coon, a constable, who, on the same ninth day of May,
levied upon the horses in question, and advertised the same
to be sold at public vendue on the twelfth day of June then
next ; that the plaintiff in this suit became the receiptor of
the said property, and agreed to deliver the same to the
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constable, Solyman Coon, on the twelfth day. of June, or
whenever same should be demanded, and then and there
took the horses into his custody and possession, and retained the same in his possession until the tenth day of
June, when they were seized and taken away by the defend•
•
*
ant. To
the second replication * * * [defendant] rejoined that he did not seize and take the horses from
the possession of the plaintiff, concluding to the country.
On trial in the common pleas the existence of the judgments and executions as set forth in the pleadings was admitted, and it was also admitted that, on the thirteenth day
of May, Solyman Coon levied upon the horses in question
by virtue of the execution in favor of Eliza Coon, and took
from the plaintiff in this cause an instrument in writing
whereby the plaintiff acknowledged to have received the
horses from Solyman Coon, and agreed to redeliver them
to htm on the twenty-eighth day of June, or pay the debt
and costs demandable under the execution in favor of Eliza
Coon. It was proved by the testimony of Jacob Coon, that
the plaintiff in this cause, MiUer, after having receipted the
property, requested him to take the horses and keep them,
using them enough to pay for their pasturage, as he, the
plaintiff, had no pasture for them; and that the plaintiff
had the right to take them from him whenever he pleased.
That he accordingly took the horses, and they were in his
employment when they were taken by the defendant on the
third day of June. At the time of the taking, the plaintiff
was not present; he resided on an adjoining farm; and the
defendant was informed of the previous levy, and of the
circumstances under which the property was situated. The
defendant moved for a nonsuit on the ground that the
plaintiff being a bare receiptor of the property in question,
had no such interest in it as would enable him to maintain
the action of replevin. The common pleas granted the non*
*
*
The plaintiff sued out a writ of error, resuit.
moving the record into the supreme court, where the following judgment was rendered : the judgment of the common pleas to be reversed, and venire de novo to issue in the
cause, the costs to abide the event thereof, unless the defendant before the next teim of the common pleas remit
to the plaintLff so much of the amount found by the jury
as to reduce the same to the sum of fifty-one dollars and
seventeen cents with interest of that sum and constable's
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fees on the execution in favor of Ball; and in case he so
remit, then that the judgment be affirmed without costs.
The defendant entered a remittitur accordingly, and took
judgment for the balance. Whereupon the plaintiff removed the record into this court by writ of error.

By the Chancellor. In this case, the plaintiff brought
an action of replevin for a span of horses which belonged
to Jacob Coon, and which were taken by the defendant
from the actual possession of Coon, on an execution against
him. The general question, whether the receiptor of goods,
taken ia execution, has such a special property ia the goods
as will enable him to maintain an action of replevin, or
any other action in his own name, against a mere wrongdoer, who takes the goods out of his actual possession, was
have
the one principally discussed upon the argument.
no doubt whatever as to the right of the receiptor to bring
an action of trespass in such a case in his own name, in
which he may recover whatever damages he wiU be liable
for to the officer to whom the receipt is given. Any possession, even without right, is sufficient to maintain an action
of trespass against a mere stranger who, without any pretence of claim from or under the real owner, violates such
possession; but the law appears to be settled, that to maintain replevin, the plaintiff must not only have the possession, but he must also have either a general or special property in the goods replevied. Hence, it has always been held
that a plea of property in a stranger was a good plea,
either in abatement or in bar, in an action of replevin. It
was so decided by the supreme court of this state in the
case of Harrison v. Mcintosh, 1 Johns. E. 384, and such has
been the established rule of law upon the subject for more
than a century.
See Bacon's Case, Cro. Eliz. 475; Presgrave V. Sanders, 1 Salk. Rep. 5; Com. Dig. Tit. Pleader,
3 K. 11, 12.
Either a general or a special property iu the
goods is therefore necessary to entitle the party from
whom they are taken to maintain replevin, although the
bare possession is sufficient to maintain trespass for a violation of such possession. Judges have sometimes said that
replevin will lie in all cases where an action of trespass
could be brought for taking the goods. Those expressions,
however, wiU upon examination be found to relate to, the
manner of taking which is necessary to sustain the action,

I
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and not the ownership, which is required in the one case
bnt not in the other. Previous to the revised statutes,
therefor, the possession and tortious taking of the property, must have been such that an action of trespass could
have been maintaiaed against the defendant ; and in addition to that, the plaintiff must also have had such a general
or special property in ^ the goods as would have entitled
him to recover in trover for a conversion of such goods by
the defendant.
Either a general or a special property in
goods, however, is sufficient to maintain an action of replevin against a wrong-doer if the goods are taken from the
possession of the plaintiff.
Whether the receiptor of goods taken on execution, or
any other bailee or mere depositary of goods, who has no
lien thereon or any other interest therein than what arises
from his liability to the officer or owner for the safe keeping and return of the goods, has such an interest therein as
will entitle him to maintain either replevin or trover for
the taking of the goods from his possession by a mere
stranger, claiming no right under the general owner or the
officer, is a question which does not appear to be very well
settled in this country. The cases cited upon the argument show that different opinions prevail in the states of
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and New
York on this subject; and the same difference of opinion
appears to have existed in England at a former period.
The case referred to by Sir William Jones from the year
books, 21 Hen. 7. 14 b., appears to be one in which an aotion of replevin was sustained by such a bailee, for the taking of the goods out of his possession; but Mr. Justice
Stoby in his learned commentary upon the law of bailments supposes that the case in the year books was either
misreported, or that it was overruled by the case oi Eartop
He
V. Eoare, 3 Atk. Bep. 39, and other English cases.
therefore arrives at the conclusion that the d-^ctrine generally maintained by the better authorities is that a depositary has no property whatever in the deposit, but a
am
Story on Bail. 72. Sec. 93. * * *
custody only.
*
*
*
inclined to think, however,
that the receiptor who
has become answerable to the officer for the absolute return of the goods seized on execution, has such an interest
therein as to enable him to protect his possession against
a mere wrong-doer, by any of the usual remedies allowed to

I
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a possessor of goods having a special property therein,
so long as the receiptor actually retains that possession
himself. But if he suffers the goods to remain in the hands
of the general owner, or redelivers them to him to be kept,

resort to an action of replevin, which requires
possession as weU as property to sustain it. I can imagine
a case in which two distinct parties may each have a special interest in goods which belong to a third person as the
general owner. Where the actual possession, however, is
in such general owner, I cannot conceive of a case in which
the law would give a constructive possession to two other
distinct parties at the same instant, so as to authorize both
to bring separate actions of replevin at the same time, for
If the actual posa violation of their several possessions.
session is in the judgment debtor, the general owner, the
constructive possession at the time of taking the goods
from him must be either in the receiptor or in the oflScer,
* *
but cannot be separately in each. *
As property seized upon execution is in the custody of
the law until it is sold, or the execution is otherwise satisfied, the officer cannot legally do any act which shall have
the effect to divest him of the constructive possession
thereof and the right to reduce it into his immediate possession, so that if a second execution is put iato his hands
no new levy is necessary to give the creditor an immediate
lien upon the property. In the present case, therefore, as
the second execution was levied upon the property in the
actual possession of Jacob Coon, the general owner, and the
constructive possession was in the officer who had levied
upon it by virtue of the first execution. Miller, the receiptor, had not such a possession, coupled with his special
interest in the preservation of the property, as to authorize
him to bring an action of replevin, and thus to defeat the
lien of the last execution. If he sustained any injury by
the second levy, or was likely to sustain any on account of
his liability upon the receipt; he might either have brought
an action of replevin in the name of the officer who had
the constructive possession, or an acEon upon the case in
his own name. So that in one way or the other, his rights
would have been fully protected without defeating the
rights of the junior creditor as to the surplus, if any there
he cannot

should be.

*

*

*
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I

think the plaintiff in the present case was
properly nonsuited upon the trial; and that the judgment
should therefore be affirmed.
By Senator Maison. • • •

It was objected on the argument, that the horses being
taken from Jacob Coon's possession, they were not taken
from the possession of the receiptor, and so the receiptor
could not maintain replevin. The evidence is, that Coon
kept the horses for the receiptor, who had a right to take
them away when he pleased. They were constructively in
possession of the receiptor, and such constructive possession is sufficient to maintain trespass or replevin. Burrows
V. Stoddard, 3 Conn. Eep. 160. Clark v. Skinner, 20 Johns.
R. 469. Notwithstanding the horses were in the possession
of Coon, they were still in the custody of the law, Hartwell
V. Bissel, 17 Johns. E. 128; they were in the legal posses•
•
sion of the receiptor. •
In

the affirmative

—the President of

the Senate, and Sen-

ators Armstrong, J. Beardsley, Beckwith, Downing, Fox,
Griffin, J. P. Jones, Lacey, Lawyer, Loomis, Lounsberry,
Mack, Maison, Powers, Spraker. — 16.
In the negative — The Chancellor, and Senators Hunter,
Gansevoort, Tracy, Wager, Willes. — 6.^*

32.
EiOHT Need not be Good Against the World. "To entitle him [the
plaintiflf] to the possession, it is not necessary that he should be the owner,
or that he should be entitled to the possession as against all others. It is
sufficient if he is entitled to the possession as against the person who takes
it from him": Sprague v. Clark (1868) 41 Vt. 10.
The right to possession must be a legal right; an equitable right is not
Fisher v. Alston (1904) 186 Mass. 549.
sufficient:
"Eeplevin lies for such a taking as will sustain an action of trespass de
bonis asportatis":
Chapman v. Andrews (1829) 3 Wend. (N. T.) 242.

Eeplevin a Possbssoky Action.

"That replevin
merely is obvious

is a remedy designed to protect the right of possession
from the fact that a possessory right only is sufficient to
maintain it. Thus if the beasts of another are agisting upon my land and
shall have replevin against a stranger who taies them. Hence
manuring it,
also it follows that in any ease the baUee may sue in replevin against one who
seizes the chattels out of his possession.
"It was, indeed, customary in ancient times to say that it is necessary for
the plaintifE in the replevin to have property in the goods sought to be
replevied, and cases where the bailee maintained replevin were explained by
saying that the bailee has a special property which wUl sustain the writ. But
in truth, what the older writers call a special property is nothing more than
the right of possession, and this is all that is necessary to support replevin
when the property has been in the first instance wrongfully taken from the
Accordingly, 'ownership cannot b« tried on this writ' The
person suing.

I
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replevin writ in tenns commands the sherifif to replevy the goods of the
plaintiff which have been taken and unlawfully detained by the defendant.
It confers no authority on the sheriff to deliver to the plaintiff any
goods belonging to the defendant.
Neither does it confer on the sheriff
any jurisdiction to try a controverted question of title. Hence when the
defendant asserted ownership of the property which was sought to be replevied, the sheriff's power terminated
and the replevin
was thereby

blocked.

•

•

•

"The

recognition of the general principle that the defendant could defeat
the action merely by claiming ownership and without proof certainly rendered
the action of replevin a little hazardous.
In the latter part of the fourteenth
century, the difficulty was largely removed by the invention of the writ for
the trial of property
This writ authorized the
probanda).
{de propriete
immediate trial of the right of property, and the fate of the replevin suit was
•
•
»
made to depend upon the' result.
"The writ de propriete, it will be observed, could be had only at the
instance of one named as a party in the writ of replevin.
Consequently if
the beasts of a stranger are taken in replevin, he cannot have a writ for the
trial of the property.
Street on Foundations of Legal Liability, 213.
^
Beplevm does not lie to determine an adverse claim to property in plaintiff's possession. "The action of replevin (under our statute at least) is
peculiarly a possessory action; and its primary object is to enable the plaintiff
to obtain the actual
wrongfully detained from
possession of property
•
* Why
•
him by the defendant at the time the action is brought.
bring
the action to obtain the possession, if the plaintiff has it already without
suit f A mere claim to the right of possession by another can not give the
right to maintain replevin, while the plaintiff has the possession in fact. An
action of replevin is not in the nature of a bill quia timet." — ^Hickey v.
Hinsdale (1863) 12 Mich. 99.

"3

Both Paeties Actors in Ebplevin.

"In

this action of replevin, differently from all other actions at comBoth are plaintiffs and both are demon law, both parties are actors.
This is the logical result of the fact that under the peculiar
fendants.
operation of this action there is practically a recovery by the original plaintLff, when he files his declaration, affidavit and undertaking, as required by
the statute, and thereupon sues out his writ. For thereafter it is incumbent
upon him only to prove his title to the property in controversy, and upon
proof of such title satisfactory to the jury, he recovers only a nominal
judgment, that is, for costs and usually nominal damages, for in the possession of the property he has already the substantial fruits of judgment;
while upon the defendant it is incumbent not only to overcome the plaintiff's
claim of title, but likewise to prove the valup of the property and his own
right to have it returned to him; and the judgment, if he succeeds, is not
such a judgment as would be rendered in other cases — a judgment merely
that he go without day and recover his costs —but a substantial judgment
for the recovery of the property, for the value of it if it has been eloigned,
and for damages for the unlawful seizure. In fact, it may be said that
ordinarily in the action of replevin the only substantial judgment is that
which is authorized to be rendered for the defendant in the event that he
prevails in the suit.
is very evident, therefore, that in this suit the defendant is greatly
* * • It is not competent
more the actor than is the original plaintiff.
for the plaintiff, in an action of replevin, as it is in other actions, to discontinue or dismiss his suit or voluntarily to withdraw from it, without the
consent of the defendant, after the property has been delivered to him
under the writ, unless he returns the property taken or makes good to the
And this is for the
defendant the loss sustained by him by the taking.
reason that, after the property has been seized and delivered to the plaintiff, the defendant becomes the virtual plaintiff in the case. This is elementary
Jones v. Coneannon, 3 T. E.
law; and it is the natural dictate of justice.
661; Barrett v. Forrester, 1 Johns. Cases, 247." — Oorbett v. Pond (1897)
10 App. Cas. D.
17.

"It
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Supreme Judicial Court of New Hampshire.
43
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1861,

New Hampshire, 37.

This was an action of detinue, brouglit to recover

a honse
and barn alleged to be tbe property of the plaintiff, and situated on the land of the defendant, in Farmington, in said
county, all of which is fully set forth in the plaintiff's

declaration, which is as follows:
"In a plea of detinue for that whereas the plaintiff heretofore, to wit, on the first day of July, 1856, at Farmington
aforesaid, was lawfully possessed of a certain house and a
certain bam, both situated on the land of the said Daniel
Dame, being the house built by the plaintiff in the year
1842, said house being about thirty-six feet long and about
twenty-six feet wide, and of the value of $200, situated between the house of Eleazer Eand and the house now owned
by Benjamin Chesley, on the left hand side of the road
leading from the Bay road, so called, to the Ten Rod road,
so called, as one goes toward the Ten Eod road, as of his
own house and barn, and being so possessed, the said plaintiff afterwards, to wit, on the third day of July, 1856, casually lost the same out of his possession, which thereafterward, to wit, on the same day, came into the hands and possession of the said Daniel Dame, by finding ; and the plaintiff further saith, that although the said Daniel Dame well
knew that the said house and barn were the proper house
and barn of the plaintiff, and although requested by the
said plaintiff, to wit, at said Farmington, on the nineteenth
day of May, 1860, to deliver the same to the plaintiff, yet
the said Daniel Dame hath not delivered up the said house
and bam to the plaintiff, but wholly refuses so to do, and
stm unlawfully detains the same."
To this declaration the defendant filed a general demurrer, and the pllaintiff joined ia demurrer; and the question of law was reserved.
Sargent, J.: The only question here raised is whether
It is
in this State an action of detinue can be maintained.
c. L. p.

6
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1

claimed by tlie defendant that this form of action was never
introduced into this State, or if it ever has been used or authorized here, that it has from recent entire disuse become
obsolete so that it can not now be maintained.
This action was early held to be an appropriate remedy
in a certain class of cases. It would seem that the original
distinction between replevin and detinue was very similar
to that between trespass and trover. Trespass de bonis
asportatis was brought, not to recover the identical thing
taken, but damages for the illegal taking and loss of the
same, when such taking was unjust and tmlawful, while
trover was brought for the unjust detention and conversion of property where the original taking was lawful and

proper.
So replevin was originally brought to recover the possession of a chattel in specie when the original taking was
wrongful, and detinue to recover the article in specie when
3 Black. Com. 144-152.
the original taking was lawful.
Hence we find that the form of the declaration in trover
and detinue are similar, it being alleged in both that the
property came to the hands and possession of the defendant by finding.
To be sure Blackstone says that replevin
can be maintained only in one instance of an unlawful tak3 Black. Com.
ing, to wit, that of an unlawful distress.
145. However, this may have been in early times, when
personal property was of but small consequence, and when
legal remedies were mainly if not solely sought to acquire
possession of real estate, or to enforce some right connected therewith, or to collect the rents chargeable there-"
on, yet in modem times it is held that the law is otherwise,
and numerous authorities of the greatest weight lay it
down that this action lies in all cases of illegal taking.
Chitty says, by replevin the owner of goods unjustly
taken and detained from him, may recover possession thereof. It is principally used in cases of distress, but it seems
that it may be brought in any case where the owner has
goods taken from him by another. 1 Chit. PI. 162. And
again, "It has been said that replevin lies only in one instance of an unlawful taking: namely, that of an unlawful distress of cattle, damage feasant, or of chattels for
rent in arrears ; but as before observed, it appears that this
action is not thus limited, and if goods be taken illegally,
though not as a distress, replevin may be supported."
1
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Chit. PI. 164, and authorities cited. 2 Saund. PI. & Ev.
760; 2 Wheat. Selw. N. P. 1194. Keplevin was generally a
coextensive remedy with trespass de bonis asportatis.
Pangburn v. Patridge, 7 Johns. 143, and authorities cited.
Thompson v. Button, 14 Johns. 87.
There is one exception stated by Blackstone (vol. 3, 151),
where he says, "If distrain another's cattle damage feas-

I

ant, and before they are impounded he tenders me sufficient amends, now, though the original taking was lawful,
my subsequent detainment of them, after tender of amends,
is wrongful, and he shall have an action of replevin against
me to recover them," • * •
With this single exception the common-law rule is believed to be uniform that repleviii does not lie unless the
original takiag was unlawful in fact, or made so in law
by relation, xmder such circumstances as would have made
the taking a trespass ab initio. Our statute makes other
exceptions.
Kimball v. Adams, 3 N. H. 182. To sustain
these views, see, in addition, Com. Dig., Eeplevin, A; Buller's N. P. 52; 3 Wooddeson's Lectures, 219; 2 Eolle's
Abr, 441; Lord Eedesdale in Ex parte Mason, 1 Sch. &
Lef. 322, note; and also in Ex parte GhoAnberlain, 1 Sch.
& Lef. 322 ; and in Shannon v. Shannon, 1 Sch, & Lef. 324 ; 7
Johns. 140; Story's PL 422, note; Osgood v. Green, 30 N.
H. 210; Gardner v. Campbell, 15 Johns. 401.
But we find in different States that these actions have
been generally regulated by statute and made to apply often
to very different uses and purposes from those for which
To be sure we find in all
they were originally designed.
the States, perhaps, the actions of trespass and trover
.retained, trover being generally extended in practice, so
as to cover all cases of wrongful detention and conversion,
without regard to the fact as to whether the original taking were legal or illegal ; but we find that the actions of replevin and detinue have met with very unequal favor in
the different States.
In Massachusetts, it has been held that replevin may be
maintained in all cases of wrongful detention of the plaintiff's goods, although the original taking may have been
justifiable. Badger v. Phinney, 15 Mass. 359; Baker v.
Fales, 16 Mass. 147; Marston v. Baldwin, 17 Mass. 606;
and in that State, too, it is held that detinue is obsolete.
Baker v. Fales, 16 Mass. 154; Colby's Prac, and Howes'
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in Massachusetts,

so
been
upon the conunon law, have

is

it it

it

a

it if

it

is

it

is

it,
is

as they claim to rest
often
and so seriously questioned, and are opposed by
BO
such an overwhelming weight of authority, both English and
American, that they may well be considered as having very
little weight upon the question. See argument of Webster
and Metcalf, in Baker v. Fales (page 148), and authorities
cited; and, also the numerous notes by the editor, and authorities cited upon this case of Baker v. Fales, in the recent editions of Massachusetts Eeports; and particularly,
note 23, upon the action of detinue. See, also, Wheat. Selw.
N. P. 1194, and note and authorities.
But it is said that these decisions in Massachusetts are
authorized by their statute ; and if that were so, they would
stand well enough, whether they accord with the common
*
*
law or not. *
Judge Story also seems to doubt whether th'ese decisions ,
Ln Massachusetts can stand even upon the statute of that
State, and he does not hesitate to pronounce their doctrines
as innovations upon the common law (Story's PI. 442,
Qote), where, in speaking of the doctrine that replevin may
be maintained for goods unlawfully det3,ined, although there
may have been no tortious taking, he says, "this innovation
on the common law, whether attributable to the statute or
to the construction given to
to be regretted.
The
altered. It is no longer an unlawful
gist of the action
but
an
nolawful
detention. The general issue, non
taking,
can hardly be overruled as a good plea in
cepit, though
no
replevin, has ceased to be a logical defense; indeed
more to the purpose than nil debet, in assumpsit. It unsettles former decisions, unless some exceptions are set up
without any other reason than a desire to avoid overruling former cases. Thus,
was formerly held that replevin would not lie on
bailment by the plaintiff; but
replevin will lie in all oases of unlawful detention, then
may be maintained in many cases of bailment; and, lastly,
has destroyed the analogy between the actions of trespass
and replevin, where
existed before."
In Pennsylvania, was decided at an early day that replevin would lie wherever one man claimed goods ia the
possession of another, no matter how the possession was
acquired. But in that State the action of replevin
authorized and regulated only by statute. Wallace v. Law-
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And the law continnes the same.
Stmghton v. RappcUo, 3 S. & E. 562 ; Keite v. Boyd, 16 S.
& E. 300. There could of course be little necessity for the
action of detinue in that case.
In Virginia, it has been held that at common law, replevin lay in all cases where goods were unlawfully taken.
And this was the law in that State till 1823, when an act
of the legislature confined the writ to the case of distress
for rent. Vaiden v. BeU, 3 Eandolph, 448. In that State
we find the action of detinue in very common use, as it is
believed to be in all the southern and some of the western
remtce,

1

Dall.

157.

States.

In

New York, previous to their Eevised Statutes, they
adhered strictly to the common-law distinction between replevin and detinue and both actions were used. See 7
Johns. 140; 10 Johns. 373; 14 Johns. 87, and 15 Johns.
402, before cited, which were cases of replevin; and Todd
V. CrooJcshanks, 3 Johns. 432, which was detinue.
But by
their Eevised Statutes (vol. 2, 553), the action of detinue
was abolished, and the action of replevin was made,, by
express provision of law, to cover the same ground, or
nearly so, that detinue had before covered.
But in North Carolina, on the other hand, it is held that
detinue lies in every case in which the property is wrongfully detained, without regard to the flianner in which the
Johnson v. Preston, Camdefendant acquired possession.
464,
eron & Norwood,
It is said ia 3 Black. Com. 151, that there is one disadvantage which attends this action (detinue) : namely, that
the defendant is herein permitted to wage his law, that is,
to exculpate himself by oath, and thereby defeat the plaintiff in his remedy, and that for this reason the action itself is much disused, and has given place to the action of
trover. See, also, Bac. Abr., Detinue. But the 3 and 4 Wm.
IV, ch. 42, sec. 13, abolished the wage of law in all cases ;
since which, this action has been much in use in England,
and is said to be a very advantageous remedy, especially
where it is material to embrace in the same action with a
count in detiaue, another count in debt, for a money de1 Chit. PI. 121 and 125.
mand as due upon a contract.
It does not seem to be clearly settled upon authority,
whether the action of detinue should be confined to those
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oases where the possession was at first rightful, and only
the detention wrongful, or whether that remedy, like trover,
should be extended to all cases where the detention is wrong-

ful, without rgard to the quality of the original possession. The earlier authorities all favor the former view.
Lord Coke says, ' ' that detinue lyeth where any man comes
Coke Litt. 286, b.
to goods either by delivery or finding."
Blackstone lays down this rule, that in order to maintain
detinue the first point to be proved is, that the defendant
came lawfully into possession of the goods, as either by
delivery to him or by finding them. 3 Bl. Com. 151. Bac.
Ab., Detinue; Wheat. Selw. N. P. 665.
But it is said by Chitty (1 Chit. PI. 123) that it is a
common doctrine in the books, that this action can not be
supported if the defendant took the goods tortiously; but
he pronounces the reasoning upon which that opinion is
founded as fallacious, and holds that it may be maintained
in any case where the detention was wrongful, without regard to the manner in which the defendant acquired possession. And whUe there would seem to be no good reason
for enlarging the remedy by replevin, any more than there
is that of trespass de bonis; yet it may well admit of a
quaere whether, as a matter of convenience in practice, and
not inconsistently with principle, the action of detinue
should not be so far enlarged beyond its original limits, as
to keep pace with its kindred action of trover.
is alleged that detinue has never been used or authorized in this State, and that replevin, trespass, and
trover, afford ample remedies for all cases and classes of
injuries. But trespass and trover are no substitute for detinue, for they only give damages for the goods taken or converted, without giving the party any chance to recover the
In regard to replevin, we understand
chattel m specie.
that the common law is in force here, and that this action
only lies in case of a wrongful taking in fact, or by intendment of law with the single common-law exception of
cases of cattle taken damage feasant, when amends are

Jt

tendered before impounding, and other exceptions made by
our statute in case of animals impounded, where it is held
that it lies for a wrongful detention as well as a wrongful
•
* *
taking.
In accordance with these views is the form of the writ
prescribed by law in tiie action of replevin (Rev. Stat.,
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ch. 182, sec. 14; Comp. Laws 464), commanding tlie sheriff
to replevy the goods belonging to A. P., of, etc., "wrongfully taken and detained," as it is said, etc. It would seem
that this form embraces the common law, as nearly as may
be, as stated in the English cases, replevin there being
held to be the proper remedy in cases where property has
been wrongfully taken and detained, whether as a distress

or in any other way.

Eeplevin then does not encroach upon the common-law
ground of detinue, but leaves all that ground for the application of that remedy. It is only when replevin is carried beyond the conamon-law limit, as in Massachusetts, by
the court, and as it is in some States, as in New York, by
statute, that it can be said at aU to supersede the necessity
of detinue as a remedy where the original taking was la!wful, and it is desired to recover the thing detained, in specie.
Nor do we find our statutes silent concerning the action

of detinue.

*

*

*

It would seem that detinue was a remedy as fully recognized by our laws, and provided for as specifically as any
of the other forms of personal actions. Nor is its place
superseded by any other form of action.
There are also
and
sufficient reasons when it should be used, even if
good
it were a concurrent remedy with replevin. In the latter,
the plaintiff resumes the property in the first instance, and
if he does not prevail, he must pay the defendant the value
of the property, as by our practice there is no judgment for
a return.
Bell v. Bartlett, 7 N. H. 188. But in detinue,
though the claim be to recover the specific chattel, yet it is
not taken from the hands of the defendant till the right is
determined, and the plaintiff takes his property on his
execution. No bonds are required.
Detinue may also be joined with debt in the same declaration, which, in a large class of cases, is a decided advantage. It may also be brought for several articles, part of
which are in existence, and can be recovered, and a part of
which may have been converted, conveyed away, or destroyed; as the judgment in detinue is in the alternative,
first, that the plaintiff do recover the goods in question
specifically; or, secondly, if the plaintiff can not have the
goods, that he recover the value thereof, and his damages

for the detention.

Common Law Pleading.

B8

[Chap. 1

The jury must therefore find the value not only of aU
the goods in the aggregate, but of each article separately,
so that the plaintiff may have all that can be found of his
property in specie, and for the balance, whatever it may
prove to be, he may recover his damages, and this all in
one suit and by a single judgment and execution. 1 Wheat.
Selw. N. P. 667 ; Saund. PI. and Ev., ante.
The difference in the course of proceedings, in the two
cases (replevin and detinue), results naturally from the different injuries for the redress of which tiiese remedies
were invented. Where the taking was illegal and wrongful, the redress was by replevin, in which the possession
of the property was immediately returned to the party from
whom it had been thus wrongfully taken; and the parties
were then left to determine their several rights. But where
the possession was legally and rightfully obtained, as by
a bailment, or a finding, but the further detention was
claimed to be wrongful, the plaintiff was not allowed to
take the property in any summary manner from the hands
of the defendant, to whom, perhaps, he had himself committed it; but he must first try his title and establish his
right, and if he proved the detention to be wrongful, he
then recovered his goods.
We think, then, that there are sufficient grounds, both
upon the statute and upon authority and reason, as well
as convenience, for holding that detinue in this State can
be maintained.

The demurrer is overruled.

Section

7.

Ejectment."

JACKSON, EX DEM. LOUX

v.

Supreme Court of New York.
9

1812.

Johnson, 298.

This was an action of,£Jjgctment,
_sjp,iL

BUEL.

to recover the posses-

of part, of lot number ninety-four, in the township of

33.
Declakation in Ejectment.
"Eiehard Roe was attached to answer
John Doe of a plea, wherefore he the said Richard Eoe, with force and
arms, etc., entered into the manor of
, in the county of
, with the
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Ulysses.
The cause was tried at the Seneca circuit, in
June, 1812, before Mr. Justice Spbncee.
The plaintiff produced in evidence a patent tpJSendrick
{jOux, one of the lessors, date d_the_8 th of July, 1790, for
alsoa ^deedlf m- the
^e whole. ^f^ lot.. jiumhfiX^mneix^^
Jeremiah
Van Eensselaer, to whom it had
Bam^JotXrom
"Been awarded, to Eobert M 'Dowel, dated the 24th'of April,
JTZ22rriSPDowel was dead, and "the other lessors were,,hi^„,
"heirs at 1^.
The defendan t gave in evidence a^deed, dated the 30th of

for ten acres,
^A^iljJ.797, from^'Dpwd^to^^
part of the lot number ninety-four, containing a reservation
in the words following, to wit, "Excepting and reserving
to the said Robert M 'Dowel, his heirs and assigns, for ever,
the right and privilege, without any fee or reward, of erect_mg_and.buiWmg a dam on the back of the creek, near or at

the place where "tEe~eagtline ofTEe' above graSIed premises
crosses said creek, along the west bank of said creek, about
twenty rods, or near where the miU-seat is, to occupy and
possess the aforesaid premises, without any let, hindrance
or molestation from the said party of the second part, his
aforesaid, which is not expired, and ejected him the eaid John Doe, out of
his said farm, and other wrongs to the said John Doe then and there did,
to the great damap^e of the said John Doe, and against the peace of our
said lord the king; wherefore the said John Doe saith that he is injured, and
hath sustained damage to the value of 50 I. and therefore he brings his suit,
rights, members and appurtenances thereunto belonging, which A B (this is to
be the person who is the real plaintiff, and who had the legal estate and
the right of possession at the time of the supposed demise) had demised
to the said John Doe, for a term which is not yet expired, and ejected him
from his said farm; and other wrongs to the said John Doe, then did, to
the great damage of the said John Doe, and against the peace of our lord
the now Idng, etc.— and thereupon the said John Doe, by B. i? his attorney,
day of
complains, that whereas the said A B on the
(care must
be taken to insert some day after the lessor's right of entry commenced) in
year of the reign of our said lord the king, at the parish aforesaid,
the
in the county aforesaid, had demised the said tenements, with the appurtenances
to the said John Doe, to have, and to hold the same to the said John Doe,
day
and his assigns, from the
(this is usually the day before that
year aforesaid, for, and during, and unto the
of the demise) in the
full end and term of —r- (it is usual to insert seven years if the demise be
recent, but a sufllcient number of years should be inserted so as certainly
to extend beyond the time when final judgment may be obtained) years, from
— By virtue of
thence next ensuing, and fully to be completed and ended.
which said demise, the said John Doe entered into the said tenements, with the
appurtenances, and became and was thereof possessed, for the said term, so
And the said John Doe, being so
to him thereof granted, as aforesaid.
day
thereof possessed, the said Biehard Boe, afterwards, to wit, on the
been
after
the
have
to
be
stated
should
or
ouster
ejectment
of
(the
year aforesaid, with force
commencement of the supposed demise) in the
and arms, etc, entered into the said tenements, with the appurtenances, in
\

v
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heirs or assigns, agreeably to the express condition conThe deed
tained in the foregoing clause and reservation."
of John Smith to the defendant, for the said ten acres of
land was also read in evidence. It was proved that the ^e^^
fendant was in possession of the whole ten acres, and that
"the delendiSrTaifflS'am' extehdedT twenty rfour^linKs on_ the
land of lEeTessbrs of the plaintiff. In 1811, Pelton, one of
the lessors, req uested the defendant t o let him ent e r on the
"premilel^nd bnild a dam on the creek, according to the
reservation in M 'Dowel's deed to Smith, which was refused
by the jief endant. A verdict was taken"" for' the plaintiff ,
subject to the opinion of the court. And the que§ ;tion was,
.j^hjettier,jjnder the j'ud^ent, poss ession c ould be taken of _
the,4irfiiQis£S.xeserved in. the'^eeH3rQmlMiESSCS..&aiJth,
or only of the premises in th e possession o f the defendant,
"^n^" hSt
inciud[^Tn"^ffie ten acres.
"
Ter^Cueiam. The lessor of ^he plaintiff is entitled to
recover the possession of the defendant, extending beyond
the ten acres. This is admitted by the case; but the great
point is, wl]^ther the right reserved in the deed oi^ erecting
John Doe was so interested, in manner, and for the term
foot of the declaration, a notice to appear must be subscribed

the said

which

etc.
(At the
as follows:)

"Mr.

C I) [The tenant in actual possession.]
am informed that you are in possession of, or claim title to, the
premises in this declaration of ejectment mentioned, or to some part thereof,
and
being sued in this action as a casual ejector only, and having no
term, in his
claim or title to the same, do advise you to appear in next
majesty's court of king's bench, wheresoever, etc., by some attorney of that
court, and then and there, by rule of the same court, to cause yourself to
shall suffer judgment therein to
be made defendant in my stead, otherwise,
be entered against me by default, and you will be turned out of possession.
.
, A. D.
day of
Dated this

"I

I

I

"Tours,

etc.,

"EiOHARD Bob."

Pleading, 394-397.
in this declaration are largely fietitioas.
As said by Lord
Mansfield in Fairclaim v. Shamtitle (1762) 3 Burr. 1294, "An ejectment is
In form,
an ingenious fiction, for the trial of titles to the possession of land.
it is a trick between two, to dispossess a third by a sham suit and judgment.
The artifice would be criminal, unless the court converted it into a fair trial
with the proper party."
The occasion for the development of this fictitious form of action was the
The ancient methoda
lack of a satisfactory, direct method of trying titles.
and
were formal, cumbersome, costly and slow. .In the reigns of Edward
a new writ was invented called ejectione firmae (ejectment from
Edward
the farm), in the nature of a writ of trespass, which, through later development, gave a termor a remedy against any person who ousted him, from his
term, by a judgment to recover the term and a writ of possession thereupon.
This was a rapid and summary remedy. And it involved the title of the
termor, for to prove his right the lessee had to establish the title of his lessor.
Now if the existence of a term made the determination of title x>OBsible
2

Chitty

on

The allegations

III

II
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ar building a dam on the^bank

of the creek at the place
specified, be sucE an Interest as that
an^eclffiSSTl^ffl^le
for. it. -The exceptionTurtlier states that the granfor, etc.,
is to occupy and possess the aforesaid premises without
any let, etc. It is evident that an interest in the soil was
reservei^t Jthfi-^y-fin-place, not only for erecting the 4ajn,
but for occupying an d possessing it. There can be no doubt
but that this interest would be considered a tenement, within the decisions under the English settlement law; for it
has been held that a right of pasturag e, of a dairy, of a
rabbit wa rren, and of ajfisherj;, ^rried, such an'mterest in
Ihe langr as~Io . create- a -tenemeni. (1 Term Eep. 358, 2
Term Kep. 451, 3 Term Rep. 772, 4 Term Eep. 671.) In
one of the cases, Ashhuest, J. said that a fishery was a tenement, and recoverable in ejectment; and in another of
them Lord Kekyon held that a praecipe would lie for a
free warren, though the party has no further interest in
the land than to enter and use the animals ; and if a praecipe
will lie a fortiori an ejectment, which requires much less
certainty, will lie. In Mellington v. GoodUttle (And. 106)
it was decided in error, that an ejectment would lie for a
beast or cattlegate which was a right of common for a
beast; and in that case the court admitted that an ejectment
this simple and direct action, it soon occurred to the ingenioua
of that day that they might make a term to order for the sole purAccordingly, if
pose of using it as a basis of trying the title to the land.
A claimed title to a tenement which was in the possession of B, all A, the
claimant, had to do was to lease it to C, hare C ejected by B, the occupant,
and then have C resort to this acti on of eie ctione firmae to recover his term.
C proved his title to the term by showing "A 's title to the land, and if C
The action
recovered the term A'b title to the land was thereby established.
was wholly in A's interest, and after it was over C merely dropped out of
through
lawyers

sight.
A and C entered upon the land and A
The method employed was simple.
then and there sealed and delivered the lease to G. A then departed, leaving
The right of
C upon the land until the occupant should find and eject him.
But this method involved trouble with the occuaction was then complete.
A brought two friends with him, one
pant, which resulted in an innovation.
to receive the lease and the other to do the ejecting, so that the action was
a feigned controversy between A's two friends. The friend who received the
lease was plaintiff, and the other friend, called the casual ejector, became
Naturally the casual ejector, being a mere agent of
defendant in the action.
A, would suffer default,- which enabled C to obtain a judgment establiflhilig
A'b right to the land without giving the real occupant amy opportunity to
defend his own title. Accordingly, tl e courts refused to try these actions
unless notice was given to the occupant, as shewn in the form above quoted

from Chitty.
In this proceeding the lessee and the casual ejector were real persons. But
later Lord Chief Justice Eollb simplified the procedure by allowing them to
became fictitious. John Doe, plaintiff, a fictitious person, alleges a ficti*ion«
leaae «f the land to himself from the real adverse claimant, a fictitious entry
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would lie for a common appurtenant.
^TTienever a right
tandljE*.
ofjentry exists , and the in ter est is
sp itiaLiiiQaafl^

d^eUverg4*„M.figgMMLmll ^m aiilsu^„an m,.^lon canjie
-^^teresTwaTreserved by the deed in question.
The lessor oi the plaintiir is, accordingly, entiued to re^
cover, as well the premises reserved, as the other land
encroached upon by the defendant.**
by himself, and a fictitious ouster during the term hj Richard Roe, the defendant, another fictitious person. A notice is then delivered to the real
occupant in possession purporting to come from Richard Roe, adyisiug the
occupant to appear and defend the action.
The occupant is permitted hj the
court to defend on condition that he will admit the fictitious allegations of
This leaves as the only issue to be tried, the right
lease, entry and ouster.
of the adverse claimant to make a lease. The adverse claimant and the
occupant thus try out the question of the former's right to make a valid
lease of the premises, and so the title is determined.
The parties to the
action were the two fictitious persons, and they were given any names the
pleader chose, as Doe and Roe, (Burr. 1996) Holdfast and Thrustout,
(6 T.
R. 223), Peaceable and Troublesome,
(Barn. 172), Fairelaim and Shamtitle, (Burr. 1290).
The cases were entitled so as to designate the true
parties, as Doe on the demise of Bromfield v. Smith (6 East 530) which
might be contracted to read Doe ex dem. Bromfield v. Smith; or it might
read Doe ex dem, Bromfield v. Roe, not indicating the real defendant.
See Adams on Ejectment, 1-16; Perry on Common Law Pleading, 93-99.
34.
But where a lease granted the privilege ' ' of putting a carding
machine at the mills of John Van Den Bergh, ' ' and "to fix the machine at
the wheel or shaft now built for a pulling-mUl at the place aforesaid ' ' and ' ' to
build a shop for a carding machine," but the exact location had not been
fixed and could not be described by metes and bounds, ejectment was held not
to Ue, for the sheriff could not deliver possession. —Jackson v. May (1819)
16

John*. (N. Y.)

184.

COLSTON

V.

McVAY.

Court of Appeals of Kentucky.
1

A. K. Marshall,

1818

251.

The Chiep Justice delivered the opinion of the court
The only question in this case is, can the defendant^ in
an action of ejectment, defea t the re cS:g^ of ..the plaiaBST"^
JiX-s howing a grant from" the comm onwealth to a stranger,~~
elder than~that under ^^
the plaintiffde^^TEeTessoFof
~.~
—
rives ti tle?
The court" below decided the question in the affirmative ;
and we have no hesitation in affirming the decision to be
correct. ThaLthere cannot, at. the -sam*. time, -be --two-iir^^

— —
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„5°t2E§-advgrse righits„Qf enfaxJO-the sam e land, is a pmno_jltum_HdiiGh.. is -intuitively evident, and -whicli neither admits nor requires proof to support it; and it is a point no
less incontrovertible, l^at the elder grant transfaTR tn thp
grantee a right ofjgcitij.
If, therefore, there be a grant
to a stranger, elder ttian that under which the lessor of
the plaintiff derives title, it results, as an inevitable consequence, that he cannot have a right of en.iry, and„mthaat
_ a right of entry ,nEe"caimbT recover .Ht.jmjactiQn of ejectjEnest,. Whether the defendant holds under the elder grant
«. or noti can. niake- no difference,
for.it is a settled- doctrine
that the lessor of the p laintiff in eie_ctment must recover
on the strengt h of his own title, and not on iftyg-weakness of
his adversary 's.°'

35.
Posseision is prima facie evidence of the right of property, so that
a defendant in possession has a prima facie title, which can be overcome only
by some higher title. This may consist of a valid documentary chain of title
from the government, or it may consist of mere prior possession, for as against
a mere possessor, prior peaceable possession is better evidence of title and
therefore a good title.— Doe v. West (1821) 1 Blackf. (tnd.) 133.

PEESIDENT, RECORDER AND TRUSTEES OF THE
CITY OF CINCINNATI v. LESSEE OF
EDWARD WHITE.
Supreme Court of the United States.
6

1832.

Peters, 431.

Mr. Justice THOMPsojr delivered the opinion of the court.
The ejectment in this case was brought by Edward White,
who is also the defendant in error, to recover possession
of a small lot of ground in the dty of Cincinnati, lying in
that part of the city usually denominated the Common. To
a right understanding of the question upon which the opinion of the court rests, it wiU be stiffident to state generally,
that on the 15th of October in the year IZSS, John Cleyes
Symmes e ntered into a contract with the then board,of_
treasury rundertEe direSSonloFcbngress, for the purchase
of a large tract of land, then a wilderness, including that
where the city of Cincinnati now stands. Some negotiations
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relative to the payments for the land delayed the consummation of the contract for several years. But on the 30th
of September, JL794, a patent was issued conveyiny to
Symmes and his associates^- the l and contracted fo r; and
as Symmes was the only person named in the patent, Jilig.
.ifi g. was of course vested in him. ___
Before the issuing of the patent, however, and, as the
witnesses say, in the year 1788, Mathias Penman purchased
_Qf Svmmes a p art of the tract included jn^ttejpatent, and^
That
embracing the ianxj-seherfecm Cincinnati jiow stauj^s.
in the same year, Denman sold, one- third of his purchase
to Israel Ludlow, and one-t hird.to : Robert Patterson. These
Three persons, Denman, Ludlow and Patterson, being the
equitable own^s of the land iimJ£^J»JaJafeJiaafl^.iiafiU.
granted},^proceeded in January, 1789 ,^_to lay out the town.
""A plan was made and approved of "By all the proprietors;
and according to which the ground lying between Front
street and the river, and so located a s to include the premises in question, was set apart as a^common, for the use
lind benefit of the town' for e ver, reserving only the right
of a fei x3^;_ajid_no Jotsjggre^laid ouFbhThe^ land thus"
ded"
icated as a common, „„^

—

-—

plain tiff made title to the premises in
* * *
In March, ^1795,
question undCT_Matiiias Denman.
his
was
an equitable
only
DgjUaaaJLCOnveyed
interestTwhich
interest in the lands so located to Joel Williams ; and on
the 14th of February, JSOO,^ John Cleves Svuinie s conveyed
lo Joel Williams in fee, certain lands described m the deed
which included the premises in question; and on the 16th
of April^^ 1800, Joel Williams co nveyed to John Daily the
lot now in question. And the less or of tJie plaintiff^ by
sundry mesne conveyances, deduces a title to me jpremises""
^■The-.IeB5.QiLof _the

to himself.

And it is very satisfactorily proved, that Joel Williams,
from whom the lessor of the plaintiff deduces his title, well,
understood, when he purchased of Denman, and for some
years before, that this ground had been dedicated as a public common by the proprietors. The original plat, exhibiting this ground as a common, was delivered to him at the
time of the purchase. And when he afterwards, in the year
1800, took a deed from Symmes, he must, according to the
evidence in the case, have known, that he was a mere trustee.

•
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holding only the naked fee. And^j^roio. th^^jiotodftty of
the fact, that these^rounds vj&re-laid ppen ajad jiged as a
commo n ;. it is fairly to be_ _presiimed. jths^^alJLjlihsequent
purchasers had full knowledge ,.ftf. the fact
But it is contended that the lessor of the plaintiff had
shown the legal title to the premises in question in himself, which is enough to entitle him to recover at law; and
that the defendants' remedy, if any they have, is in a court
of equity. And such was substantially the opinion of the
circuit court, in the fourth instruction asked by the plaintiff, and given by the court, viz., "that if the said proprietors did appropriate said ground, having no title thereto,
and afterwards acquired an equitable title only, that equitable title could not enure so as to vest a legal title in the
city or citizens, and enable them to defend themselves in
an action of ejectment brought against them by a person
holding the legal title.
We do not accede to this doctrine. For should it be admitted.. that the mere naked fej was in the lesspr of the
plaintiff, it by no means follows that he is entitled to recover possession of the. common in. an .action xjf eject"ment.

TEs

is a possessory action, and tlifi...plaijiliff,„to entitle
himself to recover, must have the right of possession ; and
whatever takes away tMFn^L^p,as.ses sionr w ilT^prive
Adams's Eject. SST"
him jof the "remedy by .ej^imfint,
^tarkie, part 4, 506, 507.
This is the rule laid down by Lord Mansfield in Atkins
An ejectment, says he, is a posV. Horde, 1 Burr. 119.
sessory remedy, and only competent where the lessor of
the plaintiff may enter; and every plaintiff in ejectment
must show a right of posaeiaaion a s well a s M .property.
And in the case of Doe v. Staple, 2 Durn. and East, 684,""
it was held, that although an outstanding satisfied term
may be presumed to be surrendered, yet an unsatisfied
term, raised for the purpose of securing an annuity, cannot, during the life of the annuitant ; and may be set up as a
bar to the heir at law, even though he claim only subject
to the charge. Thereby dearly showing the plaintiff must
have, not only the legal title but a clear present right to
the possession of the premises ; or he cannot recover in an
action of ejectment. And in the case of Doe v. Jackson, 2
Dowl. and Ryl. 523, Bailey, Justice, says, "an action of

.
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ejectment, which from first to last is a fictitious remedy,
is founded on the principle, that the tenant in possession
is a wrqng-doer; and unless he is so at the time the action
is brought, the plaintiff cannot recover."
then it is indispensable that the lessor of the plaintiff
should show a right of possession in himself, and that the
defendants are wrong-doers; it is diflScult to perceive on
what grounds this action can be sustained.
The later authorities in England which have been referred to, leave it at least questionable, whether the doc-

If

trine of Lord Mansfield in the case of Goodtitle v. Alker
(1 Burr. 143), "that ejectment will lie by the owner of the
soU for land, which is subject to a passage over it as the
king's highway;" would be sustained at the present day at
Westminster Hall. It was not even at that day considered
a settled point, for the counsel on the argument (page 140)
referred to a case, said to have been decided by Lord Habdwicke; in which he held that no possession could be delivered of the soU of a highway, and therefore no ejectment

would lie for it.
This doctrine of Lord Mansfield has crept into m6st of
our elementary treatises on the action of ejectment, and has
apparently, in some instances, been incidentally sanctioned
by judges. But we are not aware of its having been adopted
in any other case where it was the direct point in judgment. No such case was referred to on the argument, and
none has fallen under our notice. There are, however, several cases in the supreme court of errors of Connecticut,
where the contrary doctrine has been asserted and sustained by reasons much more satisfactory than those upon
which the case in Burrow is made to rest. Stiles v. Curtis,
4 Day, 328 ; Peck v. Smith, 1 Conn. Rep. 103.
But if we look at the action of ejectment on principle, '
and inquire what is its object, it cannot be sustained on
It is to recover possession of the
any rational ground.
land in question; and the judgment, if carried into execution, must be followed by delivery of possession to the lessor of the plaintiff.
The purpose for which the action is brought, is not to
try the mere abstract right to the soil, but to obtain actual
possession; ^ejg£ixJhing_to whi^J^^ plaintiff can-harve—
_,no^j^clusiye__or priyate_ rigEF^This would be utterly io*-

jronsisient. wilijJie..admi^

That right con-
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sists in the nninterrupted enjoyment of the possession. The
two rights are therefore incompatible with each other, and
cannot stand together.
The lessor of the plaintiff seeks
specific relief, and to be put into the actual possession of
the land. The very fruit of his action, therefore, if he avails
himself of
will subject him to an indictment for
nuisance; the private right of possession being in direct hostility with the easement, or use to which the public are entitled; and as to the plf?i-nt.ifF'g tn^jTig popssg§iO-B subject to
the ^easement,
utterly impracticable.
It
well "said"
'byTHrT JusS^~SMTSTfrtBe'cai^e"of Stiles v. Curtis, supra,
that the execution of
judgment in such case, involves as
great an inconsistency as to issue an habere facias possessionem of certaia premises to A., subject to the possession
of B. It
said, cases may exist where this action ought
to be sustained for the public benefit, as where erections
are placed on the highway, obstructing the public use. But
what benefit would result from this to the public? It would
not remove the nuisance.
The effect of a recovery would
only be to substitute another offender against the public
right, but would not abate the nuisance. That must be done
by another proceeding.
It said in the case in Burrow, that an ejectment could
_bejKi^inta^©d-beeau8eHjpespa:s^"W0TiM" lie. But this certainly does not follow. The object and effect of the recovThe one
to obtain posses"eritifc! are tamrely different.
inconsistent with the enjoyment
sion of the land, which
to recover damages
of the public right; and the other
in
with
the
possession, which
merely, and not to interfere
the
perfect harmony with the public right. So, also,
fee
supposed to remain in the original owner, cases may
special action on the case
arise where perhaps waste or
to such owner. . But
injury
for
private
may be sustained
these are actions perfectly- consistent with the^public right.
"1guF"a
into
anjl^on^^l^
rec(^er^in

tioB7Ts.directly jiefmgnaidJuLJkSL publip^right.

a

Upon the whole, the opinion of the court is, that the
judgment must be reversed, and the cause sent back with
ventre de novo?^
directions to issue

L. P.

7

C'

a

t

it

^l<s

jvj]i_iiot ^support ejectm ent. "That the plaintiff
A n equitable
36.
legal title to the premises in himself,
in eJeCfEffieSfmust in all'"casMprove
at the time of the demise laid in the declaration, and that evidence of an
egyitable estate will not be sufficient for a recovery, are principles so elementary
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and 80 familuu* to the profession as to render unnecessary the citation of
authority in support of them. Such authority may, however, be seen in the
cases of Goodtitle y. Jones, 7 T. B. 49; of Doe v. Wroot, 5 East, 132; and of
Eoe V. Head, 8 T. B. 118.
Thisleg2yi_titlg_^the_.plaiBMff must e8taUish.fi)lliai; —~.
upon „a eoanected ^Qciu^crfjcHain^^l'i^deBc^
of sufficient duration to warrant the legal .concl}i!3iQn of the existence of foeh
written title. — Fenn t. Holme (1858) 21 How^ (tl. S.) 481.

QOODEIGHT

ON

THE DEMISE OF BALCH

Court of King's Bench.
7

v.

RICH.

1797.

Term Reports, 327.

^Ejsctment .for thirty acres of land, twenty acres of
meadow, and twenty acres of pasture, with the appurtenances, situate in the parishes of Over Stowey and Nether
Stowey, in the county of Somerset. The defendants pleaded
the general issue, and ^ntered int o the common consent
sjcule_asjtfinajits,-.^ The cause was tried" hef of e Mrl" Justice
BuLLEB, at Taunton, when a verdict was found for the
plaintiff, subject to the opinion of this Court on the following case. Jhe lessor of the plaintiff proved his title to
certain lands in the parishes mentioned in the declaration
of ejectment, which lands were called Clutsome's, Dunscombe's, Landsey's Breach, Griddle's Breach, and the G^jre
Piatt, which were the premises in question. The defendants proved that they were not, nor ever had been in possession of any part of the premises in question. The only
joint reserved at the trial was whether the defendants
af jLer. enteringlinJOEi jsojoditianal- rule -xm^^^ be jeermitted
to proye^ that they neither.were or had been in possession
of the premises, which .the. plaintiff hy tii^evidence_haid_
entitled himself to. If such proof on the part of the defendants were admissible, a nonsuit was to be entered ; otherwise
the verdict was to stand.

Lord Kbnyon, Ch.

J.:

This has certainly been vexata
questio; when I went the circuit as counsel, the case in
Buller's Ni. Pri., in which it was said "If there be but one
defendant as tenant in possession, the plaintiff need not
prove him in possession," was supposed to be law; and
when a case afterwards came on before me on the Home
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ruled accordingly, not thinking it necessary to
prove the defendant in possession. But I was never called
on to consider the question accurately till now; and when
we consider the reason of the thing, it seems wonderful
that any question could seriously have arisen upon this
subject. On the trial of an ejectment two parties come to
litigate the title to an estate, the person claiming, and the
person who is supposed to withhold improperly, the possession ; but as soon as it turns out that the latter is not in

_posse.ssion,-j.L-seems- to me that-the- cause is- ill constituted
The proceedings in ejectment
^^betweea. those J^^QperS-ons.

were instituted in order to try who is entitled to the possession of an estate on title : when the declaration is delivered the lessor of the plaintiff claims in general terms so
many acres of land, so many messuages, etc., which communicates but little intelligence to the person served with
the declaration.
the latter happen to be in possession of
any land falling within the description in the declaration,
he must defend in order to preserve his own right; then it
would be unjust that a verdict should be found against him
though he can prove a title to every acre of land in the
parish of which he was ever in possession; and yet this is
*
*
*
the consequence of the plaintiff's argument.
This
point, however, came under the consideration of the Court
in the case reported in Wilson,_ where it, was, holdeU-..tiiat^
the plainti ff must prove the defendant in possession; and
*
*
•
^^5ttnfc~^hat"ffiSrcase was properly ^4gQidfi4f

If

I

When the plaintiff is in possession to may, in proper cases, resort to a
to quiet title. Such a proceeding is authorized in equity to
protect the owner of the legal title from being disturbed in his possession
or harassed by suits in regard to his title, and can be availed of only by the
person out of possession
owner of the legal title who is in possession.
cannot maintain such a bill, whether his title is legal or equitable; for if his
title is legal, his remedy at law, by action of ejectment, is plain, adequate
and complete; and if Ms title is equitable, he must acquire the legal title,
and then bring ejectment. "—Frost v. Spitley (1886) 121 IT. 8. 552, 556.
lands are unoccupied, an action of ejectment may be brought, on the
theory of constructive possession, against a party out of possession claiming
title, if such claim is accompanied by acts of ownership, such as enclosure,
cultivation, and the like.— Gamer v. Marshall (1858) 5 Cal. 268, 271. Statutes
See Converse v. Dunn (1897)
frequently authorize ejectment in such cases.
166 lU. 25; G«odman t. Neater (1887) 61 liieh. 662.
37.

bill in equity

"A
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[Chap.

V.

BELL.

Circuit Court of the United States for the First District.
1817.

1

{Tlaiiitiffjas the

Mason, 243.

had prehank,
for payment and payment had
sented-to the issuing,
beenjefused. _He the n brought thi s acti on in deb t against
h^^eider^Ahan^

Declabations in Debt. On specialty.
"For that whereas the said
heretofore, to wit, on, etc. at,^ etc. demised to the said C D, a certain
message, land and premises, with the appurtenances, situate, ete. to have, to
hold the same to the said C D, for a certain term of years, to wit, for and
during, and until the full end and term of twenty-one years, then next
ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended, yielding and paying therefor,
^ I. of lawful,
during the said term, to the said A B, the yearly rent of
ete. at the four most usual feasts, or days of payment in the year, that is to
By \irtue of which said demise, the said
say, ete. by even and equal portions.
C D entered into the said demised premises, with the appurtenances, and was
possessed thereof from thenceforth, until and upon the feast of St. Michael
the Archangel, A. D. 1806, when a large sum of money, to wit, the sum of
Z. of the rent aforesaid, for the space of
then elapsed, became and
was due and payable from the said C D to the said A B, and still is in arrear
and unpaid to the said A B. to wit, at, etc. aforesaid.
Whereby an action
hath accrued to the said A B, to demand and have of and from the said
t. parcel of the said sum
above demanded; Tet
D, the said sum of
D, although often requested so to do, hath not as yet paid the said
the said
But
I. above demanded, or any part thereof, to the said A B.
sum of
To the
he to do this hath hitherto wholly refused, and still doth refuse.
I. and therefore he brings his suit, etc."
2
damage of the said A B of
38.

A B

Chitty

on

Pleading,

144,

172.

"For that whereas, the said C D on, etc. at, etc. was
On simple contract.
I. of lawful money of Great
indebted to the said A B in the sum of
Britain for the work and labor, care and diligence of the said A B, before
that time done, performed and bestowed, by him the said A B and his
servants, and with his horses, carts and carriages, in and about the business
D, and for the said C D, and at his special instance and
of the said
request, to be paid by the said C D to the said A B, when he the said C D
requested, whereby and by reason of the
should be thereunto afterwards
said last-mentioned sum of money being and remaining wholly unpaid, an
action hath accrued to the said A B to demand and have of and from the
I. parcel of the said sum above demanded.
said C D, the said sum of
Yet the said C D, although often requested so to do,, hath not yet paid the
I. above demanded, or any part thereof, to the said A B.
said sum of
But he to do this hath hitherto wholly refused, and still doth refuse. To the
1, and therefore he brings his suit, etc."
2
damage of the said A B of
Chitty on Pleadings, 32, 142, 144.
Compare this form, which is a common count in debt, with the common
The common counts in debt corrrapond closely to. thosfl,
counts in assumpsit.
in os&tLmpsit, beiitg baaed upon goods sold and delivered, work and labor dona,
money lent, money paid, money had and received, account stated, etc
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original stockholder of the bank,
ander a staiute^wEieh decliared that upon the refusal of 'a
bank to pay any of its own bills upon presentment^ the
the defendant, who was an

Obioim and Scops

or thb Action of Debt.

"The action of debt is certainly the broadest of the contractnal TijmnAim
and is perhaps the broadfist of all t^ia e ommon^ISwTRTtiariiflH
; that, in t^i hqj/
it can be used to obtain satisfaction of duties of more diversity than any other
By nature debt is an aptioTi nf contract, but it is also the normal
action.
remedy upon duties created bT eustom or record, and is therefore broader
than the field of pure contractual
In other words, it is a remedy
duty.
nDon Quasi-contractual as w nll aa I'nT itTay.t"'^^ flutifia . • • •
"its nature ca,n perhaps best be defined by saying that the action of debt '
lies tn flnfnTPn lagr^] <lnfy I'Togtpfi bv p.f(fi tra i-.t.j hy eustom Or bv record.
The
sole limitation upon such legal duty is the requirement that the duty be one
for papnent of a sum certain of m^oney or for the delivery of an ascertained
Daht tVinp . we may saVp lies to '"
amount of pondera ble nr mfta.Rm-aMa .»Wn.tffl1p.
recover money or chattels due and made certain in amount by nontraet, by '
'^
5——
'euBtom, W bir reeofar
"The duty to return a borrowed implement of husbandry, or a specified
amount of barley consumed by the borrower, was placed in the same legal
* * Before long, however,
category as the duty to return a loan of money.
to
these
and
as
this
Uw
ideas,
the
began
separate
progressed the action of debt
split up into two forms, the action of debt in ths debet et de.tinet being used
for the recovery of money debts and for the recovery of a specified amount of
ponderable or measurable chattel s, while debt in the detinei was used tor tlie
This latter form of action gradually acquired a
recovery of specific chattels.
The recognition
distinct character, being known by the name of detinue.
of detinue as a separate action thus narrnwed the sco pe of debt proper (in
the debet et detinet) to the limit s indicated in the definition above pven.
modem times the money debt has become by far the most conspicuous
and important form of the simple contract debt, but in legal theory there has
been no severance between tj^a rt\mie,j an/l Phatf^l flj;]jt.- They are enforced
by the same form of action; and after all, money is only ^ipp Hoff. nf i;,h^t"* "* Une who dffed money or chattels was
m wTnTigrfniiv
coTi^^siv^d
_tel. •
withholding from tne creditor property which belonged to such creditor:
and he was" not viewed merely as being Douna by the obligation of law to
In other words, the debt, whether of money or chattels,
make compensation.
•
•
•
As in the writ of right
was vievyqd as a real and substantive thing .
: and the writ of debt has been
for 1o»»/l tTia g^tinn was ha«ed OT^ ownership
'
'
The analogy between debt and the
aptly called the writ of right for mone y.
further circumstance that in both
in
the
shown
is
for
land
action
proprietary
there might be trial by battle; but the offer of proof by battle has not actually
•
•
•
been found in actions of debt.
feature of debt which doomed the action to obsolescence so soon as
assumpsit could be used in its stead, was found in the fact that the defendAll simple debts were subject to this mode of
ant could wage his law.
'defense, but the speclaTt yand debts of record were not . When the right of the
in
defendant to wage his law was indirectly taken away by the decision
in
be
used
as^ttOTPsif.
to
which
in
Blade's Case, (4 Coke 92,
1602)
permitted
as
miTi.T iiT^nT. -^pin .lp^ts|) the old practitioners looked upon the innovation
* "When the wager of law became obsolete m
*
•
a great hardship.
debt
gave some indications of a power to recover
century,
eighteenth
the
•
•
»
By statute in 1833 the wager of law was
some of its lost ground.
•
•
•
But it was too late to bring the action back into
totally abolished.
a common fate
frequent use, for a few years later all forms of action shared
, .
Acts.
Procedure
the
of
upon the passage
wager of law never gained
America, it should be observed,• the
•
•
J,he action , of debt, in,
recognition as a legal mode of defense.
the
limitBt ilOTlfl ITTirnPftrt . lipim
country has not therefore been_hgjniBgJs4 ^7

'

"In

"A

"In

to

^ ^^wager

ftfttfonj
'eSko. Xi.

of law ."

jaL
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stockholders of the bank should be jointly and severally
liable to the holders of the bUls for the payment thereof.]"

Stoby,

J.:

•

•

•

And this brings us to the second question, whether debt
lies in this case; a question which, though purely technical,
goes to the very marrow of this cause ; for under existing ^
circumstances, if the plaintiff Jiaa. not this reme dy, he is
probably barred^ol. every _fijtbex, by ..lapse of time.
Many cases have been stated at the argument, in which
an action of debt will lie. It is said, that it will lie upon
express and implied contracts, and upon legal liabilities.
This is certainly true ; but it is true to a limited extent only;
for it will not lie upon all simple contracts, nor upon all
legal liabilities. It will not, for instance, lie upon a mere
simple contract to indemnify a party, or to do any other act
or thing, except to pay money or deliver goods.
_ Jn. respect to liabilitiesjpxjights,6j:eated by Statate,-where^
no specific action is given, debt is oftgft. a .proper,,but_is
by no means a universal remedy. It is very correctly laid
down by Chief Baron Comtn, that upon every Statute made
for the remedy of any injury, mischief, or grievance, an
action lies by the party grieved, either by the express words
of the Statute or by implication ; and that such action shall
be a recompense to the party. But the actibn here spoken
of is not any one specific remedy; but an action adapted
to the nature of the case, and moulded according to the
forms and distinctions of the common law. It may be an
action of debt, or assumpsit, or trespass, or case, as the
particular nature of the wrong or injury may require. For
instance. Lord Coke informs us, that upon the Statute of
Magna Charta, which enacts, that no free man shall be arrested or imprisoned, etc., unless by the law of the land,
if any be imprisoned contrary to law, he may have an action founded upon this Statute. No person can suppose,
that debt or assumpsit would here be a proper form of action ; but the proper remedy would be an action of trespass,
or (as Lord Coke seems also to intimate) a special action
of the case. • * * So upon the Statute of Hue and
Cry, which makes the hundred "answerable for the robberies done and the damages,"
39.
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not an action of debt, lies for the party grieved; for the
cause sounds properly in damages. And the same rule applies to o ther Statutes^ jdierfi thfi p.nmpftnHatinTi (^pppnrla on
unliquidated damages.^ On the other hand, on the Statute
of 2 Edw. eTcET 13, which gives a forfeiture of the treble
value for not duly setting forth tithes, debt has been held
to lie. • • • And eases may arise under a Statute, in
which the parties may have divers remedies. For instance,
by the Statutes of New Hampshire and Massachusetts,
towns are obliged to support paupers having settlements
therein; and are compellable, in certain cases, to pay the
expenses incurred by other towns on account of such pauAptinns nf >;t,<?,g7/w.pm£.,Ti:pnTi-ttigga afa-faiiog ^t-a very
pers.
freguent; and (assuming that corporations have a capacity
to make a promise) there -cannot be a doubt, that the action
well liea; for_^p Sta tutes creat a^a jjirect and JjomedAate lia\ahi^-qn£is.i.MX, contraahh- But there can be as little doubt,
that an action of debt will lie in the same case, as the claim
is for a determinate sum of money, arising from a legal
and direct duty, if the Statute do not point to any other
form of action.
The result of this examination instructs us, that the action to be pursued to enforce a statutable right, obligation,
or remedy for a grievance, is not necessarily debt, but depends upon the subject-matter and nature of the provisions
of the Statute; and that it is not suflBcient, in the present
case, for the defendant to establish affirmatively, that an
action of assumpsit or case might well lie; but negatively,
that an action of debt will not,
The principal ground, upon which it is argued, that debt

^

will not lie in this

case, is, .that_this is a c ollateral liability, created by Statute;. and that, by "analbgy to the rule"
„of law, that debt jdll, not. lifi^on any collateral undertaking
by contract, it will n ot lie in jthis case, wblchis^ua^ ex ~conJracftZ , Byjthe arTcient Common Law, all matters of peras binding only in the light^ sonal contract were considered
of debts ; aiid~the pjily^means of recovery in a Court was
by an action aCjiahi;. And the legal notion of a debt was, ye
~¥'dufy, created by the Common Law upon some good consideration, moving immediately between and for the benefit of both parties ; such as upon a borrowing, a sale, a lending, a hiring, or a deposit. In short, contracts of debt were
(as Lord C. J. Vaughan declares) deemed reciprocal grants.
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Lord Chief Baron Comtn lays it down as a general proposition, that '' debt lies up on every express contract to pay
a stun

certamtll . Mr. Justice Blackstone asserts the same

is

j

it

e

a

.

:;

is

a

a

.is

doctrine in still more precise terms. "Any contract (says _
he), whereby a determinate sum of money becomes due to.,
any person, and is not paid, but reitiains in action, merely,
contract,fl£..debt." "The true "test is, therefore, whether
the sum to be recoyered has upon the contract itself,
legal
certainty. Following, therefore, the principle of the old decisions, we may well hold, that debt does not lie upon any
collateral undertaking, where the sum to be recoyered
uncertain,, and „sjDiimda. merely in damages- -fBut whenever
the law, upon any undertaking, whether. direct or coUat,detejpninate, sum, which,
eral, giyes the party a, title to
big
absol ute du by the rules applied to the con^.
hftfiOTinfts
tract,
should seem, that an action of de bt must,_ upon_
admitted ^^mcijgles, "be lield to lie. „ EdeeS, an action of
debt against a pleHge^ or collateral secur ity, eg nomme,
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lWs_oJ41al]^K~t!onm^
form oX-the w rit against lEeiS. It was, to be sure, necessary, that the engagenient should be under seal, or be bindsum certain (though Fitzherbert
ing by custom for
seemed to think otherwise)
yet this was because, by the
law of the land, the engagement was otherwise not binding,
but was void as
niide pact. It does not seem to me an
over-straining of the old doctrine, to apply
to any cases
of collateral undertakings, in respect to which the law now
pronounces, that the parties to the contract are bound to
sum certain. For iapay, not unliquidated damages, but
stance, the Miga.gsmSBL of an ^ndoxaecxcLa ,bilL, o r, note
merely collateral ;_ye upon the default of the maker or
acceptor,
clearly liable by law to pay to the ho lder a
determinate sum, the very sum stated in the bill or note.
It
duty, created by^lEe'^enslom'WmirSEants, which
a part of the law of the land.
It would be a violation of
the first principles of law, for the Court to direct, or the
can be
jury to give, less sum to the holder. How then
correctly held, that debt does not lie by the holder against
profess myself unable to
the endorser in such a case,
must say with Lord Loughboeotjgh, that
comprehend.
promise
.camiot devise a substantial reason, why
not i3i£aQlB£-a_debtiaBd:ffihx.
..£a^mQiifiyjaQt.peEfQxnaad.dQea.
should not be recoverable, eo nomine, as a debt" If,
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to be resisted,"

it will become our duty to bow to them, however unsatis^^9i9^.tiiey m^y he. But when we find, that this doctrine
rests mainly on a case ia Hadres, which was decided at a

time, when the law relative to negotiable instruments was
very little understood, and which has been recently overtamed by an unanimous decision of the Supreme Court;
and_whfiB_itJias_-been decided, that an action of debt lies
HzJhepayee pf a bill of exchange against the drawer, whose
gTJg«g^"1^Pt-^s <;iertainly_collateral,
am npfe
own, tiiat
ffiithout^ope, that the law will, on this subject, be followed
out upon its genuine and rational principles. If, therefore,
the present case were to be considered exactly like the case
of an endorser of a note, am not quite prepared to admit,
that an action of debt could not be sustained.
But we may weU leave that point to be decided, when it
shall arise ; for this is not the case of a collateral contract,
created by an endorsement.
It may have some analogy to
and so
has to an absolute guaranty or suretyship.
This
iability created, not merely by the act of the
Statute. The act of
parties,15ut by the express terms of
said corporation shall, at
incorporation provides, "that
any time hereafter, divide their stock, previous to the payment of aU their biUs, or shall refuse or neglect to pay any
of their bills, when presented for payment in the usual
manner, the original stockholders, their successors, and assigns, and the members of such corporation, shall, in their
private capacities, be jointly and severally liable to the
holder of any bill or bills, issued by the said corporation
agree at once to the
for the payment thereof," etc., etc.
position, that the bills of the bank are to be considered
originally as the debts of the corporation, and not of the
corporators; and, except from some special provision by
Statute, the latter cannot be made answerable for the acts
or debts of the former. They are altogether in law distinct
persons, and capable of contract with each other. But the
corporators are not strangers to the corporation. ^J3n the.
con trary, the law contem plates a privity between them and,
piioty. ha^s- created an obligation on the corpou|3o nJfaat
rators, under cerjtaicLcircumstances, to4jay.tha-debts of the
N othing can be^bg tter settl ed, than that an
jnnTn[^pra.t\q-n.
debjlies
for a duty, created by the common.iawr
action of
must lie, where the duty
or by aatoBCU.
fortiori
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Mr. Justice Blackstone says, "that
created by Statute.
every person is bound, and hath virtually agreed to pay
such particular sums of money, as are charged on him by
the sentence, or assessed by the interpretation of the law.
Whatever, therefore, the law orders any one to E:ay:»jtliat_
becomes ihstantly a debt, which he hath beforehand joonttracted to discharge." Without placing any reliance upon
this refined notion of contract, it cannot be doubted, that
the learned judge has expressed the true doctrine of the
"
law. ^atever i s enjoined by a Statut e to be done, creates
.a duty^a the paHyTtt^BJcgj^jg^Tou n^^
whole theory and practice of political and civil obligations
rests upon the principle. When, therefore, a Statute declares, -that-j uder cerT;ain. circumstances, a atn^.l^h^Jder in
a bank shall pay the ^debt due f rom th e, bank, ag^^j^ageLSit:,
gumstances occur, it creates a direc t and immediate oblia a.'
tion to pay it. The consideration may be'Sillat.eral or not ;
but it is not a subject-matter of inquiry. And to deny, that
it is a duty on the stockholder to pay the money, is to
deny the authority of the Statute itself ; for a duty is nothing more than a dvil obligation to perform that, which the
law enjoins. ^Here, then, the law has declared ^ that the
stockholders shall be liable to pay a specific sum, joid it
i mpose s^ on IJiem a duty so to do. How; then can the Court
say, thatjiebt dqjes lifitlSs:;S?*^^~^'^J? js .a^^jlij. on the
def endanLAa pav tiie-plaintiff a determinate siun of money?
There is no room, under this view of the case, for entertaining any question as to collateral undertakings. J^he law
has created a direct liability^ a liability as direct and cogent, as though the ^arty had bound himself under seal
to pay the amou nt ; in which case debt would undoubtedly
Jie:_The law esteems tHFan obligation created by the highest kind of specialty.
Indeed, if debt would not lie in this
There is
case, it is inconceivable, how assumpsit could.
no pretence of any express promise ; and if a promise is to
be implied, it must be because there exists a legal liability,
independent of any promise sufficient to sustain one. Now,
the very action of a collateral undertaking is, that there
exists no legal liability, independent of the promise to create
a duty.
And if there exists a duty sufficient to raisea_,
promise, then it is sufficient to sustein an action of jdepT
Upon the most mature reflection,
am of opuiioriPthat an
~~ ~
action of d ebt well lies in this case!

I
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COLT.

United States Circuit Court for the District of
Pennsylvania.

1818.

Peters' Circuit Court Reports,

145.

This was an actio n, oi_debt,„ brought upo n an embargo
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_bond, in tke-DisixJet-Court^-to- J-ttna,-lg1 1 ; and the declarar..
tinn -demanded twenty thousand dollars, which the defendant was alleged to ow;e and detain. It then recited the embargo law, laying the breach, by the defendant; ' Syhereby
the Uni te d St ate s are en titled to demand a sum, notjexceeding twenty thousand dollars, and not less than one thousand dollars, viz;., twentyHt;housan"a dolIarsT^* ""Which" it
averred to be due toi;he plMnttgFana~d:etgiiiH3~'fromi±rem
by the defendan t. UponlitrTfefrefnjfeardgdr'IM'nury f oTind"
a verdict for four thousand dollars.
The defendant took
out a writ of error, returnable at April sessions, 1812, of
the Circuit Court; and the case now came on for decision.
:
Washington,
The question in this case
whether
the action
maintainable. The objection to the action of
debt, where the penalty isjuncertain is, that this action cSa"
only be brought to recover a specific sum of money, , the.,
gm pjint. of w hiC'h
ascerteined.
It said, fhat the very
sum demanded, must "Be" proved ;'and on demand for thirty
pounds, you can no more recover twenty pounds, than you
can
demand for a cow. Blackstone says that
horse, on
sum of money due, by
debt, in its legal acceptation,
fixed
certain and express agreement; where the quantity
valuation
to
settle
and does not depend on any subsequent
it; and for nonpayment, the proper remedy
the action
verbally
of debt, to recover the specific sum due. So if
certain price for certain goods, and fail in
agree to pay
a determinate
the performance, this action lies; for this
contract ^Eutjf agree for_no_settied^j)rice, debt will not
liej_but_ oDly^_a_speciaLaHion iin_JJi£_xiaiEran3""ffiis~ action
now generally brought, except in cases of contracts under
seal, in preference to the action of debt; because, in this
latter action, the plaintiff must prove the whole debt he
one single
claims, or recover nothing at all. For the debt
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of action, fixed and determined; and which, if the
proof varies from the claim, cannot be loojked upon, as
the same contract of which performance is demanded. If
I sue for thirty pounds, I am not at liberty to prove a debt
of twenty pounds, and recover a verdict thereon ; for I fail
in the proof of that contract, which my action has alleged
cause

to be specific and determinate. ^But indebitatus assumpsi t
is not brought to compel a specific performance of the con^tmct

;

but j.aJiO'ecdLV.ei.JdanmgfiS^forn'te^^

;

and.Jlie damages beipg indeterminate, will adapt themselves^
to ..the truth of the case, as it may be proved; for if any
""
'

' "

bejgroved, it is sufScient. .'?'"
V T£e doctrine laid down by this writer, appears to be much
too general and unqualified; although, to a certain extent,
it is unquestionably correct. Debt is certainly a sum of
money due by contract, and it most frequently is due by
a certain and express agreement, which also fixes the sum,
independent of any extrinsic circumstances. But, it is not
essential, that the contract should be express, or that it
Bhould,fix the precise amount of tt^ sim to be paid. T)flbtr
may arise on an implied c ontract, ^s,, for. the balan ce of an
account s tated; to recover J}ja£k, money .whixjh a bailiff had"
"gajdjaoreihaii he had received; and in a variety of^ other
cases, where, the law, by implication,, raises a contract to
pay._3 Com. Dig. 365. The sum may not be fixed by the
contract, but may depend upon something extrinsic, which
may be averred; as a promise to pay so much money as
plaintiff shall expend in repairing a ship, may be sued in
this form of action ; the plaintiff averring that he did expend
a certain sum.
2 Bac. 20.
So, on promise by d-efendant,
to pay his proportion of the expenses of defending a suit,
in which defendant was interested, with an averment that
plaintiff had expended so much, and that defendant's proportion amounted to so much. 3 Levy, 429. go i^jt acil n-n
of debt may be brought for goods sold to defftTida.Tit, , fnr-s a.
muchas!l]ie;g-wexe..jsxLd
2 Com. Dig. 365. ^So debt will
EJaToruse and occupation, _where there is only an implied ,
contract, and no preciseRum agT^p'^'-"f>QT^
6 T. K. 63.
states,
that debt will lie for an
Wooddeson, 3d vol. 95.
indeterminatp dpTnand^ wTninVi rn fly rftadilv be rednced to a""
certainty. In Emery v. Fell, 2 Term Eeports, 28, in which
there~Wa:s a declaration in debt, containing a number of
counts for goods sold and delivered, work and labour, money

_^debt
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laid out and expended, and money had and received; the
Court, on a special dermirrer, sustained the action, although
it was objected that it did not appear that the demand was
certain, and because no contract of sale was stated in the
declaration.
But the Court took no notice of the first objection, and avoided the second, by implying a contract of
sale, from the words which stated a sale. These case s proga,
_that_debl,ma^~Ji£Lmakiiained.japnn^an
implied^^ as weJl as
upon an express contract ; although no precise sum is agreed
upon. __But the doctrine stated' by Lord Mansfield, in the
case of Walker v. Witter, Douglass 6, is conclusive upon
this point. He lays it down, that debt may be brought f or
a sum^ap^le_of_bemgj,scertained, though ,nfit, ascertained

it,

at the time the actign^wasjarpught.
Ashuest and Bulleb
say, that whenever indebitatus assumpsit is^^mainjtgiiiable,
dfibias_als.o. In this case two points were also made by the
defendant's counsel; first, that on the plea of nil debet, the
plaintiff could not have judgment, because debt could not
be maintained on a foreign judgment; and secondly, that
on the plea of niel tiel record, judgment could not be entered for the plaintiff, because the judgment in Jamaica
was not on record. The court were in favour of the defendant, on the second point, and against him in the first; by
deciding, that the debt could be maintained on a foreign
judgment, because, indebitatus assumpsit might; and that
the uncertainty of the debt demanded in the declaration,
was no objection to the bringing of an action of debt. The
decision therefore given upon that point, was upon the very
point, on which the cause turned. But, independent of the
opinion given in this case, is it not true, to use the words of
BuLLEE, "that all the old cases show, that whenever indebitatus assumpsit is maintainable, debt also lies." The subject is very satisfactorily explained by Lord ■Loughborough, in the case of Rudder v. Price, 1 H. Bl. 550, which
was an action of debt, brought on a promissory note payable by installments, before the last day of payment was
past ; in which the court, yielding to the weight of authordecided;
ity, rather than to the reason which governed
that the action could not be supported, because the contract
being entire, would admit of but one action which could not
be brought until the last payment had become due, although
But his
vndehitaius assumpsit might have been brought.
lordship was led to inquire into the ancient forms of action
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on contracts ; and he states, that in ancient timqs, debt was
the common action for goods sold, and for work and labour
done. Where assumpsit was brought, it was not a general
indebitatm assumpsit; for it was not brought merely on
a promise, but a special damage for a nonfeasance, by
which a special action arose to the plaintiff. The action of
assumpsit, to recover general damages for the nonperformance of a contract, was first introduced by Blade's Case,
which course was afterwards followed.
In the case of
Bvisleu
that
till Blade's
Witter,
Walker v.
also stated,
Case, 4 Co. 92, b, a notion prevailed, that on a simple contract for a certain sum, the action must be debt ; but it was
held in that case, that the plaintiff might bring assumpsit,
or debt at his election.
Thus it appear s,-ihat. in all .cases of contracts, un less a
s pecia l,.damage was stated, the primitive action wasIdSJE^I
and that the . action of indebita his as sumpsit su cceededi_
principally,
presume, to ayoidthe wager of. l^aw; which^iji_
Blade's Case, was one of . the^jmain arguments, _urged^by..
allnw iri the introduction
the defendant's counsel, a.yf^,i];i
of the a ction of ^a;SS;MM£g^^; as
;^reby deprivgd-lilg. de.-fenSant of _his_ privilege of jvrageriiig_his Jaw._.,.BiiLLEK
YeeEos" therefore to have "Been well warranted in the case of
Walker v. Witter, in saying: that all the old cases show,
that where indebitatus assumpsit will lie, debt will lie. The
same doctrine
supported by the case of Emery v. Fell,
T. E. 30, which was an action of debt, in which all the
counts of indebitatus assumpsit are stated; where the objection to the doctrine was made and overruled. So in the
case of Harris v. Jameson,
T. R. 557, Ashubst refers with
approbation, to the opinion delivered in the case of Walker
That debt may be brought for foreign money,
V. Witter.
the value of which the jury are to find, had been decided
before the case of Walker v. Witter; as appears by the
case of Rands v. Peck, Cro. Jac. 618, and in Draper v. Rastal, the same action was brought, though in different ways,
for current money, being the value of the foreign.
Comyn in his Digest, Tit. Debt, p. 366, where he enumerates the cases in which debt will not lie, states no exception
to the rule that where indebitatus assumpsit will lie, debt
will lie, but one for the interest of money due upon a loan.
But the reason of that,
explained by Lord Loughbob-,
OUGH in the case of Rudder v. Price; who states, that unis
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the case of Cooh v. Whorwoo d, upon a c ovenant to pay a
stipulated sum of instalments, it the plamtilt brought as-~
^^^^JalESrffie^^Tsf "failure, he was entitled lorecovef
the :vrh.oIa.^]am. in damages ; because he could not in that
,f orm ji£, auction, _any more thajij.n the actipn of de bt, sup Until that decision,
, port two actions on an entire contract.
the only difference between deB't smd assumpsit in such a
case, was, that the former would not be brought, until after the last instalment was due; and in the latter, though
it might be brought after the first failure, yet the plaintiff
might recover the whole, because he could not maintain
a second action on the same contract.

I

proceed with the doctrine of Judge Blackstone before stated. After stating what constitutes debt, he observes, "that the remedy is an action of debt to recover
the special sum due." -It. is .Qhs£rxahle,. that he^doe_s upt
.§ay,- that thft plaintifF ia to rpicnver the fium dtmi,anded^j_
- his dedajation-;-«»d"B^Ta«i;.soii,-wiJl..d,env....b 3it that he is to
recover thc speciaJ-Sunu.diia.'"
After stating what constitutes a debt, and prescribing the
remedy, Judge Blackstone proceeds to the evidence and
recovery; and says, "the plaintiff niust prove the whole.
f-ovpr nnthiTigL"
On this acrjpM bp f-laims, nr he can re
commonly,
count he adds "thg_afiiictii>o£-as*iM»^*ii-i3-most
brong'bt; h^^'s-nRQ i-" i^^f, it t? pT'ftiffi,e'"t if tihftr^"^^^^'^ prove
fiTiy debt to bf^-fh-t^ to esable.~-him.ta. recover the sum, so
" If this writer merely means to say,
rrflYP'^j ^'" '^fiT^q^^Qg
that where a special contract is laid in the declaration, it
must be proved as laid ; the doctrine will not be controverted.
debt be brought o n a written agreement, the con tract
with
produced m evidence,'°mustTOrrespOTi5, maU^^
that stated in the ,dM§gStfem;:;-aini":iagjaSan^^
be
.fatal to the plaintiff's recovery. Such too is the law in all
special actions in tlie case ; but if Judge Blackstone meant
to say, that in every case, where debt is brought on a
simple contract, the plaintiff must prove the whole debt as
"St aime d by Lh u de cl gratroii:rgr~tBaOre .can recover hothing•5el3"opSosedJ)v every decision, .ancient &nd modern
The
old cases before mentioned, in which debt was brought and
sustained, are all cases, where it is impossible to suppose
that the sum stated in the declaration, was or could in every
instance be proved ; any more, than it is, or can be proved,
They are in fact,
in actions of indebitatus assumpsit.
of
indebitatus assumpactions substantially like to actions

If
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sit in the form of action for debt. The action of d ebt for
foreign money, is and can be for no determinate sum; be^.
cause the value must be found by the jury, either upon the
trial of the issue, or upon a writ of inquiry, where there
is judgment by default._
The case of Sanders v. Mark, is debt for an uncertain
sum, in which the debt claimed, was for fifteen pounds eighteen shillings and six pence, and the defendant's proportion of the whole sum, was averred to be fifteen pounds
eighteen shillings and eight pence ; yet the action was supported. This is plainly a case, where the sum due could not
be certainly averred; because the yearly value of the defendant's property might not be known to the plaintiff,
and could only be ascertained, with certainty, by the jury.
In the case of Walker v. Witter, Lord Mansfield is^ express
upon this point. Hp sayp, ^/lat debt may be brought for-a
sumL capable of^ being ascertained, though not ascertained
at thetime of Jbnnging;the7actr6h7"and~Ee" adds, "that it is
^not necessary that the plaintiff, should recover the exact
In the case of Rudder v. Price, Lord
sum_demanded.
LoTJGHBOEouGH, who has shed more light upon this subject
than any other judge, says : that long before Blade's Case,
the "demand in an action of debt must have been a thin g
cert ain" i n its nature, yet, it was by no means necessary,
th at the "a mount should be set jajfl£_so. precisely, that less
could not Jj£.ig£Q2Jei:e^. ' '
In short, if before Blade's Case, debt was the common
action for goods sold, and work done, it is more obvious,
that it was not thought necessa,ry to state the amount due,
with such precision, as that less could not be recovered;
for in those cases, as the same judge observes, "the sum
•due was to be ascertained by a jury, and was given in the
But yet the demand was for a thing
form of damages."
certain in its nature ; that is, it was capable of being ascertained, though not ascertained, or perhaps capable of being so, when the action was brought. Whence the opinion
arose, that in an action of debt on a simple contract, the
cannot ascertain. It certainly
whole sum must be proved,
was not, and could not be the doctrine prior to Blade's
Case ; and it is clear, that it was not countenanced by that
case. However, let the opinion have originated how it
might,- Lord Loughborough in the above case, denominates
it an erroneous opinion, and says, that it has been some
time since corrected.

I
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In

the case of M'Quillen v. Coxe, the sum demanded was
five thousand pounds ; which was fifty more than appeared
to be due by the different sums. The objection was made
on a special demurrer, that the declaration demanded more
than appeared^ by the plaintiff's own showing to be due.
The court did not notice the alleged variance between the
writ and declaration, or the misrecital of the writ ; but overrer, because the plaintiff might,
_ ruled the demur
in_an action of debt on a simpl e contract, prove and recover a less
"'
- -— ^
— -sum than he de majoided m~t he writ.
Trom tEislast expression it might be supposed, that the
court meant to distinguish between the sum demanded by
the writ, and that demanded by the declaration; but this
could not have been the ease, because the sum demanded
by the writ, and that demanded by the declaration was the
There was, in fact, no
same; viz., five thousand pounds.
variance; for, though the declaration recites the writ, yet
the sum demanded, and which the declaration declared to
be the sum which the defendant owed and detained, was the
same sum as that mentioned in the writ; and the objection
stated in the special demurrer, was made to the variance,
between the sum demanded by the declaration, and the sum
alleged to be due.
The distinction taken in the case of Ingledon v. Cripps,
Salk. 659, runs through aU the above cases, and appears to
be perfectly rational ; viz., J^at_whe re debt is br ought on a
covenant, t o pay a su m certain, any variance of the s um in
the deed'^Op ji^^'"^^ . Butrj 'p^>'<^tp the deed relates to matter
of f actextriusic, fee-re,-thQugh_the plaintiff_dfijQianScL more
tEanis due, he may enter a remitter for the b alance . -TJiis
s hows^jJ^aL-debt. may bfiT)foug£t_for more than is due, and
that the jurymaj give less ; or of tiiey give more than is
duej the^erroj: may.,ttS_£2JI§cted by s, remitter.
Thus stands the doctrine in relation to the action of debt
on contracts ; and
debt will lie^on a contract, where the
sum demanded is iTnp,firt.a.i-n, jt wnufd RfiPTri~" t.n fojlnw, tliTrt
itwould iiB for ft-ponaltv m'von W stntnte. which isuncertimu jind dependent uoon the amoun t to be^assessed by a
lury. For, when they have assessed
the sum so ^ed
This however
becomes the amount of the penalty given.
stands upon stronger ground than mere analogy. The point
expressly decided in the case of Pemherton v. Shelton,
Cro. Jac. 498. That was an action of debt brought upon
G L. p.

Ji
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the first section of the statute, 2 Ed. 6. ch. 13 ; which gives
the treble value of the title due, for not setting them out.
The declaration claimed thirty-three pounds, as the treble
value ; and in settrag forth the value of the tithes, the whole
amount appeared to be more than one-third of the sum demanded; so that the plaintiff claimed less than the penalty
given by the statute. Upon nil debet pleaded, the jury
found for the plaintiff twenty pounds, and a motion was
made in arrest of judgment, for the reason above mentioned. The court overruled the motion, upon the ground
afterwards laid down in the case of Ingledon v. Cripps.
They held, that-there. was-^-difference when the aetion^of
debt is grounded on, _ a specialty, or contract, which is ^
sum uncertain ; or upon a statute, whicli gives a certaia.sum-_
for the penalty; and where it is grounded on a demand,
jE ^n the sxun is uncertain, being such as shal l be given by
^he jury.~T!n the formSFT^ was agreedT that "0ie plaintiff
cannot demand less than the sum agreed to be paid or given
by the statute ; but in the latter, it is said, that if the declaration varies from the real sum, it is not material ; for he shall
not recover according to his demand in the declaration,
but according to the verdict and judgment, which may be
given for the plaiatiff. It cannot be said, that this doctrine
was laid down in consequence of the court considering this
as a statutory action, to which it was necessary to accommodate tiie recovery, by changing general principles of law
applicable to other cases ; for it will appear, by a reference
to the statute, that it prescribes no remedy for enforcing
the penalty; and that debt was brought upon the commonlaw principle, that where a statute gives a penalty, debt
may be brought to recover it. In this case the statute gives
the action of debt, and
cannot perceive in what other
form, than this one which has been adopted, the declaration
could have been drawn. Had it claimed the smallest sum,
it might have been less than the jury might hav6 thought
the United States entitled to recover; and yet, judgment
could not have been given for more.
know of no precedent for a declaration in debt, claiming- no precise~sum,^
to be due and detained, nor any jgrincigle of Jaw, which
find
would sanction such a form. On the other hand^
abundant authority for saying, that the demand of one s umj_
does not prev6irlriairTecirp^mt7-t?fTrBii m^
it is
dimimshed by extrinsic cifcimastances.'
Rule discharged.

I

I
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MOOEE.

Supreme Court of Tennessee.

1855.

3 Sneed, 145.

Mr. Justice Caeuthees delivered the opinion of the

court:

This was an action of debt, brought upo n an inatmrnfint

by the ^ffinflant in
in thesewordsT
'
'Dne James Hunter, eight
good bar iron, at..6i 4 cents a
ceived of him, this 24tlL-.day:
exec ute d

ihf.

irii.e.gt^.t.A

of. the

-plaintiJQF,.

.

Msdred doUars, paya.bl6 in
it being for value re-

pound,

of April, 1841.

"Witness my

hand and seal.

"Bobert Crockett.

( Seal.)"

Verdict and judgment in favor of the plaintiff, for the
balance unpaid of the ^S OO^and interest.
Motions for a
new trial and in arrest of judgment overruled, and appeal
in error to this court.
Several questions have been made and argued for a reversal.

It is

contended that debt is not the proper action, Jmt.,
\i
hfift-p p-nypTiflnt.
Much vexation and perplexity have existed in the courts, here and elsewhere, in
relation to the right form of action in cases of this kind.
1.

jTiai:

*

*

gbnn1fl.1ifl.vft

«

But we think the action was well brought, according to
ou r decided cases . There certainly is some appearSce'of
conflict in the cases, which it would be useless now to atWe understand the true rule in relatempt to reconcile.
tion to these property jsaateacts to be tSlOEjTTefilffie: conJacact,jjp«Euits-facfi^pr in its term s, furnishes the means of
ascertainJDg the e xact amount ^ue f^r spe cific artic le s or
servi c^es, debt, wSJUSa^ Langtfee v7~Walker S Polk, 6
Humph. 336; Marrigcm v. Page, 4 id. 247, 1 Meigs' Dig.
If the contract before us be tested by this rule there
can be no difficulty.
The obligation is for $800, payable in
bar iron at 6^ cts. per pound. There is no uncertainty
"
^^fi^ 'i'jTftjparitity~f>f iron is 1,280 pounds, and its value
is fixed by tTiFcontrmrt;; it can neithCT^be infirCaor less ; there

Common Law Pleading.
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is nothing to test by proof; no room for the exercise of
discretion iii„ffiIiasfissi5(Sr of. damages. . It would J)ft differentif the.-Contract were for 1,280 pounds of iron. Then
the recovery would be in damages to be ascertained by a
jury, upon proof of its value on the day due. So, if the contract were for a horse, so much wheat, com, or pork, the
recovery would be in damages, or, as it is sometimes expressed, "sound in damages." ^In such cases debt will not
lie. But in all t hese ^cases, if _ the price of the artic le.^
..£s£dJJiJitajefiiy;ract^ or if the contract be for a sum certain
"to be paid," or "which may be paid," or "payaHe" in
any kind of property, debt may be brought, because the
sum to be recovered is certainly fixed by the parties to the
contract, for a failure to pay the property, and there is no
a jury were Jlq^
room for the assessment of damages.
the verdict.
or
the
court
would
set
aside
find
less,
more,
'
The numerous cases maintaining this position are referred"
'
to and digested m 1 Meigs Dig. 413. Upon first principles,
as laid down in the elementary books, the proposition is
equally clear. 3 Bla. Com. 154; 1 Chit. 100; 2 Bac. Abr.
279, Jihja principle is, that where the amount to be recovered
is specifican3 fixedf, and does not depend upon any
debt may be brought. But ,
valuation or assessment to fix
or speciific" articles or performance of
where
contract
!juch'arli=~
,^exvi£eajlo.es_npjL.6pec.iJy.lEe~valWl^^
cles or services, but the same has to be ascertained by a
resort to extraneous evideuBS^by lire tribunal before^wliich
suit
brought, the action cannot be debt.

f

Finding no error in the judgment,

we

aprm

it,

is

a

it,

Jf

40

a

In Butcher v. Carlile (1855) 12 Leigh (Va.) 520, wiU be found
discussion of the proper form of action in these property contracts, in
which statements are made which are somewhat at variance with those above
given, but the niceties of the subject are of comparatively slight importance
and do not seem to call for an extended treatment here.
The theory under
which debt may be sustained, as presented in the case givem above, seems
satisfactory and in harmony with the general theory of the action.
40.
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Supreme Court of Michigcm.
66

Campbell, C.
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1887,

Michigan, 668.

J. : In this

plaintiffs sued defendants in an action of covenant for the vioIaEon of the terms
of an agreement which was executed without any actual
seal or scroll, but which was declared to be the act of the
parties, in witness whereof they thereunto set their hands
and seals» -The court below held that the action of covenant
was properly brought, and judgment was rendered upon
the verdict of the jury for damages shown.
It is claimed now by defendants that, the agreegient, not
_bging agtually sealed, assumpsit was the only action permissible; and assumpsit being bajred in six years, while
covenant is^not barred untU ten years, the distinction is
material and vital in the present case, where more than six
case the

ygars had expired.
We have no statutory definition either of a covenant or
of the action of covenant. We must therefore go back to
Declaration in Covenant. "For that whereas, heretofore, to wit,
— day of
, A. D. — , at, etc. by a certain
indenture then and
made between the said A B of the one part, and the said C D of

41.
on the

there
of which said indenture sealed with the
the other part (the counterpart
seal of the said C D, the said A B now brings here into court, the date
whereof is the day and year aforesaid), the said A B did demise, lease,
D, his executors, administrators and
set and to farm let unto the said
assigns, a certain messuage or dwelling house, etc. situate, etc. to have and
to hold the said messuage or dwelling house, etc. with the appurtenances,
and assigns, from the —
unto the said C D, his executors, administrators,
years thence
^y of
, then last past, to the full end and term of
Yielding and paying
next ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended.
therefor yearly and every year, to the said A B, his heirs or assigns, the
at the four most
quarterly,
I. payable
clear yearly rent or sum of
usual feasts or days of payment of rent in the year (that is to say), on the
25th day of March, the 24th day of June, the 29th day of September and
the 25th day of December, in each and every year, by even and equal portions.
And the said C D did thereby for himself, his executors, administrators and
assigns, covenant, promise and agree, to and with the said A B, his heirs
and assigns, that he the said C D, his executors, administrators or assigns,
should and would well and truly pay, or cause to be paid, to the said A B,
I. at the several
his heirs or assigns, the said yearly rent or sum of
As by the said indenture reference being heredays and times aforesaid.
other things) more fully and at large appear.
unto had will (amongst
By virtue of which said demise, the said C D afterwards, to wit, on, etc
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tiie common law. It is claimed by defendants that a covenant is an instrument nnder seal, and that the action of
covenant is confined to sealed instruments.
This was generally so at common law, but the definition
is not accurate in the order of statement. Covenant at common law is an action upon a deed. It is only because a
deed at common law recLuireda seal that covenant has been
declared to lie upon a covenant or agreement under seal.
It is the question whether the instrument was a deed or not
that governs. All sealed instruments are deeds. But even
at common law a party could be held sometimes where he
had not affixed his own seal at^ all.. Thus the lessee in a
king's patent might be sued for covenant broken, although
he sealed no counterpart, because boimd by his acceptance.
''
'
Com. Dig. Covenant, ' Al. And in a lease to two persons,
one onlj;.,pf_whom sealed.^the. counterpart, , the same doctrine was laid down. Id., Co. Litt. 231a. Several other
cases are put in Comyn to the same effect. Implied covenants, before our statutes on the subject, came under this
rule.
In Fitzherbert's Natura Brevium, 146 A, where the writ
of covenant is explained, it is said that by the custom of
London covenant would lie ■v^ithout deedi And the same
customary exception appears to have existed elsewhere.
Com. Dig. Id.
It is declared by our statute (How. Stat. Par. 7778) that
no bond, deed of conveyance, or other contract in writing,
entered into and upon all and singulaT the said demised premises, with the
appurtenances, and became and was possessed
thereof, for the said term
BO to him thereof granted as aforesaid.
And although the said A B hath
always, from the time of making the said indenture, hitherto well and truly
performed, fulfilled and kept, according to the tenor and effect, true intent
and meaning of the said indenture, to wit, at, etc. aforesaid.
Yet protesting
that the said G D hath not performed, fulfilled or kept, anything in the
said indenture contained on his part and behalf, to be performed, fulfilled
and kept, according to the. tenor and effect, true intent and meaning thereof,
the said A B saith, that after the making of the said indenture, and during
the said term thereby granted, to wit, on, etc. at, etc. aforesaid, a large
I. of the rent aforesaid," for
sum of money, to wit, the sum of
years and a half of the said term then elapsed, became, and was, and still is
in arrear and unpaid, to the said A B, contrary to the tenor and effect, true
intent and meaning of the said indenture, and of the said covenant of the
said C D, by him in that behalf, so made as aforesaid, to wit, at, etc.
Ajid so the said A B in fact saith, that the said G D (although
aforesaid.
often requested so to do) hath not kept his said covenant so by him made
as aforesaid, but hath broken the same, and to keep the same with the
said A B hath hitherto wholly neglected and refused, and still doth neglect
I. and therefore he
and refuse, to the damage of the said A B of
brings his suit, etc" 2 Chitty on Pleading, 192.
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signed by any party, Ms agent or attorney, shall be deemed
invalid for want of a seal or scroll afiixed thereto by such

party.

At

common law the seal alone was the test of the
existence of a deed. Our statutes contemplate a signature
as equally necessary.
The statute just referred to indicates that some other thing than a seal may be cpnsidered,
and this can only be th e intention, of the parties as found
in the instrument itself, and the purpose it was intended
to serve.
There can be no doubt what the agreement before us
means. It uses the word "covenant" throughout to indicate what agreement the parties were making, which involved the sale and conveyance of lands when paid for. It
was provided that the covenants should bind the heirs of
the respective parties, as well as their representatives : and
it recited that the parties thereunto set their hands and
seals.
This language, and the whole contract taken together,
cannot be construed as intending anything else than what
would have been an agreement under seal or deed at common law. It is apparent that the failure to seal was inIt is the precise case intended by the statute,
advertent.
where an instrument purporting to be a deed is not sealed.
There is no ambiguity in the expressed intention.
The statute is in harmony with tlie general policy of our
law, which does not require any particular method of sealing, and permits anythingio be called a seal which is adoptfid-far-that-purpose. It does not put specialties and simple
contracts on the same footing, but it allows parties who
intend to make specialties to have their intent carried out.
In a case so plain as the one before us, there is no occasion
for prolonged discussion. The paper purports to be a deed,
and is a deed.

The judgmeMmitst, be. affirmed.*'^
History and Scope or the Action. "Covenant lies to recover dam fo r t.hn hrasiph nf n. fj^silpA promise (covenant) to do some particuJar
■aoli
'^venant lies when a man covenants with another by deed to do
something and does it not; or that he has done it, when it is not done.'
This remedy is the exact analogue of assumvsit.
[Com. Dig. Covenant.]
the only difference between the two actions being ttiat the latter action
lies for the breach of a simple promise , while covenant is maint ainable
42.

ages

'If" ^

^ specialt y.
must not be imagined that the requirement of a seal distinguished
The first covenxmts wera
the engagement of covenant in its early stages.

"^)^

"It
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mffrelT promises to do or to refrain from doin p; a. p aTticnl ^.r thiTipr- gnri
the engagement was Based
simply upon the agreement or convention of
the minds of the respective parties.
Neither a consideration, nor a writing,
nor a seal was deemed to be a material requisite in its make-up. Such being
the broad notion at first embodied in the covenant, it is to be surmised that
the king 's courts would be rather
slow in admitting its legal validity.
•
•
•
Such we find to have been the case.
' '
The writ was undoubtedly originally confined to covenants concerning
tenements.
It was the chief, if not S" '° roTnofly nt fViA l assflq aa ngr^inBt
his lessor, and was strictly an action upon a lease.
From the tenor of the
writ it would be surmised that specific performance of the covenant was
always granted; but evidently this could only be done when the covenant
coLcerned realty or specific chattels. Where the covenant was in fact capable
of being specifically enforced, either movables or immovables could be
recovered.
Where the covenant was purely personal, only damages could
be awarded;
for the king's court it seems, did not exercise that power of
personal coercion which at a later period was exercised by the court of
chancery.
' '

Although the plaintiff in a writ of covenant might recover speeifle
property where such was the subject-matter
of the covenant, it did not
follow that the action was a proprietary TBTnedy like detinue, or possessQ rg_^
like the assizes.
It was conceived to be founded purely on the obligation
created by the contract .
' '
Bracton, writing near the middle of the thirteenth century, observed that
the covenant was then acquiring some sort of standing in the king's courts.
It would have been impossible in his day to lay down any general principle
by which the validity of a particular covenant could be determined; for
no general limitation as regards either the form or the subject-matter
of
All that he could safely
the engagement had as yet been imposed upon it.
»
•
•
say was that the courts might enforce a covenant as a matter of favor.
' '
The principle that the covenant must be in writing under seal was
This rule first appeared, of
settled by the close nf the reign f>f TJIdward T.
How must the plaintitf in the writ
as a mere rule of evidence.
course,
Is the secta sufficient, or must there be a writing?
prove hifl covenantf
Uood reasons for an affirmative answer to this latter question can liO
doubt be given.
The secta as a mode of proof was rapidly falling into
disrepute.
[See Thayer on The Older Modes of Trial, 5 Harvard Law;
Eeview, 47 et seq., showing that the secta were merely supporters of the
plaintiff's case in advance of any answer of the defendant, to give it
preliminary standing, and were not proof -witnesses. — Ed.l Jury in' the
As a consequence legal machinery was wholly
modern sense there was none.
unequal to the task of sifting human testimony and arriving at the truth
Truly it would have been a
concerning a disputed verbal agreement.
dangerous innovation had the king's courts decided in Edward's day to
Considerations
of this nature were
meddle with all sorts of covenants.
decisive, and accordingly the courts imposed the condition that the covenant
must appear in a sufficiently solemn form to preclude dispute as to the terms
of the promise. Thereafter the making of a contract in this form required
technical learning and the service of a clerk.
' '
of a writing (and in this period writing meant a sea led
311ig re quiremRTit
hp riTily
instrumen )
ffriTiiiifa pn that has ever been imposed on~~ the covenant ' ' 3 Street on Foundations ot Legal Liability, 114-118.
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Supreme Court of Alabama.
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Porter,

1837,

201.

Action of covenant. Plaintiffs declared against defendant, in a plea of covenant broken; for that, whereas, on a
day certain, by an indenture made between the plaintiffs
of the one part, and the defendant of the other part, (which
indenture, sealed with the seals of the said parties, the
plaintiffs brought into court) the said plaintiffs, in consideration of a large sum of money, to be paid as thereinafter
mentioned, agreed with defendant, that James Wheeler and
Levi C. M'Cormick, should, within the space of five months,
from the first day of April then next, erect and build two
three-story brick buildings, to be located at the corner of
Dauphin and St. Joseph streets, in the city of Mobile, according to a plan drawn by Thomas Ellison, (which the
plaintiffs brought into court) — the said buildings to be
completed according to a certain description of dimensions,
by specifications, and of materials, therein particularly set
forth. * * * In consideration whereof, the defendant
covenanted and promised to and with the plaintiffs, well
and truly to pay or cause to be paid, to the said Wbeeler
and M'Cormick, the sum of eight thousand and six hundred
dollars, in the manner and at the periods following, to wit :
two thousand dollars, on putting up the joists of the second floor; two thousand, as soon as the buildings should
be covered; and two thousand and three hundred as soon
as the buildings should be completed, according to the

stipulations. * * *
And plaintiffs, in fact said, that said Wheeler and
M'Cormick did build and finish the said two three-story
brick buildings at the place described, according to the
drawing and plan by the specifications, of the dimensions,
and of the materials set forth in the indenture, (except as
would be thereinafter mentioned) the whole work being of
materials of good quality, and suitable condition, executed
in a faithful workman-like manner, and in full conformity
with the said stipulations. But at divers times, previous to
the first day of September, eighteen hundred and thirty-
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five, the said "Wheeler and M'Connick, did, at the special
request of the said defendant, ma^e divers alterations in
the said plan, to wit, in the hangings of the windows, in
paving the kitchens, in the making of extra windows, and
of fansashes for doors, and other alterations and deviations from said indenture.
And the said defendant did,
after the said first day of September, order the lower story
of the said buildings to be finished for the purpose of a public house, closets to, be made, the windows of the third stories to be cased, and the apartments thereof to be finished,
lathed and plastered, together with other improvements not
provided for by the said indenture — all of which the said
Wheeler and M'Cormick performed.
And the plaintiffs averred, that the said Wheeler and
M'Cormick did complete said buildings (including the additions aforesaid) in faithful and substantial compliance
with the stipulations of said indenture, as soon as they
could be completed, after the said first day of September,
to wit, on or before the first day of December, thereafter;
and the defendant received them, and was then, .and had
been, for a long time, in the full possession and enjoyment
of them, and of the rents and profits arising therefrom,.
Yet defendant had not paid said last mentioned sum of
twenty-three hundred dollars, last above mentioned.
Defendant craved oyer of the said supposed covenant,
and it was read to him, and he demurred to the declaration
*
•
*
generally, etc.
•

••••*«•*•

And afterwards, to wit, at June term, eighteen hundred
and thirty-six, came the parties, and the demurrer of said
defendant, to the plaintiffs' declaration being understood
by the court, it was considered by the court, that the de*
*
*
murrer should be overruled.
Several questions were raised in the
CoLLrEB, C. J.:
circuit court, upon the demurrers to the declaration and
pleas, which were so disposed of, as to make it necessary
for an issue of fact to be tried by the jury, who found a
verdict for the plaintiffs, on which judgment was rendered.
At the trial, a biU of exceptions was taken by the defendant
below, who prosecutes a writ of error to this court, and
assigns the judgment on the demurrers, and the decision
of the court excepted to, as causes for reversal.
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shall only consider the sufficiency of the declaration,
which presents the question, whether an action of covenant will lie upon an agreement under seal, (to perform
certain work) which has heen modified, or the time of performance enlarged by parol.
Covenant can only be maintained upon a writing under
seal. If a contract be unattested by a seal, or is unwritten,
the action by which redress can be had, for a nonperformance, is debt or assumpsit, or either, according to the subIf new terms are introduced into a contract,
ject-matter.
other duties imposed, or another day provided for its consummation, it is clear, that the original contract does not
remain unimpaired, so that an action would lie for a breach
of its stipulations. —If then, no action could be maintained
upon the original contract, when thus modified, we think
it foUows, that the present action is misconceived. For
"We

though the modifications, are set out in the declaration, yet
they are to be shown by parol, and can not, according to
the premises, we have assumed, be made the basis, either
in whole or in part of an action of covenant.
The case of Litler v. Holland, 3 T. B. 590, was an action
of covenant, upon an agreement under seal, to build two
houses by a certain day. It appeared on the trial, that the
time of performance was enlarged by parol, and that the
houses were built within the enlarged time. This evidence,
it was held, did not support the allegation in the declaration, and the plaintiff was nonsuited.

In Philips

Rose, 8 Johns. 392, the plaintiff agreed
to build an oil mill within a prescribed time, which was enlarged by parol, and the work completed within the enlarged time. The court held that evidence of the enlargeAnd in Jewell et
ment would not support the declaration.
al. V. Schroeppel, 4 Cow. 565, the court consider the law
as settled, "that the plaintiffs, inasmuch as they had not
performed, within the time stipulated, by the original contract, could not recover upon the covenants contained in
it They could not, in such an action, give evidence of an
et al. v.

extension of the time."

In Langworthy

Wend. 587, the Supreme Court
of New York reaffirm the previous decisions of that court,
on the point, and consider it as beyond doubt, that a parol
agreement to enlarge the time for the performance of covev.

Smith,

2
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nants, is good; and that by an enlargement, the remedy
upon the covenant itself, is lost, and must be sought upon
the agreement enlarging the time of the performance.
In the case at bar, the declaration shows that the contract was so materially varied, and the labor of the defendants so greatly increased, that they could not perform it
untU several months after the expiration of the day therefor appointed. It will, therefore, follow that the action
cannot be maintained, and that the plaintiffs must resort
to their remedy upon the parol agreement; making the
covenant, so far as material, inducement to the action.
'The judgment is reversed.

TAYLOR

V.

WILSON.

Supreme Court of North Carolina.
5

1844.

Iredell Law, 214.

This was an action- of covenant on the following instrument executed by the defendant's testator to the plaintiff:

"To all to whom these presents shall come: I, William
Wilson, of the county of Northampton, and State of North
Carolina ; Know ye that I, the said William Wilson, for,
and in consideration
of the natural love and affection
which I have and bear unto my friend, Richard W. Taylor,
of the county and State aforesaid, and for divers other

good causes and considerations me hereunto moving, have
given and granted, and by the presents do give and grant
unto the said Richard W. Taylor, to take effect after my
death, the sum of five hundred dollars, to have, hold and
enjoy all and singular the said sum of five hundred dollars
aforesaid, unto the said Richard W. Taylor, his executors,
administrators and assigns, to the proper use and behoof
of him the said Richard W. Taylor, his executors, administrators and assigns forever. And I, the said William
Wilson, all and singular the aforesaid smn of five hundred
dollars, to take effect at my death aforesaid, to the said
Richard W. Taylor, his executors, administrators and assigns against all persons whatsoever, shall and will warrant and forever defend by these presents. In witness
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whereof, etc.

Dated the 23d of January, 1837, and signed
and sealed bj William Wilson.
The said Wilson died sometime before this snit was
brought, having made a will in which he appointed an executor, who refused to qualify, whereupon the defendant
was appointed administratrix with the wiU annexed. On
the trial it was urged, that no recovery could be had on the
instrument in question. The jury, under the instructions
of the court, returned a verdict_fgrj^,e_plaiiitiff.
Judgment having been rendered pursuant to this verdict, the
defendant appealed to the Supreme Court.
Daniel, J.: * * * Secondly, it is said, that debt and
not covenant is the proper remedy, if it is to be considered
as a contract for money. The answer we give is, that debt
and covenant are concurrent remedies for the recovery of
any money demand, when there is an express or implied
contract in any instrument under seal to pay it; but in^eneraJ, debt is the preferable remedy, as in that form of action the judgment is final in the first instance, if the defendant do not plead ; see 2 Stephens N. P. 1057. The judgment must be affirmed.*^
Judgment affirmed.
not, tlip aaeient rale.
Pollock and Maitland, speaking of
this action, say that aftRr tho Hfntnf w nf AVnles. 1284. a
of
the development
limitation ' ' soon becomes apparent, and it is a very curious one. The action
Qf_CQsenant c annot be employed for the recovery of a debt, even though
•
•
•
The
the existence of the debt is a.ttested by a sealed instrumen t.
TpasnTi
m\e,
actioTi
ia
a.
a
has
law is economica l: the tact that
m^n
fnr_nrit
giving him anothe r. ' ' 9. History nf English Lavr, 217,
"Strange as it may seem,
And Ames, in his History of Assumpsit, says:
43.

This

W3.H

covenant was not the normal remedy upon a covenant to pay a defini te
Such a covenant being regarded as a gran t
amount of money "j phattflla.
of the "inTlpy /^T <.iiottq]f|^ d ebt was the a ppropriate action , tor tneir recovery.
The writer has discovered no ease in which a plaintiff succeeded in an
action of covenant, where the claim was for a sum certain, antecedent
to the seventeenth century; but in an action of debt upon such a claim,
in the Queen's Bench, in 1585. 'it was holden by the court that an action
nf cnveTiftn t lay upon it, an YfP^^ a" in ifitiQ" "f "lebt, at the election of
[Anon., 3 Leon. 119.] The same right of election was conthe plaintiff .'
that the
eeded by the court in two eases in 1609. in terms which indicate
2 Harvard Law B ev. 66.
privilege was of recent introduction

."
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1

ASSTIMPSIT.**

Special Assumpsit.**

CALDBECK

v.

SIMANTON.

SupremS Court of Vermont.
82

Vermont,

1908.

69.

_Ca§fijEQiLfal§£„waxranty:.
Plea, the general issue. Trial
by jury at the June Term, 1907, Caledonia County,
Miles, J., presiding. Verdict and judgment for the plaintiff. The defendant excepted. During the trial^ before the
plaintiff rested, and again at the close of all the evidence,
the defendant moved to dismiss the case because the action is founded on contract, and the writ^was issugd-as. a
44.
"This action is so called from the word Assumpsit, which, wten the
pleadings were in Latin, was always inserted in the declaration as descriptive of the defendant's undertaking.
It may be defined to be an action
for the recovery of damages for the nonperformance of a parol or simple
contract, or, in other words, a contract not under seal nor of record, circumstances which distinguish this remedy from others; for the action of
debt is, in legal consideration, for the recovery of a debt eo nomine, and
in numero, and is most frequently brought upon a deed, and the action
of covenant, though in form for the recovery of damages, can only be
supported by a contract under seal.
Assumpsit, however, is not sustainable
unless there have been an express contract or unless the law will imply a
contract." 1 Chitty on Pleading (6th London Ed.) 98.
45.
Declaration in Special Assumpsit. "For that whereas, heretofore,
to wit, on, etc. at, etc. in consideration that the said A B being then and
there sole and unmarried, at the special instance and request of the said
C D, had then and there undertaken, and faithfully promised ^he said
D
to marry him the said C D, he the said CD undertook, and then and there
faithfully promised the said A B to marry her the said A B, and the said
A B avers, that she, confiding in the said last-mentioned promise and undertaking of the said C D, hath always from thence hitherto remained and
continued, and still is, sole and unmarried, and hath been, for and dming
all the time last aforesaid, and still is, ready and willing to marry him
the said C D, to wit, at, etc. aforesaid, and although a reasonable time
D to marry the ' said A B hath elapsed since the making
for the said
of the said last-mentioned promise and undertaking last aforesaid.
And
although the said A B, after the making of the said last-mentioned promise
and undertaking of the said
D, to wit; on, etc. at, etc. aforesaid, requested
D to marry her the said A B, yet the said C D not regarding
the said
his last-mentioned promise and undertaking, but contriving, and fraudulently
intending craftUy and subtly to deceive and defraud the said A B in this
respect, did not, nor would, at the said tinae when he was so requested,
as last aforesaid, or at any time before or afterwards, marry the said A B,
but on the contrary thereof, he the said C D at the said time when he was
wholly refused then or ever to marry her
so requested as last aforesaid,
To the damage, etc." 2 Chitty on
the said A B, to wit, at, etc. alforesaid.

Pleading,

91.
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cae^^s^auiiJM. defendant's body .arrested thereon. The
motion was overruled, and the defendant excepted.
MuNSON, J. : The plaintiff declares in substance that he
JbaTgBinedjdih--lhe-€«fend^^
purchase of a .dia.'mond, and that the defendant sold him the diamond for a
certain price by "falsely and jradulently -warranting" it
to be a_pfir fect s tone^ wheaT in fact it was not a perfect
stone, but defective in certain respects stated ; and that the
defendant thereby "falsely and fraudulently deceived
him." The service was by arrest, and the case stands on a
motion to dismiss.
The defendant argues that no scienter
is alleged, that the d eclaration is in case for a breach^of
warrantyj^and there could be no recovery, without proving
£Ee~warranty, and that this conclusively determines that
•
""the action is founded on coiitract. , • *
•

•**♦*#•••

Personal actions are either for breaches ofjeontract, or
for wrongs unconnected with contract; gssimipsit being in
the first class, and case in the second. CMtty 97. The original action on the'case, permitted in suits for which the established forms were not adapted, was not similar to the
present action of assumpsit, but resembled rather the present form of a declaration in case for a tort. Chitty 99.
It was_atJirRt difficulLtajdiatingHish ,q>s sump sit from case ;
and the early decisions in actions on warranties were made
before the boundary between the two remedies was well
defined. Note to Chandelor v. Lopus, 1 Smith Lead. Cas.
178.
The practice of .declaring mtortfpr warranty broken
originated in this early period; and the remedy tiien
adopted continued in almost exclusive use until the middle
of the eigSteStrcentury." As late as 1778, Lord Mansfield considered an action of assumpsit for a breach of
warranty so peculiar that he reserved the question of its
sufficiency; and this method of declaring was then authoritatively sanctioned. Stuart v. Wilhins, 1 Doug. 17.^ Since_
th en assumpsit and case have been recognized as concurrent remedies foTJite&cM'^T^^'s^&^i^T '^wllU^^
3 Vt 53; 19 Enc. PI. and
son;j'E&:st.^m^,'^WmmvrBucli,
Pr. 82 and cases cited.

Closely connected with the sujbject of warranty is that
The twO grOUnds
j^f ^P.PP.\i q,pTTriiri7^1fr-pt. rppresftnt.flt.iririg
of liability are entirely distinct, but both may be developed
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by one aflSrmation. The evidence may make the affirmation
•
*
*
either a deceit or a warranty or both.

The recognition

of assumpsit and case as concurrent
remedies for breach of warranty, and the decision in Williamson V. Allison regarding the scienter, have led to the
adoption of forms confessedly designed to enable the plaintiff to recover for a breach of warranty or for deceit, as the
A short declaration,, framed in this
case might develop.
was
double aspect,
used in Beeman v. Buch, 3 Vt. 53, 21
Am. Dec. 571 ; Vail v. Strong, 10 Vt. 457 ; West v. Emery,
17 Vt. 583, 44 Am. Dec. 356; Goodenough v. Snow, 27 Vt.
This declaration,
720 ; and Pinney v. Andrus, 41 Vt. 631.
given in full in the case first cited, avers that the defendant
deceitfully sold the property by warranting it to be as de*
*
*
This
scribed, ''well knowing" it to be otherwise.
form was followed in Harlow v. Green, 34 Vt. 379, and was
apparently the basis of the declaration in Whitton v. Goddard, 36 Vt. 730. The direct allegation of knowledge contained in the phxaaa- "Fell knowing" QX-itS-fiipiKal^it, is
ordinarily employed in dec larations which clajm_a recovery
on the ground. jof_deceit,_ and its_ absence from ■^ dec lar a,tion used iereis the basis-of4he defendant's claim.

But the precise question has

been adjudged in this State,
In Foster v. Caldwithout
consideration.
although
special
well's Est., 18 Vt. 176, the declaration alleged in substance
that the deceased sold the plaintiff a number of sheep by
falsely and fraudulently warranting them to be sound when
in fact they were diseased, and that the deceased deceived
the plaintiff in the sale; but there was no allegation that
The verdict
the deceased knew the sheep were unsound.
taken was in tort, and the court allowed it to be amended,
after the panel was dismissed, by striking out the words
"is guilty," and inserting the words "did assume ajid promise." In sustaining the action it was said: "There is no/
alleg aiion-of a scienter in the declaration, and consequently
»
*
*
for a deceit, notwitUthere can be no recovery
standing the declaration is, in form, in case for a false wap

ranty."

The phraseology of our standard forms reflects the indefiniteness of distinction which prevailed in the formative

_.
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period of the common law, and this is true to some extent
of the language of commentators comparatively modem.
Blackstone, writing about 1758, after speaking of the
beating of another and the taking of another's goods as
trespasses, proceeds:
"So also, nonperformance of promises or undertakings is a trespass, upon which an action of
trespass on the case in assumpsit is grounded." The subject may be briefly reviewed and further elucidated in the
words of the note to Chandelor v. Lopus, 2 Smith's Lead.
Cas. 187, Am. ed. 1847, where it is said in connection with
a consideration of Williamson v. Allison and kindred cases :
"Originally actions upon breaches of warranty, as well as
of all other promises, were substantially, as well as nominally, actions on the case, which went upon the ground of
deceit, and set forth the undertaking of the defendant, and
the consideration by which it was supported, for the purpose of establishing a fraud on his part, and a consequent
legal injury to the plaintiff.
But in modern times the distinction between asswmpsit and case has become as well established as that between trespass and covenant, and it is
not easy to see why it should be disregarded m the single
instance of actions such as those we have just been considering." It may also be said that there is no plainer distinction in the law than that between breach of warranty
and deceit; and the law .BCLjnQre-Jja plies deceit from a
brea ch of warranty than it does from a breach of covenant
for CTle or from tlie~nonperf ormance . of , a , contract oT
iuretyship.
The" difference between assumpsit and case as remedies
for wrongs of this character was comparatively of little
importance when our earliest cases upon the subject were
decided. The subsequent abolishment of imprisonment for
debt has introduced an element which cannot be ignored in
reviewing the subject at this date. It is not necessary to
consider further the construction, technicalities and classification of the different forms employed, nor to anticipate
the questions of practice that may arise in connection with
their use. It is enough to say that if a plaintiff wishes to
proceed by arrest he must allege a case that entitles him to
arrest. That right cannot be given by mere form or classiThe test must be in the nature of the action as
fication.
determined by i^substance . It is said in Beema/n v. Buck,
'Fnr53r2r~Am. Uec sVl, that assumpsit is supported by
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is

is

is

it

is

and that
proof of the sale, a warranty, and the breach of
more
If
the
required in tort.
declaration in tori
nothing
requires the same and only the same proof as the one in
assumpsit,
manifestly a declaration in tort only in
name. The declaration before us
so framed that nothing
more
required.
It discloses a varranty false, in Jact,
hutjiot J.alse to. the knowledge of the warrantor. If the
plamtiff..recQyers upon this declaratioii-it..will .be. aol^j^fe:^
force of the cont ract. Proof of fra ud was not pertinentjfl._
the issue presented.

JMdgM§Viij'^VJ^TlMi~
nrrit dismissed.*"
■

niation~i0~dismi&s^-

stistamedi- oneL-

3

it

2

46.
The delictual origin of assumpsit has been demonstrated by several
writers: "The gist of the action," says Ames in his History of Assumpsit,
Harv. L. R. 14, was "the deceit in breaking a promise on the faith of
which the plaintiff had been induced to part with his money or other property." It was merely an action on the case for deceit, and only by slow
Street on Foundations
degrees did
develop into a non-tortious action. — See
The declaration in assumpsit decribes the action
of Legal Liability, 178.
as "trespass on the case upon promises. —Carrol v. Green (1875) 92 U. S,
513.

Supreme

Court
10

of

y

THOMPSON

V.

FRENC H.

Tennessee.

1837.

Terger, 453.

is

is

^

Mr, Justice Ttjrley delivered the opinion of the court.
an action of^ebt broug ht by the defendant in
Th
error^ to recover compensation for services rendered the

is

a

a

a

a

general superinplaintiff's intestate in his lifetime, as
tendent of his property and busiaess. The declaration contains the indebitatus count for work and labor done, and
quantum meruit for the same services. The
count upon
pleas are nil debet and the statute of limitations. The jury
found verdict for the defendant in error, upon which th?e
court gave judgment, and to reverse which this writ of error
prosecuted.

The proof shows abundantly that Wm. P. French, the
plaintiff in the circuit court, was assiduously engaged is
attention to the business of Thomas Hopkins, the intestate,
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it

s

,

a

o

is

.j

is

g

is

e

H

is

is

a

a

r

it

a

is

1

p

.;<

almost continually from tlie year 1821 to the year 1836, but
jgithont a,Tiy SEgci al contrac t as to the amount or nature of'
the compensationT;o be given therefor, and out of this the
first cause of error is assigned, viz., that the action of debt
■^ not the proper remedy, because, 1st, the,
damages beia&.
uncertain,
the
proper
is assumpremedy
3filiaHida±£iand
sit, and not debt; and, 2nd, the action is not_m aintain able
against an administrator upon the simple~contract or"ES"
"
'^
mtes^ate, by the pnneiple's ofThe~'common law.
That the "actions of debt and indebitatus assvm ysit axe
c oncurrent remedies in case of simple contracts for the payment of money, either express or implied, has been so repeatedly held that itTs deemed "unnecessary to enter into
an examination of the authorities in support of the proposition, and we are satisfied with a reference to the case of
Hickman v. Searcy's Executor, 9 Terg. 47, where this point
is expressly so adjudicated by this court.
That indebitatus assumpsit is a proper remedy to re- .
cover compensation for work and labor done cannot be denied — indeed (if the action of debt be not proper), it is
the only remedy where the amount of compensation has not
been ascertained by express agreement, for no special count
in assumpsit can be framed upon a promise arising by implication of law. The special counts in assumpsit are given
to recover damages for the nonperformance of contracts
speciall y entere d into, and whether the consideration be
executed or executory makes no difference.
The conimon
counts are founded on express or implied promises to pay
money in consideration of a pre rodenL and tJxisLlng -dgbt ,
and in general the consideration mus t have be6ry.e:^cute"d
not eXecuLury, and thti plaIiLliff~must have been .entitled to
ayment in m oneyT
Chit. PI. 373. So^that the indebitatus count m assumpsit
no more the proper remedy to
nliquidated
recover u
damages arising from the nonperspecial contract than w ould be the action
formance ,of
of debt. /But
said that the action of debt^will only
certain, or
fo
sum which
capable of bein readily
redi j^ced to certain ty This, as a general principle,
true
but, extended_t the length to whichit
sought to be carried, would be entirely subversive of the action of debt as
remedy upon impjg_cont racts, where the amount to be paid
has not been ascertained by express agreement, or would
inake the right to use
depend, not upon legal principles,
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but upon the nature and character of the proof to be adduced upon the trial, and the ease or difficulty with which
the value of services performed or the goods delivered
It is not denied that the
could be ascertained thereby.
action will lie for goods, wares, and merchandise sold and
delivered, and for work and labor done, although there be
no express agreement as to the amount to be paid. This
court cannot, therefore, say that the test is the difSculty of
ascertaining the value of the goods sold and delivered, and
the work and labor done, because they may be of a kind and
character about which men may well differ in opinion.
It is not to be denied that there is some confusion produced in the books, relative to the use of this action, by the
" eo nomine" ''in numero,"
employment of such terms as
and "unliquidated damages."
But it is well settled that,
although a specific sum must be demanded in the declaration, a less mav be re covered, and that althou^[hJn^l cases
of _goods, war ea._a nd merch andiSfilaaH- and -delivered, andof w ork and labor do ne, where the law implies the promise
because the consideration is executed, the damages are of
But
necessity unliquidated, yet the action is maintainable.
this confusion is produced either by loose use of the phrases
By " eo_
or by giving them an improper construction.
and "Ju^numero" is only meant that a specific
^^^omine"
sum IS sou^t jbo be recovered which is imprope rly^detained,
~
and that_^e actiondo es not S Q i m i^ ^"Ti- daTnaq-n s as-4Qea the
a ction^ assumpsW rJ^s drawing the proper line oF"3e^
marcation between 'them, as applicable to contracts of the
character under consideration. By the word§_" unliquidated
damag es" is manifestly meant (if there be any meahing in
'what is most unquestionably a very loose use of words)
such d amages as are sustained by the nonperform ance of
an executory contra ct, which cannot be considered as a
m oney de mand, and the amount of which may depend upon
such a v ariety of g onsidg£g fioPS a nd circumstances as to
render it exceedingly , diSeuIt to 15e ascertained. To illustrate it by an example, suppose a contract for the building
of a house, which is not performed, or performed in a manner different from the contract, the damages sustained are
"unliquidated," and such as are not readily reduced to a
certainty, and for which neither indebitatus assumpsii nor
debt will lie.

Forms of Action.
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The principle, then, established by ns is this:
mt in
ail cases where -the- consideration has been executed, and
where therQ_ is an express or implied pronjise to pay in
money the value thereof, indebitatus assumpsit or debt is
the proper remedy. But that in all those cases where the
consideration is not executed, or, if it be, and the promise to
be performed in consideration thereof is not to pay in money,
but to do some othe T,J3ams,.Jb3L J^either indebitatus as'
sumpsit no..dftbt_5all lie and that the remedy is by a special
action on the case.

Upon the whole, we think there is no error in the rendition of the judgment in the court below, and direct its affirmance.

jment affirmed.

NORTH

V.

Supreme Court of Errors of Connecticut.
37 Connecticut,

y

^

NICHOLS.

1870.

375.

«^^

^

^Assumpsit for rent of leas.ed premises; brought to the
'Superior Court in Fairfield county, and tried to the jury,
* * *
on the general issue, before Gbangeb,

J.

Pabk, J. :
The action was brought to recover the rent of certain
premises situated in the city of New York, from the first
day of July, 1867, to the first day of October of the same
year. The rent had accrued by virtue of a certain Jease of
the premises in writing, under seal.- in which there were
mutual covenants to be performed by the parties thereto,
and executed by the defendants, as the party of the second
part, and one John H. Glover as the party of the first part.
*

*

*

This contract prescribes the amount of rent to

be

paid,

and the times when payment should be made, and if the defendant failed to pay the rent in controversy he faUed to
pay it according to the terms of the written lease.
this is so the plaintiff cannot sustain his action of
assumpsit, for that action wiU not lie where .Jiie_sa!iafi_fl£
action ariggsnipop-ar-cOTrtfacf under seal -

If

t
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Judge Swift, in the first volume of his Digest, on the
574th page, eays, in commenting upon the action of assumpsit, "It will not lie upon contracts under seal, or by record,
which distinguishes it from debt and covenant."
This is
saying, in other words, that assumpsit will not lie where
the subject-matter in controversy arises upon a contract under seal. So, also, upon the 417th page, he says that " where i
there is a deed under seal, containing a cov&nant to pay the
rent, the action must be either covenant or debt. ' ' This is
So also upon the
precisely the case under consideration.
"
576th page, he says,
Where ^a party has a ^gcuiitj_Qf_a^igh^_nature,Jie~rDjistJgundJds_a«$ioh thereon; and as the
law has prescribed different forms of action on different
securities, assumpsit cannot be supported where there has
been an express promise under seal or of record; but the
party must proceed in debt or covenant where the contract
is under seal." The following authorities are equally explicit and to the same effect. 1 Chitty on Pleading, 98, 344;
Barry v. Ryan, 4 Gray, 523 ; Brewer v. Dyer, 7 Cush., 337 ;
Codm<m v. Jenkins, 14 Mass. 93.

V

BOSTON INDIA EUBBEE FACTOEY v. HOIT.
Supreme Court of Vermont.
14

92.

p

is^

judicial jjouj
.4s5MiM|wi,Lupojiua4Mdgmefflt-jQil4iie.supj:em^
of Massachusetts. .. The defendant demurred to the declaration and the county court adjudged it insufficient.
Theplaintiffs excepted.
EedfieijD, J. : The only question to be determined in this
case
wh£i3l£i-^n^ aatinn, .of jissumpsit wiU lie ja on the ,
judgment oi-a court xjfTreCOTd" of one of the states in the_
American Union._^
.^t a long_sett led rule of the common law, that such ac^
tion wdll4ieiapDiLA_for^gajjuigmeftt.
Thii
almost the.
only rule, which can be considered as satisfactorily settled
in the English courts, in regard to foreign judgments.
is

is

,

Vermont,

1842.
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For although it appear by

the record of the foreign court,
that the court had jurisdiction both of the subject-matter
in controversy, and of the person of the defendant, and that
the proceedings were in all respects regular, yet all this
Diay _be_, contradicted JajL-jQral evidence, addressed to the
jury, and the effect of the adjudication depend upon the
opinion entertained by the jury, upon these points.
So
that the proper form of action is assumpsit, or debt on simple contract, where, under the plea of non a ssiirnvsit. ov .nil
debet, any of these (questions may be -raised-and. submitted
*
*
*
^~to the jury, under the charge of the court.

And it is equally plain why assumpsit, or debt on simple contract, would not be appropriate to the case of a
domestic judgment. In declarin g upon a domestic judg-__
ment, we count upon TE.Q~evtc[mce and„not upon tha^con'
tract. The regular statement of the debet and detinet is
Indeed necessary, but is only an inference from the statement of the record, which precedes, and is not strictly traversable, under the general issue. That goes to the premises and not the inference, or conclusion. The same is true
in declaring upon specialties, and in all cases where the
evidence itself is made profert of, as in the case of letters
testamentary, of specialties, and of records. Tn such cRaea ,
Jhe general issue denies the existence of the evidence, as
non esT factum and nul tiel record. And aIthough,~in the
case of specialties, the fact is determined by the jury, yet '
in that case the issue is narrowed to the single fact "of the
existence of the evidence. So in the case of domestic judgments, the rnqui ry' is not whether the court mad e such a
__Judgment, and whetherj;]iey Md lj«isdl&f lOn^aLitijeLi^^iSL
""luiSr of lEeparties, and took regTilar proceedings, but
—whether there is sucb record7~asTEardecrared^JipuMi,™aS3^"'
this question is det ermined by the court upon in spection of
the record or the exemplification, and this exclusive^^of^l^
But in the case of a foreign jutj gTnpnt^ tha
"^o^feeas- proof.
declaration is upon the contract, and not _upon_the reaord^
or evidence^ ^. ^o Drofert of the record, in such case, need
be made, and if made, will be treated as surplusage.
have gone thus minutely
Walker v. Witter, Doug. K. 1.
into the distinctions between foreign and domestic judgments in order to show the reason why assumpsit wiU lie
in the case of the former, and not in that of the latter.

J

J

I
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It only remains

to determine to which of these classes the
apprecase now under consideration properly belongs.
hend there can be but one opinion upon this subject, if we
regard the constitution and legislation of the United States,
and especially the decisions of the United States supreme
court in regard to the matter. The provision of the United
States Constitution is (Art. IV, Sec. 1), "Full_fai^_aauicredit shall be given in each state to the pftbiifi- acts, refiz™
*
ords, and judicial proceedings of eveiy other state. ^
These cases fully settled the doctrine that the judgment declared upon in this case
record, conse quentlv the dec- _
laration upon
must Jia upon the record^ i.'e. th PfVidencB^
and not, as in the case of
for eign judgment, upon the
contract; that the declaration should be^companied with
a prof ert of the record, or an exemplification thereof, which
will be verified only by inspection of the court, on the plea
of nul tiel record. * * * "VV^e think md tiel record
the
only general issue, and that being the case, an action of
assimipsit- cannot be— maiBtaJBed-a mon such judgment.
*

_*

a

is

a

p,

it

is

'_'

I

'

Judgment affirmed.

(h) general Assumpsit. *'^

X

,

King's Bench.

4

Court

of

_SLAI1E.'S CASE,

1602,

CoJce, 92b.

a

t

John Blade brought an action on he case in the King's
Bench against Humphrey Morley (which plea began Hil.
38 Eliz. Eot. 305), and declared, that whereas the plaintiff,
10th of November, 36 Eliz., was possessed of
close of land
in Haliburton, in the county of Devon, called Eack Park,
containing by estimation eight acres for the term of divers
,

,

,

I.

,

C

C

,

C

47.
Declabations in General Assumpsit. Indeiitatus Assumpsit.
"For
D on the — day of
that whereas the said
in the year of our Lord
in the county of
at
was indebted to the said A B in the
sum of
of the lawful money of Great Britain, for divers goods,
wares, and merchandise, by the said A B before that time sold and delivered
D, and at his special instance and request, and being so
to the said
D in consideration thereof, afterwards, to wit, on the
indebted, he the said
aforesaid, undertook and then and
day and year last aforesaid, in
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years then and yet to come, and being so possessed, tlie
plaintiff the said 10th day of November, the said close had
so-wed with wheat and rye, which wheat and rye, 8 Maii,
37 Eliz., were grown into blades, the defendant, in consideration that the plaintiff, at the special instance and request of the said Humphrey, had bargained and sold to him
the said blades of wheat and rye growing upon the said
close (the tithes due to the rector, etc., excepted) assumed
^Sd ^promised the plaintiff to pay him 161. at the Feast of .
St. John the Baptist then to cbtae : and for the""Hon payme nt
thereof at the said Feast of St. John Baptist, the plaintiff
brought the said action : the defendant pleaded non assumpsit modo et forma; and on the trial of this issue the jurors
gave a special verdict, sc. that the defendant bought of
the plaintiff _the- wheat and rye inblades growing upon the
there faithfully promised the said A B to pay him the said last-mentioned
sum of money, when he the said C D should be thereunto afterwards
requested.
''
Nevertheless the said C D, not regarding his said promise and undertaking, but contriving and fraudulently intending, craftily and subtly to
deceive and defraud the said A B, in this behalf, ~hath not as yet paid the
said sum of money, or any part thereof, to the said A B, although often
D to pay him the same hath hitherto
requested so to do. But the said
To the
wholly neglected and refused, and still doth neglect and refuse.
I. and therefore he brings his suit, etc."
damage of the said A B of
2 Chitty on Pleadings, pp. 5, 16, 44.
the action be brought for work and labor, use and occupation, money
lent, money paid, money had and received, etc., the same form is used,
substituting such allegation for the one used above. But in the count for
money had and received no request need be alleged.
"For that whereas the said C D on the — day of
Quantum valebant.
Lord
, at
, in the county of
, in conof
our
in
the
year
,
sideration that the said A B, at the special instance and request of the said
C D, had before that time sold and delivered divers goods, wares and
merchandise, to the said C D, he the said C D undertook and then and there
faithfully promised to said A B to pay him so much money as the lastmentioned goods, wares and merchandise, at the time of the said sale and
delivery thereof, were reasonably worth, when he the said C D should be
And' the said A B avers that the lastthereunto afterwards requested.
mentioned goods, wares and merchandise, at the time of the said sale and
I. of lawful money
delivery thereof were reasonably worth the sum of
of Great Britain, to wit, at, etc. aforesaid, whereof the said C D afterwards,
to wit, on, etc. aforesaid, there had notice.
"Nevertheless the said C D, not regarding his said promise and undertaking, but contriving and fraudulently intending, craftily and subtly to
deceive and defraud the said A B, in this behalf, hath not as yet paid
the said sum of money, or any part thereof, to the said A B, although often
D to pay him the same hath hitherto
requested so to do. But the said
To the
doth neglect and refuse.
and
still
and
refused,
wholly neglected
I. and therefore he brings his suit, etc."
damage of the said A B of
2 Chitty on Pleading, pp. 6, 16, 44.
.
■ e
y.
Same as quantum valebant, except that it is for work
Quantum meruit.
B to pay him so much money as he
and labor, and allege a promise to
2 Chitty on Pleadtherefor reasonably deserved to have of the said

If

"A

ing,

6.
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said close as is aforesaid, prout in the said declaration is
alleged, and further found, that between the plaintiff and
the defendant there was no other promise or assumpjiQn_
but only the said bargain; and against the"maintenance of
this action divers "objecGTons were made by John Dodderidge of counsel with the defendant. 1. That the plaintiff
upon this bargain might have ordinary remedy by action
of _debt, which is an action formed in the register, and therefore he should not have an action on the case, which is an
extraordinary action, and not limited within any certain
form in the register. • * * And as t6 these objections,
the Courts of King^s Bench and Common Pleas were divided; for the Justices of the King's Bench held, that the
action (notwithstanding such objections) was maintainable,
and the Court of Common Pleas held the contrary. And
for the honour of the law, and for the quiet of the subject
in the appeasing of such diversity of opinions {quia nil in
lege vitolerabilins est eandem rem diverso jure censeri)
the case was openly argued before all the Justices of England, and Barons of the Exchequer, sc. Sir John Popham,
Knt. C. J. of England, Sir Edm. Anderson, Knt. C. J. of
the Common Pleas, Sir W. Periam, Chief Baron of the
Exchequer, Clark, Gawdy, Walmesley, Fenner, KingsmiiIl, Savil, Waeburton, and Yelverton, in the Exchequer
Chamber, by the Queen's Attorney-General for the plaintiff, and by John Dodderidge for tlio defendant, and at another time the case was argued at Serjeant's Inn, before
all the said justices and Barons, by the Attorney-General
for the plaintiff,' and by Francis Bacon for the defendant,
and after many conferences between the justices and Barons, it was resolved, that the action was maintainable, and
And in this case
that the plaintiff should have judgment.
although
1,
were
That
resolved:
an action
points
these
of, debt lies upon, the contrac t^ yet tbe b argainor may Jiave
an action onjbecasc, or an action of debt at his election
*
*
*
3,
was
and that for three reasdiis"6T causes.
resolved, that every contract executory imports jn, itsel f an^
assumpsit, for. jwhBn^ one., agrees Jto^ pay money, or, to dfc.
liver anything^ thereby he assumes or promises to, pay, or
deliver
and therefore when one sells any goods to anotner, and agrees to deliver them at a day to come, and
the other in consideration thereof agrees to pay so much ,
day, in that case both parties may have
money at such
a

it,

jt
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of

debt, or an action on the case on assumpsit, for
an^ction
~tEe niutuarexecutory agreenaent of both parties imports in
itself reciprocal actions upon the case, as well as actions
of debt, and therewith agrees the judgment in Reed and
Norwood's case, PI. Com. 128^ 4. It was resolved, that
the plaintiff,iiLthis acti^a. on the case o n gggttwiPgi^ should
not recover only damages for the speoaT loss (iTlUry
be)
which he had, but also for the whole debt, so that a recov-JIXJSr.!barjnJbia.adiQn-a]iQ^d ^^^ ^ood bar in an action
of debt_brou£hi^upon Jhe^SBume contract; so vice versa, a
recovery or bar in an„,ajction_o.f debt, Is a good bar in an
action oh the case on assumpsit.
Vide 12 E. 4. 13 a. 2 E.
3. 14. (32) 33 H. 8. Action sur le Case. Br. 105. • • • ^s

"In

the early actions upon a promis n tn p-iv n iIpH it T ras necessary
show that the prninlsn was ma'de "after the debt was created ^
['For
he promises at the time of the contract,
then debt lies on this [promise]
and not assumpsit; but if he promises after the contract then action lies
•
•
* In Blade's Case
on the assumpsit.' — ^Dalison, 84, pi. 35, 14, Eliz.]
w^l-^t^uspJl
■tha qn^pt'f?"
whftthftr the action of assumpsit coulfi hfl mainlined npoD a fiimpln (\ph% vyithont proof of a subsequent express promise
The argument in Norwood v. Read had contained the suggestion that 'every
contract executory is an assumpsit in itself.'
This view was now accepted,
and, after full argument
before all the judges of England and barons
of the Exchequer, it was held in the King's Bench t hat assumvsit will lie
out proof of a promise .
This holding proceeds
_ upon any simple debt
"on the idea that the creation of a simple debt can be viewed in a double
duty on which debt will lie,_
aspect, viz., (1) as originating a contractual
and ( 2) as importing a promise on wnieh assumpsit yftn Ka jpairttavnart
will De noted that prior to tnis decision the express promise to pay
a debt, made after the creation of the debt, was considered as being supof the legal duty to pay the precedent debt.
ported by the consideration
The necessity for appealing to this exceptional sort of consideration
arose
from the fact that when a man prbmises to pay an existing debt he incurs
no present detriment, and hence consideration in the ordinary sense is absent.
Slade's Case abrogated the need for relying upon the consideration of legal
duty, for the promise which was now implied is raised by implication of
Hence such implied promise
law at the very moment the debt is created.
is supported by the consideration
(quid pro quo) which originates in debt.
Accordingly this exceptional type of consideration, of which only a momentary
Prior to
glimpse has been caught, disappeared almost entirely from view.
Slade's Case an implied consideration was used to support an actual promise;
now the law raised an implied promise upon a real consideration.
"Slade's Case marks an important epoch in the history of English
contract law but no event in legal history is more likely to be misinterpreted.
*
*
*
It is therefore of the utmost importance that the real significance
of the decision should not escape us. To this end we must here lay the
proper emphasis upon the distinction between the conception of contractual
debt and that conception of
the common-law
which underlies
obligation
contractual obligation which is found in the assumptual promise.
"An idea, we take it, almost universally prevails to the effect that our law
•
•
•
of contract is underlaid by some single conception.
"Our law of contract is unshakably planted upon two conceptions instead
of one. The idea of contractual d "tT i"ip"SBfl hy law, wb'"** was thfi ^"'t— It
conce pti on of contract
reveale5~in the cnmmo n la yf, ntnTtmlif nhirlriR
has n6t been supplanted; it has only been in a measure obscured by the
jofldem conception of the obligation of a promise.
48.

if

t.n

jilh

^l
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1

UTt ia t.rpa t\\pt t.hfl antinj of (jpht wa.a jj^gyl^nwRfl up iti ttift apl^inn of
assumysitf nii(1 Slado's Case marks the point at which this fivpnt nc.mirr^^.fl.
But — and here is the whole import of that decision — the point involved
It was necessary that jsimple contract law
was one -of remedy purely.
should be enti iely freed from the meshes of the actionof debt.
The only
way to aceomplish this was for the courts to hold that npoh the creation
of a simple debt the law raises an implied promise such as will supp ort,
""
assumysyT.
Tae result was that, t.ha gpfipp nf aobt-"
ine step was taten.
as a remedy upon siropjo cnnt rapta practically disappeared, its plang haiiigy
AaXkUi hyiniXebi tatus assum^ sjij___But though the action
disappeared, the—
The suppercession
conception Of liaDiiity whiclT undSlies the debt did not.
of the action of debt resulted of necessity in an occultation of the conception
of liability which underlies the debt, but did not destroy that conception.
"Still, from Slade's Case until this good day there has been more or
in the minds of legal thinkers between the conceptions of
less confusion
hy law and the cnnceptjnp nf tliA nhligatif^n
nf
i»nT^^Tg>.tng1 /^^^ty impf)pf-f|
Men
The older notion has been almost entirely overlooked.
promise.
nave talked about the implied promise, which is nominally the foundation
of the action of indebitatus assumpsit, until they have actually come to
think that the same conception is here presented to view as in the ordinary
But the distinction is fundamental and must
engagement by actual promise.
As we shall hereafter perceive, the sole clue to a proper
be preserved.
understanding of the quasi-contracts is found in the ancient and indestructible
A thing constantly to be
conception of contractual duty imposed by law.
borne in mind by the student of modern contract law is that in dealing
wi th the mysterious iTn pliprl promise, he is really in contact with tl lflimplied promise is purely a remedial fiction."
Isunple debt in disguise.
The
"
Ji (Street on ii'oundations of Legal ijiaouity, oi-oo.

J,

HERSEY
<■

y

V.

NORTHERN ASSURANCE COMPANY.

Supreme Court of Vermont.
75

1903.

Vermont, 441.

Stafpoed, J.: The plaintiff is seeking to recover upon
a fire, insurance ^policy; and the ease stands upon a deThe
murrery to each of the six counts of his declaration.
first and seeond a,re intended as genera,l counts in assump'stt; neither is claimed to_. be good^as,a^£pecial.£Q]j]lt.-^We
think it clear that at common law neither would be good
as a general count, because it discloses an express promise as the indispensable basis of recovery. The allegations
of fact, aside from the promise, are not such that the law

raises therefrom an implied promise. Although the existence of an express promise in a special contract does not
prevent a recovery upon a promise implied by law,' when
the contract has been fully performed on the part of the
plaintiff, and nothing remains to be done on the part_of
the defendant except to pay., money, it is always nece ssary
that what has been done on the part^of the plaintiff should
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of itself to raise an implied promise. In the
presenfcage-tLe jFacte aside Troin the prdffiiSB; viz., the
plaintiff's ownership .of, the property, its destruction by
.fire withoui his fault —even the payment of premiums — do
^jiotjcaise-an-implied. promise by the defendant to pay — it
,

be suffident

is only the fact that it promised, upon certain conditions,
pay, that ma,kes it liable. Consequently, at common law,

to,

the promise, the Conditions, and the_Julfillment^qf _ th^jaefl.ditionSj must be set forth— in other words the count must
Jbfi- sp.ecial. . See the notes' to Cutter v. Powell, 2 Smith^
Lead. Cas. 8, and the^ admirable account of the action of
assumpsit in Perry's Common-Law Pleading, 82-89.*»

^

49.
But an action in general assumpsit will lie to recover back premiums
paid under a policy of insurance when by reason of fraud, want or failure
of consideration, wrongful repudiation of the contract by the insurer, or
other cause, the law raises an implied contract to repay.
See 2 Cooley:
Briefs on the Law of Insurance, 1037 — 1062.
The same doctrine appUea

to

contracts

generally.

MOSES

V.

MACFERLAN.

Court of King's Bench.
2

Burrow,

1760.

1005.

Lord Majtsfield delivered the resolution of the Court in
this case; which stood for their opinion, "whether the
plaintiff could recover against the defendant, in the present form of action (an acti on upon the case, for money had
and_receiv ed to the plaintiff's use) ; or whether he should

"Beobliged~to bring~a special action upon the contract and
agreement between th.em.'i
It was ajti action upon the case, brought in this Court by
the now plaintiff, Moses, against the now defendant Macferlan (heretofore plaintiff in the Court of Conscience,
against the same Moses now plaintiff here), for money had
and received to the use of Moses the now plaintiff in this

Court.
The case, as it came out upon evidence and without dispute, at Nisi Prius before Lord Mansfield at Guildhall,
was as follows;
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It

;

'

'

;

'

'

;

it

it,

was clearly proved, that the now plaintiff, Moses, had
ind orsed to t he now defendajalMacierlan, tour Bo Veral-pr om.issory notes, madeToTSoses himself by "^Cg^Chapman Jacob for 30s. each, for value recei?efl, bearing date 7th November, 1758; and that this was done, in order to enable
the now defendant Macferlan to recover the money in his
own name, against Chapman Jacob. But previous to the
now plaintiff's indorsing these notes, Macferlan assured
him ' ' that sucbJbisJjidQJ&eme.afc--shoul d be of nojprejudice
'
^ hiin ;" andthere was an flpjTeeTnent Ri3 7 iedn5y~T3^ferI an, whereby he (amongst other things ) expressly agree^l,
"that M oses should not he_ liable jtot, the pa yment of the
money or any part of_rt2_aud that he should not be prej"uSiced, or~be~putTo^ny costs, or any way suffer, by reason
of such his indorsement." Notwithstanding which express
condition and agreement, and contrary thereto, the present defendant Macferlan summoned the present plaintiff
Moses into the Court of Conscience (23 Geo. 2, c. 33), upon
each of these four notes, as the indorser thereof respectively, by four separate summonses. Whereupon Moses (by
one Smith who attended the Court of Conscience at their
second Court, as solicitor for him and on his behalf), tendered the said indemnity to the Court of Conscience, upon
the first of said four causes; and offered to give evidence
and of the said agreement,- by way of defense for
of
Moses in that Court. But the Court of Conscience rejected
this defense, and refused to receive any evidence in proof
of this agreement of indemnity, thinking that they had no
and gave judgment against Moses, upon
power to judge
the mere foot of his indorsement (which he himself did not
at all dispute), without hearing his witnesses about the
that he should not be liable
for the commisagreement
sioners held this agreement to be no sufifcient bar to the
suit in their Court; and consequently decree for the plaintiff in that Court, upon the undisputed indorsement made by
Moses. This decree was actually pronounced, in only one
of the four causes there depending; but MosesXagent (Gliding. tJbii.-OpiiU£n ..^l^exomraisgiiaaer^- to -bi?, as flhnv-fi^mpn-__
tioned)-, paid the money into J;hai.GQUi:t^..upoB~alL4h«s_£our
notes and,it was-taken out of Court byJJia-now.J}efendanT
Macferlan (the then plaintiff, in that Court), by or3er of
the commissioners.
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All

this matter appearing upon evidence before Lord
Mansfield at Nisi Prius at Guildhall, there was no doubt
but that, upon the merits, the plaintiff was entitled to the
money; and accordingly, a verdict was there found for
Moses, the plaintiff in this Court for 61. (the whole sum
paid into the Court of Conscience) ; but subject to the opinion of the Court, upon this question, '^^whether the money
couMJlfi-Efi£iXEeE©d--in-tiie-pr-esent
lorm of action, or whether .
by
an actiojoi^ brought' upon the special
it must be recovered
~~
'*
agreeme nt only.
Lord, Mansfieuj now delivered their unanimous opinion,
in favour of the present acti on.
There was no" doubt at the trial, but that upon the merits
the plaintiff was entitled to the money; and the jury accordingly found a verdict for the 61. subject to the opinion
of the court upon this question, "whether the money might
be recovered by this form of action," or "must be by an

action upon the special agreement only."
Many other objections, besides that which arose at the
trial, have since been made to the propriety of this action
in the present case.
The first objection is, " that an action of debt woul d not
lie here ; and no assumpsit will lie, where an action_of jiebt.
jnay nntJhi^ brmight^' ' some sayings at Nisi Prius, reported
by note takers who did not understand the force of what
was said, are quoted in support of that proposition. But
there is no f oundatioiL lojC-it., _
It is much more plausible to say, "that where debt lies,
And
an action upon the case ought not to be brought."
that was the point relied upon in Blade's Case; but the rule
" that an action of.
then settled and followed ever since is,
assumpsit mLLJifi-^inaaany-casfia.^ whfiXftuiebOies^^
''
many, w^fixa. it^jdoea. nxit Jie.
A main inducement, originally, for encouraging actions
of assumpsit was, * Mj©^4a]je_away the wager of Jaw;" and
that might give rise to loose expressions, as if the action
was confined to cases only where that reason held.

— ' ' 'T'h a.t

lies, exceptupon
SJi g^LCfigJ-Or implied^eoiitract; -but here it is impossible to
presume any contract to refund money, which the defendant
recovered by an adverse suit."
ppfimTtjj^jjf*^^-^'

"H

■

n n ff.s.mmp.si^
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1^

is

it

:

is

it,

Answer. If the defendant be under an obligation, from.
the ties of natural justice, to refund, tlie law implies a ^
deht, and gives this action, founded in" We equity of plaintiff 's case, as it were upon a contract {"quasi ex contractu," ^
as the Eoman law expresses it).
This species of assumpsit ("for money had and received
to the plaintiff's use"), lies in numberless instances, for
money the defendant has received from a third person;
which he claims title to, in opposition to the plaintiff's
right; and which he had, by law, authority to receive from
such third person.
'
Third nhjfip.t.inTi.— -Wbere mnuey ba.H he:eTi recover ed- bv
the judgment -of. a Xlo-urt-haYing- competent jurisdiction, the
can never be brought over again by a new action^"
"'matter
Answer. It is most clear, "that the merits of a judgment can never be overhaled by an original suit, either
at law or in equity."
Till the judgment is set aside, or
to
reversed, it is conclusive, as to the subject-matter of
all intents and purposes.
But the ground of this action
consistent with the judgment of the Court of Conscience
admits the commissioners did right. They decreed upon the indorsement of the
notes by the plaintiff; which indorsement
not now disputed. The ground upon which this action proceeds, was

a

a

I

is

a

if

a

is

;

is

no defence against that sentence.
enough for us, that the commissioners adjudged
It
"they had no cognizance of such collateral matter." We
can not correct an error in their proceedings and ought to
done by
final jurisdiction, to be right,
suppose what
But we think, "the commissioners did right, in refusing to
go into such collateral matter."
Otherwise, by way of defence against
promissory note for 30s. they might go into
agreements and transactions of a great value; and
they
decreed payment of the note, their judgment might indirectly conclude the balance of large account.
The ground of this action
not "that the judgment was
wrong;" but, "that (for a reason which the now plain;
tiff could not avail himself of against that judgment), the
defendant ought not in justice to keep the money." And
at Guildhall,
declared very particularly, "that- the merquestion, determined by the commissioners, where
its of
they had jurisdiction, never could be brought over again,
in any shape whatsoever."
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Money may be recovered by a rigbt and legal judgment ;
and yet tbe iniquity of keeping that money may be manifest, upon grounds wbicb could not be used by way of defence against the judgment.
Suppose an indorsee of a promissory note, having received payment from drawer (or maker) of
sues and
recovers the same money from the indorser who knew

a

:

is

a

is

is

;

it

is

it

is

a

it

is

is

;

a

a

nothing of such payment.
man recovers upon a policy for a ship preSuppose
sumed to be lost, which afterwards comes home; or upon
the life of a man presumed to be dead, who afterwards
representation of risque deemed to be
appears or upon
fair, which comes out afterwards to be grossly fraudulent.
no occasion to go further for the admission
But there
"that unquestionably, an action might be brought upon the
decisive answer to any objection from the
agreement,"
For
the same thing, as to the force and
judgment.
just equally affected by
validity of the judgment, and
the action, whether the plaintiff brings
upon the equity
of his case arising out of the agreement, that the defendant
may refund the money he received or upon the agreement
itself, that besides refunding the money, he may pay the
costs and expenses the plaintiff was put to.
This brings the whole to the question saved at Nisi Prius,
"viz., whether the plaintiff may elect to sue by this form
of action, for the money only; or must be turned round,
to bring an action upon the agreement."
One great benefit, which arises to suitors from the nature
of this action, is, that the plaintiff need not state the special circumstances from which he concludes "that, ex aequo
et bono, the money received by the defendant, ought to be
deemed as belonging to him:" he may declare generally,
"that the money was received to his use:" and make out
his case, at the trial.
the most
This equally beneficial to the defendant. It
favourable way in which he can be sued: he can be liable
no further than the money he has received; and against
that, may go into every equitable defence, upon the general
issue; he may claim every equitable allowance; he may
release without pleading it; in short, he may deprove
fend himself by every thing which shews that the plaintiff
ex aequo et bono,
not entitled to the whole of his demand,
or to any part of it.
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If the plaintiff elects

to proceed in this favorable way, it
is a bar to his bringing another action upon the agreement ;
though he might recover more upon the agreement, than he
can by this form of action. Therefore, if the question was
open to be argued upon principles at large, there seems to
be no reason or utility in confining the plaintiff to an action
upon the special agreement only.

**********

This kind of equitable action, to recover back money,
which ought not in justice to be kept, is very beneficial, and
therefore much encouraged. It lies only for money which
ex aequo et bono, the defendant ought to refund ; it does not
lie for money paid by the plaintiff, which is claimed of him
as payable in point of honor and honesty, although it could
not have been recovered from him by any course of law;
as in payment of a debt barred by the Statute of Limitations, or contracted during his infancy, or to the extent of
principal and legal interest upon an usurious contract, or,
for money fairly lost at play; because in all these cases,
the defendant may retain it with a safe conscience, though
But it lies
by positive law he was barred from recovering.
for money paid by mistake ; or upon a consideration which
happens to fail; or for money got through imposition (express or implied) ; or extortion; or oppression; or an undue
advantage taken of the plaintiff's situation, contrary to
laws made for the protection of persons under those circumstances.
In one word, the gist of this kind of action, is that the
defendant, upon the circumstances of the case, is obliged by
the ties of natural justice and equity to refund the money.
Therefore we are all of us of opinion that the plaintiff
might elect to wave any demand upon the foot joJf. the -indemnity, for the costs he "had been put to; and. bring" this
action, to recover the 61. which the defendant got and kept
"

from him iniquitously.
Bule i^ That the "^ostjeg^ejielwer^^

""

^"^"^
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Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts.

1827.

Pickering, 285.

5

Assumpsit upon a promissory note, for goods sold and
"delivered, and for money had and received.. The case came
before the Conrt upon an agreed statement of facts.
The cause of action upon which the count for goods sold
was founded, was, that the defendant had entered upon the
_^plaintiff's land -and_cu.t„aiuL- carried away a quantity of
And the question was argued (in writ^Ftiite oak. timber.
ing) wheth er the plaintiff could waive the tort, and sue in
assumpsit, it not appearing that the timber had been sold

J^the

defendant.

*

•

•

Paekee, C. J.: The plaintiff declares in assumpsit, and
By the agreeone count is for goods sold and delivered.
ment it appears, that the only ground for supporting this
count is, that the defendant cut and took away certain trees
from land claimed by the plaintiff, and for the purpose of
the argument, actually owned by him.
The proper action
would undoubtedly be trespass for the injury to the land,
o r trover f or the treesJ^TBuT^e plaintiff contends that he
hasTn^t to waive the tort, and charge the defendant >
with the trees as sold to him. Upon examination of the
authorities cited, which are well summed up and commented upon by Stbong, J., in the opinion of the Court of
Common Pleas, we are satisfied that tiie plaintiff cannot
maintain this po'sitidn.*
T£ere is no contr act express o r_
implied between the parties, and~theTer&re an action~eic
contractu will not lie. The whole extent of the doctrine,
"as gathered from the books, seems to be, that one whose (j
goods have been taken from him or detained unlawfully,
whereby he has a right to an action of trespass or trover,
mav ^f the wroug-do fir spll ^^'^ crnnt^s. gnrl rpp.pivp ihfi^money ,.
wai ve, the tort, affii^ the sale, and have an action for money
had and received for the proceeds . No case can be shown
y^laefej^umpsii as tor ^^M. mid la in fflch case, except
iFFe against the executor of the wrong-doer, the tort being i

J
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extinguislied by the death, and, no other remedy but a sswmpsit against the executor remaining. _ Such was the case of
Eambly v. Trott, Cowp. 371, referred to in Judge Stbong's
opinion.""

50.
Accord: Miller v. King (1880) 67 Ala. 575; Cragg v. Arendale (1901)
113 Ga. 181; Johnston v. Salisbury (1871) 61 111. 316; Quimby v. Lowell
(1897) 89 Me. 547; Lyon v. Clark (1902) 129 Mich. 381; Knapp v. Hobbs
563; Winchell
(1871) 50 N. H. 476; Whipple v. Stephens (1904) 25 E.
V. Noyes (1851) 23 Vt. 303; Bowman v. Browning (1856) 17 Ark. 599.
In
a note to Jones v. Hoar (text, supra) the opinion of Strong, J., rendered
below in the Common Pleas, is set' out, analysing the English cases and

L

showing that this was probably the English rule.
On the contrary,
A number of courts take the view that even though
there has been no sale of the goods tortioiisly taken, an implied assumpsit
may nevertheless arise, but it is an assumpsit for goods sold, not for money
had and received.
Thus, in Terry v. Hunger (1890) 121 N. Y. 161, the
court said:
the wrong-doer has not sold the property, but still retains it, the
plaintiff has the right to waive the tort and proceed upon an impjied
contract of sale to the wrong-doer himself, and, in such event, he is not
charged as for money had and received by him to the use of the plaintiff.
The contract implied is one to pay the value of the property, as if it had
been sold to the wrong-doer by the owner. ' '
In accord with this latter view are Isaacs v. Hermann (1873) 49 Miss.
449; Moore v. Eichardson
(1902) 68 N. J. L. 305; Kirkman v. Philip's
Heirs (1872) 7 Heisk. (Tenn.) 222; Gordon v. Bruner (1872) 49 Mo. 570;
Galvin v. MacMin. & Mill Co. (1894) 14 Mont. 508; Chittenden v. Pratt
(1891) 89 Cal. 178; Braithwaite v. Akin (1893) 3 N. D. 365; Norden v.
Jones (1873) 33 Wis. 600; Deysher v. TriebeL (1870) 64 Pa. St. 383; Bees
& Sons Co. V. Western Exposition Society (1910) 44 Pa. Super. Ct. 381.

"If

■■■:-<

\ PAEKER

&

SON v. CLEMONS.

Supreme Court of Vermont.
80

J.:

1908.

Vermont, 521.

..^As sv/inpsit

with com mon counts.

Plea, general issue. It appeared by an agreea statement of facts
that the defendan t was manae;er nf a telephone company,
and was engaged^ wit.Ti an aRsia tant. in wiri ng-aJbusiaessblockJBJEairJBaxea ; that while so engaged the assistant..
-in th e def^idantls-ahsfincairQ m the room. accid entalbz-Qjgeri.
turned a ;i ar of chemical fluid ; that the fluid ran out, leaked
ihrough the floor into~ t^IpTaintig^s jewelry stnrej aSSlSI
Tyx/Ee,

Juredjrarbus_artHes t^^

defendant was not employed by the telephone company, but was in charge of the
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*

e

it

it,

work at the request of the son of the owner of the block,
and the assistant was also employed by him. When the
plaintiff discovered the injury to his goods he sent for the
^fendant, showed them to him, and informed him that part
of them would fiaveTo be sent away to be repaired.
The
defendant then promised thft plaintifF that. Tip ^m2l(^ jga^ijaxm
the amount of the damage when he ascertained wha t it.
jseas.. 'I'he plaintiff had the goods repaired, showed the bUl
therefor to the defendant, who at first agreed to pay
but
afterwards refused to pay
unless the owner of th block
would pay one-half, which the latter would not do.

is
:

a

is

6

if

it

is

it

is

is

1

i

;

t

The plaintiff contends hat the count for an aocount state dwill lie but we_ think that his demand does, noti
"fall xotTTvirnETm' f^ftfrriitinn of an account. It was said by
Chief Justice Shaw in W^iIweTflTJ WWar3^ Mete. (Mass.)
some
216, that the primary idea of account, computatio,
matter of debt and credit, or demands in the nature of debt
reimplies that one
and credit between parties; that
sponsible to another for money or other things, either on
the score of contract, or of some fiduciary relation. It
doubtless true, however, that
would be sufficient to come
within the definition
the accoimts were aU on one side,
provided the amount were agreed to by the parties. Langdon V. Roane's Adm'r,
Ala. 518, 41 Am. Dec. 60, and
The
form
note.
adopted by Chitty, and ever since followed,
that "the defendant accounted with the plaintiff of and
concerning divers sums of money before then due from the
defendant to the plaintiff, and then in arrear and unpaid,
and that upon such accounting the defendant was found
to be in arrear to the plaintiff in
named sum, and that,
being so found in arrear and indebted, the defendant in consideration thereof undertook and faithfully promised," etc.,
and the allegation of the breach in this, as in the other common counts,
"Yet the defendant, not regarding his said
*

*

*

bath not, although often requested, as
yet paid said sum of money," etc. Bouvier defines "ao*
*
count stated" as an agreed balance of account.
We also refer to some of the earlier authorities. It
said in
Saund. PI.
Ev. (5th Ed.), page 47, in respect to
must be proved that the
recovery upon this count, that
account was "of money or a debt." It
also there said
that an account stated does not alter the nature of the origi&

is

it

a

1

is

*

promis,es,
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nal debt. It was held in Enowles v. Mitchell, 13 East, 249,
that an admission by the defendant that a certain sum was
agreed to be paid to the plaintiff for the sale of standing
trees, made after the trees had been felled and taken away
by the defendant, would support a count upon an account
stated. It was decided m Whitehead v. Howard, 5 Moore,
105, cited in Saunders, that a recovery could not be had
upon this count because there was no existing antecedent
debt dufe'from the defendant to the plaintiff. Wllks v. JW=~'
the
neg(m',2 Atk. 251 ; Peacock v. Harris, 10 East, 106.
defendant in the present case was primarily liable to the
plaintiff, it was in an action of trespass on the case for a
tort. Th6 damages consequent upon the wrongful act were
not a proper subject of book account, and were not treated
as such by the plaintiff. He paid for the repairs, and took
receipted bills for such payments.

If

Bradley v. Phillips' 52 Vt. 517, is distinguishable from the
present case. There the parties, being owners of adjoining lands, each had cut logs over the line on the other's
land. They settled by an agreement that each should pay
it,

the other at specified rates for the logs taken, and the plaintiff had paid the defendant. But the latter, though having
and
taken the property and having promised to pay for
having induced the plaintiff to pay for what he had taken,

a

t

if

refused to pay the plaintiff. The court held that the question was one purely of contract, that the defendant's agreement was to pay the plaintiff for what logs he had taken,
that nothing remained for him to do but pay over the
money, and that the plaintiff could recover upon the common counts. The defendant's liability was the same as
he had bought the logs and promised to pay the plaintiff
for them. The parties, in legal effect, waived their respective claims for torts, settled their claims, and promised to pay each other the sums agreed upon for the logs
each had taken, whereupon each became the other's debtor.
— Tti tbfi cagfi ^before us the defendan did, not becomej^e)
plaintiffis debtor, and, upon the uthoijtieg, hejjannoFre^
cover upon the ,count.^£uL.an accnuntr st,a.t,ed>.
Judgment reversed, and cause remanded.
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Supreme Court of Illinois.
28
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Illinois,

L^
1862.

378.

Brown and Hollingsworth sued Walker in assumpsit.
The declaration contained the common counts only. • * *
Bkeesb, J.: The record sEows, that the contract under
which this work was done was a sealed.„c.Qjitract. The parties agree that the work was commenced and prosecuted
nnder^this contract, and ffie price fixed by it was fourteen
himdred dollars.
The defendants, after performing jbhe work under .thia
agreement, now abg^on,it, and bring this, suit upon jan implied promise in law, -to recover the value of the services
^
rendered, and the jury, under the instruction of the court,
_Jiave assessed their damages to eighteen hundred and forty
^dolIarSj being four hundred and forty dollars "Eoofe than
the ratable price as expressed
the contract, and under
and for which it was performed.
"The question for our consideration comes upon the refusal of the court to give the following instruction asked
for by the plaintiff in error : "If the jury believe, from the
evidence, that the plaintiffs entered into a contract in writing, and under seal, with Thomas Shergold and others — the
contract read in evidence — and performed the work sued
for under said contract, then the jury wUl find for the de-

ij

fendant.

''

This refusal is the error now insisted upon. This instruction, like the second and fourth, T^jch the court umdified, presents, substantially, the question; Whether the conJtract under which the_.work was perf orfii'ed is to. govern the
We have no doubt, in rearemedy and right of recovery.
son and on authority, the, con&act . ihust govern ; and so
believing, the modificatioM'' of the second and fourth instructions, and the refusal to give the one here copied, were
erroneous.
As in physics, two solid bodies cannot occupy the same
space at the same time, so in law and common sense, there
cannot be an express and an implied contract for the same
thing, existing at the same time. This is an axiomatic truth.
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It

is only when parties do not expressly agree, that the
~~ '
— — ~->",
law interposes and raises a promise."
The error in this whole proceeding arises npon the assumption, that the plaintiff in error might become liable,
under the implication of law, that he should pay the reasonable worth of services, beneficial to him, bestowed upon
bis property, with his knowledge and acquiescence, notwithstanding such services were rendered imder an express
agreement with another person.
,Jsja__express contract, executory in its provisions, must
totally . exclude jiny sugh inipliqation. One party agreed;
in consideration of the other to pay, to render the service;
the other, in consideration of the promise to render the
service, agrees to pay. One is the consideration and motive for the other, and each equally excludes any other consideration, motive, or promise.

In

it

a

is

a

if

7

4

it,

the case of Cutler, Adm'x, v. Powell, 6 T. R. 324, Lord
Kenyon, C. Jv, said, "That where parties have come to
an express contract none can be implied, has prevailed so
long as to be reduced to an axiom in the law. . Here the
defendant expressly promised to pay the intestate thirty
guineas, provided he proceeded, continued and, did his duty
as second mate in the ship from Jamaica to Liverpool;"
and AsHUEST, J., said, "It has been argued, however, that
the plaintiff may now recover on a quantum meruit, but
she had no right to desert the agreement; for, wherever
there is an express contract, the parties must be guided by
it; and one party cannot relinquish or abide by
as
may suit his advantage."
The whole current of authorities seems to bear in this
direction. We have examined some of them. Young v. Paxton,
Cranch, 229; Raymond et al. v. Barnard, 12 Johns.
Mass.
374, and cases there cited; Whitney v. Sullivan,
109; Robertson v. Lynch, 18 Johns. 456.
work
This case shows,
in fact done under
special
plaintiff
the
cannot
contract,
recover
under
a
quantum
/:
meruit. In this case, the work was done under a special
party assuming to act for the plaincontract made with
tiff in error, and the recovery must be had on that contract.

When the contract has been performed, the plaintiff may
recover on simple contract the price of the service, under
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an indebitatus assumpsit, but the contract mnst regulate
the amount of the recovery.
Ba/nh of Colvmbia v. Patterson's Adm'r, 7 Cranch, 299; Holmes v. Stummel, 24 111.
370.

This distinction,

form of the remedy upon executed or executory contracts, is fully laid down and recognized, and is perfectly consistent with the principle excluding implication when express contracts exist. James et al.
V. Cotton, 20 Eng. C. L. Eep. 129 ; KimbaU v. Tucker et
al., 10 Mass. 195; Londregon v. Crowley, 12 Conn. 561;
Charles v. Dana, 14 Maine, 383; Mead v. Degolger, '16
Wend. 63.7; and numerous other authorities might be cited
to the same effect.
It follows then, that suit must be
brought against the parties to this contract.
They have
made it m the form that suited them best, and that must
be the ground of action, and measure of relief. Parker v.
as to the

Emery, 28 Maine, 494.
The reason of the rule is plain. Parties are bound by
their agreement, and therefore there is ho ground for implying a promise when there is an express contract. _.The
The defendants seem to have
^ ^tract must b e sued on.

misconceivea me doctrine.
Although the contract may be a subsisting unexecuted]
contract, and on that account requires a suit on the instru- 1
ment itself, ;^et_ thej right to JDnxiS„JMddMaJMs-ussuma)^it .
[
for money due nFVn^gyfiftjijerl ffnnt.ra/'.t, dng8-Ti"^ .ggji!i[g.„
the party to set asid5lS£lcontra&t. and, sue on a gucmtum
meruit. It is a question as to the form of the action. But
whether it be a general count on an indebitatus assumpsit,
or a special count on the contract itself, the parties to the
contract must be the parties to the suit, and be controlled
by its provisions.
For the reasons given, the judgment of the court below
is reversed.
Judgment reversed.
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LONDEEGON
Supreme Court of

v.

CEOWLET.

Errors of

12 Connecticut,

This was an action nf

[Ch.ap. 1

Connecticut.

1638.

558.

n^.<iufr{jis j,t.

TTip declaration

con-

tained three counts. The first, was special, alleging, that
on the 24th of February, 1837, by a certain agreement made
by and between the plaintiff and defendant , it was agreed..
, ,tha.t^ the .^ilainiiff- should-bmld. a jaei±ain-..additiQii..JtSL the
dwelling ,ho,Ma of the defendant, in the city of^New Haven,
__
according to the particulars and in the manner following,
•
•
*
that the defendant then andthere agreed w ith
viz.,
„the pkintiff,- to pay Jh^imib£IiafQr,ih£.aximjaf.fifty-:five. dollars. „ TEis^bnnt then proceeded to allege the perfnrmflnpft
on the plaintiff's part, and a breach on the part of the de-

fendani— ,
The second corqit jwas indebitatus assumpsit £iXL,woxk
and labour ; and the third, a quantum meruit.
Waite, J. : The defendant in fflis case claims, that if the
work was performed under a special contract, variant from
Ihatstated in the~5rsFcouirrm th"e''3"ecIlTaSon, the plaintiff
cannot recover, either upon the first count, by reason of
the variance, or upon the others, because th ey are ge neral.
The rule upon this subject is very correctly sKf'eci"l!rf'M'r!
Chitty, one of the most accurate of the elementary writers
upon law. "With respaci to dfibtg for work and lab.aur
U I'o a rule that however special
..^v nfl^pr :pajiBQ.Tinl gpr\nf>pg^

if it

it,

was not under seal^ and the Terms' of it
_have.been performed bii the" plainti^^ part^ and the re^muneration was to be in mbney^ it is not necessary to declare specially, and the cohimon indebitdius count is sufficient", 1 Chitt. Plead. 332." And it is also settled, that the'
plaintiff is entitled to recover on the general count, where
the work has been performed, although he had declared on
a special agreement, and failed in the proof. 3 Stark. Evid.,
In the case of Alcorn v. West1762. 1 Selw. N. P. 82.
brooh, 1 WUs. 117, Dennison, J., says, if a man agrees to
in this
build for another a house, and aftei-wards builds
ckse he has two ways of declaring, either upon the original
executory agreement, as to be performed in future, or upon
the agreement,
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indebitatus assumpsit or qiumtum meruit, where the
house is actually built and the agreement executed. 1 Selw.
N. P. 83.
GiBBs, C. J., in the case of Rohson v. Godfrey et al., said:
have always understood the rule to be, that unless there
be something in the terms of the special agreement, which
either by express stipulation or necessary intendment, precludes iiie plaintiff from recovering for work and labour
generally, he is entitled after the contract has been executed, to maintaia an action for work and labour done generally. It is every day's experience that a party may recover on the general counts for work and labour done under a special contract."
1 Holt's N. P. Ca. 236. S. C. 1
Stark. Eep. 275, 277.
The Supreme Court of the United States, in the case of
The Bank of Columbia v. Paterson, say: "We take it to
be incontrovertibly settled, tTiat i'"d^^f'^M!Sm„On^:i.m^'^'i-t- will
lie to recoyerthe_ stipulated pricg, iiu&„.onjgk,^peciaL contract, riot undei- seal,^ where the contract has been completejy executed ; aud that it is not in such case necessary
to d^are.upon the special contract. ' ' 7 Cranch, 299. And
again, in the case of The Chesapeake & Ohio Canal Company V. Knapp et al., after repeating the rule as laid down
in the preceding case, they add: "Whether this doctrine
be considered as established, by the adjudications of this
court, or the sanction of other courts, it is equally clear,
that no principle involved in the action of assumpsit, can
''
9 Peters,
be maintained, by a greater force of authority.
the

"I

566.

These authorities shew, most conclusively, that, upon
well established principles of the common law, if the plaintiff has performed the work, according to the terms of the
contract, he may recover upon the general counts for work
and labour done; and that the addition of a special count
setting forth a contract different in terms from the one
proved, will not affect his right to recover upon the general counts.
It has, however, been supposed, that the decision in the
case of Russell v. South Briain Society, 9 Conn. Kep. 508,
conflicts with the law of this case. But upon an examination of the two cases, it will be found, that they are materially different, and are decided upon different principles. There the plaintiff had subscribed to a fund for the
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support of the gospel minisny, which was to be managed
by the society, in a certain specific manner. The plaintiff
paid the amount of his subscription; and the fund was re-

1

is

it

it,

ceived by the society, and managed hj them, for a number
of years, until the principal part was lost, by the failure of
a bank. The plaintiff then brought his action against the
society, and having failed to prove those counts in his
declaration which set forth the contract made by the society, claimed to recover back the money paid; under the
general count for money had and received. The court decided, that the plaintiff could not recover, upon the ground
that the contract had not been rescinded by the defendant,
The court did
but remained- an open subsisting contract.
not intend to establish any new principle, but expressly referred to a rule well settled, and to a decision of Lord Mansfield, and to a subsequent decision of the court of King's
Bench in support of it. The rule that governed in that
'
case, is thus stated by Mr. Chitty :
'Mh££&- a. pa gaaantJiaaffig^.
a
which
been
put an end to; as
on
has
contract,
Jbeen
wherej^tiher by the terms of the contract it was left in.
and he does so, or where
"TEF plaintiff 's power to rescind
"
the defendant- afterwards assents to its. being rescinded, the.
general count may be supported; but if the contract COH::^
'
tinue open, as
technically termed, he can only recover-.
Chitt. Plead.
'damages, and must declare specially."
342.

The same rule was explicitly recognized, by the supreme
court of the United States, in the case cited from Peters'
They there say, that there can be no doubt that
reports.
where the special £ontract remains open, the plaintiff's

a

a

a

is

it

is

on the contract, __ahd he must' declare specially/
remedy
well settled principle,
"They afterwards add: "And
plaintiff-iQayrthat when a„fifiaia:aaJt.has been performed,
recover on the general, counts."
They thus recognize both rules as well settled and undoubted, and not at all inconsistent with each other.
The court, in the case cited from Connecticut reports,
were of opinion that, as the money was paid upon a contract that remained open and unrescinded, the plaintiff was
entitled only to damages for the nonfulfilment of that contract; and must, therefore, declare specially. In the case
under consideration, the plaintiff having performed his contract, seeks to recover a compensation for his services—
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debt due from the defendant for the labour performed.
And
if he actually performed the labour according to the contract, there is nothing to prevent his recovering upon the
general counts.

It

is also claimed by the defendant, that the plaintiff
could only recover upon the quanivmi meruit count, if the
work was done under a contract different from that stated
in the special count. If this were so, it is difficult to see
how that would furnish any ground for a new trial, as the
jury have found a verdict upon that count in favour of the
plaintiff; and it does not appear from the motion, that
damages have been assessed differently from what they
would have been, had the verdict upon both the other counts
been in favour of the defendant.
But the rule upon this
subject is, that under an indebitatus count the plaintiff may
recover what mav be que him , althougjbL,JakJ;;^e;^flg;;]^riT^
And wb^rp tEaFcouht is inserted, the
-■vjr3,S
agreed i;)pmi.
quantum merv/it count is generally unnecessary.
1 Chitt.
Plead., 337.

It

has been further said, that the court should have
.charged the jury, that if the work was left unfinished, the
plaintiff could not recover upon either count. This, we
think, sufficiently appears from the chal?ge stated in the
motion. The instruction is, that if the work had been done
under a special contract, and had not been co^ipleted according to the contract, or the contract had not been fulfilled on the part of the plaintiff, he could not recover upon
either count. Clearly nothing more could be necessary.
For these reasons, we think there ought to be no new
trial; and so we advise the superior court.
In this opinion the other Judges concurred.
New trial not to be granted.'^^
u

General assumpsit will not lie in such cases where the expresa contract
void by statute: Cashin t. PUt«r (1912) 168 Mick 38&

51.
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Supreme Judicial Court of Maine.
79

1

1887,

Maine, 351.

Foster, J. : * • * It appears that th e., plainti ff, on
January 24, 1871, gave his negotiable pro missory note "for
atr. fufihft,
$209 to Harrison Dor^,~'gua5^g^iaS oF Eoselia
of the'^eTenaiht, payable, on. the -first- day of. January:,

ij

The defendant had obtained letters of guardiansMP
in an adjomlng-ettti'iit^ iirwhich she resided, and with whom
Eosetta was at that time living; and, soon after the note
18737'

.

to the plaintiff that she was the
lawful guardian of Bosetta Dorr, and as snnh was Ipigally
authorJ2edJo_eflll£dLSaid_n£te, whereupon the plaintiff .gaid%e:3JSendantlthe sum of $231.21, the amount then estimated to be due upon the note. At the same time, and in
consideration^ thereof , the defendant, agreed in writing to
"Tuny" inHSnnify and save the plaintiff harmless^ in conse"quence of his paying the note to her. Suit waF aTterw'aj ds''
oommjnced Jby ike andjOEsee of iha-note. The case was tried:
an^ carried to the full court. Finally, judgment was rendered against this plaintiff for the amount of the note, and
interest thereon from that date.
Dorr v. Davis, 76 Me.
301.
After judgment was rendered against him this plaintiff paid the amount of
together with costs of suit, to
the plaintiff in that action, and now seeks to recover the
sum thus paid, amounting to $479, from the defendant in
this suit. * * *
Nor do we think that the objection of the defendant
tenable, that, there being
written contract of indemnity,
the plaintiff must declare specially upon such contract, and
will not be allowed to introduce proof in support of his
claim under the general count for money paid.
The obone of form, and does not touch the real merits
jection
of the case. Still,
rests on sound legal principles,
the duty of the court to give effect to it Tf I'a nT^Hnnht^
is

it

it

if

is

a

is

it,

became due, represented

thaty~wh^Fe-4te-4iax±ifia_ha2S--

it

is

made an express contract, the law wiil not ^i^y one. But
this rule
not inflexible, and, like most generaTruIes, Ts
to,
subject
£as"Been"EiI3That, "where
excsaptionsi.l Thus

1

JgdiLike„geiifiiaLxulajQ£-law.
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the special contract is not under seal, the plaintiff has his
option, under some circumstances, either to declare on the
implied promise, or to set out the special contract in his
declaration.
Tousey v. Preston, 1 Conn. 175, An actiou
Jor TTinnpy had and received wiU lie on a^iami§SQiX.aate.
or bill of exchange, a nd _ggt_there are express contracts.
Pitkin V. Frink, 8 Mete. (Mass.') 12 Hens cKeTv: Mahler,
3 Denio (N. T.) 428.
It is also a reasonable and well-recognized principle of law, settled by numerous decided cases,
that where there is an express contract of indeT| mitVj and
by its terms it containa..i ijal,hlag,more .than, the kw. would
imply, it is optional, with the plaiatifflQaled.axain general
indebitatus assumpsit for money paid, or upon the special contract.
This question arose in Gihbs v. Bryamt, 1 Pick. (Mass.)
118, where a written promise of indemnity had been given
to the plaintiff by the defendant; and, upon objection by
the defendant that there was a special agreement which
ought to have been declared on, the court say : * * This objection cannot avail the defendant because the written contract produced contained nothing more than what the law
would imply. The right of action rests upon the payment
of money for the use of the defendant. The law raises a
promise, and the plaintiff may make use of his written
there is anything in the
contract or not, as he pleased.
written promise to contradict the implication of law, the de* *
"On this branch of the case,
fendant may show it. " *
then, we hold that the action is well maintained, notwithstanding the existence of the special contract of indemnity,
and the omission to set it out in the declaration; and the
objection that the action should have been brought on the
The following
express contract is therefore overruled."
cases sustain the same principle:
Colhurn v. Pomeroy, 44
N. H. 23; Rushworth v. Moore, 36 N. H. 195; White v.
Leroux, 1 Moody & M. 347, 22 E. C. L. 331; Williamson
V. Henley, 6 Bing. 299, 19 E. C. L. 89 ; Povmal v. Ferrand,
6 Bam. & C. 439, 13 E. C. L. 232, 233; Keyes v. Stone,
5 Mass. 394.
The relation of the present parties in reference to the note upon which the indemnity was given, was
such as would in law raise an implied duty or obligation of
indemnity as strong as where a receiptor, upon request, had
delivered up property to the owner against whom suits had
The defendant in the one case had no
been commenced.

f

If
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right to the property; in the other, no right to the money
conor note; and tho^ontract o£ indemnity in bo^
tained no more . than, the law, woujd^ imply.
The plaintiff alleges that he has paid so much money for
the use of the defendant.
To sustain this allegation it is
necessary for him to show that the jnoney was paid at the
"The redefendant's request, either express or implied.

6

&

is

I

is

r

is

:

'

;

2

is

&

\

*

*

a

is

is

;

constitute
quest to pay, and the payment according to
the debt and- whether the request be direct, as where the
party
expressly desired by the defendant to pay, or indirect, where he
placed by him under liability to pay, and
*
does pay, makes no difference.
^ In every case,
therefore, in which there has been a payment of-Wioney by
fhe plaintiff to ..aJthixd. party at jiha, request jcxfLthe. defendant, express or implied, on a promise, express or implied,
to repay the amount, tHs fofirroJ^actIra.JLS mam
Brittain v. Lloyd, 14 Mees.
W. 773. And the doctrine of
that where the plaintiff shows that he, either
the courts
by compulsion of law, or to relieve himself from liability,
has paid money which the defendant ought to have paid,
this count will be sustained.
Greenl. Ev., sec. 114 Nichols V. Buchnam, 117 Mass. 491. In such case, said Lord
Tenteeden, C. J. jjj, am. of the opinion lhat.Jie-is-entitled
to recove upon the general principle that qne__man who
bound by law to
"compelled to pay money which, another
"pay,Js.jentitled to be reimbursed by the latter; and think
that money paid under such circumstances may be considered-as jnoney paid to the use of the person who.
so bound
C, 439, 13 E. O.J
tOjpa;y-it" .Pownal v. F errand,
Barn.
231.

*

•

L.

*

^o^

$479,

and

interest thereon

di

e

igm n for •plaifij^^
Judgment
froni the date M the writ.

Supreme Judicial Court

v.

of

FITZGERALD

ALLEN.

Massachusetts.

128 Massachusetts,

Contract in three counts.

1880.

232.

The first count was on a writd

of which the plaintiff agree to
lay all the concrete required on "Section A" of the~SBd=-^
ten contract, by the terms
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bury Eiver conduit for the sum of seventy-five cents per
cubic yard, and to furnisb all tools and labor necessary to
do the work ; th e defendant s agreecHo furmshjtiia,naateri^i.s
for the work. Ajybich was in be done according to the plans

and specifications for "Section A," and to the full satisX9£^Qft'^£-iIl£L£llgiBefii:&.,and inspectors and ^tim. acceptQ^nf the Boat-oTi Wai.fir "Rnajfj ; any work not done to
^JiQS
their satisfaction to be taken up and relaid at the expense
of the plaintiff; the first full month's estimate to be held
by the defendants as security for the faithful performance
of the work; and the defendants reserved the right to cancel the contract, if so ordered by the engineer.
The second
count was on an account annexed for extra work done unThe third count was o n a qauntum mer uit
_^er the,GOitfcBaet.
:^QE_w:ork-jdane-xindar the eentpaefe -iip to ibg-ferrg-wke'n it
jSEas.-cancelkd_b3L.the jMiendaata.,--At the trial in the Superior Court, before Putnam, J.,
plaintiff
not claim.-tQ.jecQy^r. on the first_count.
^^he
'"""
It appeared in evidence that the defendants had contracted with the city of Boston to build "Section A" of
the Sudbury River conduit, and the work covered by the
plaintiff's contract was a portion thereof; that by the contract with the city the defendants were bound to build the
section to the entire acceptance of the Boston Water Board,
and to take up and rebuild any part of
at their own
expense, that might be directed by the. board at any time
before the final acceptance by them, and the city retained
fifteen per cent, of the contract price to secure performance; that the first month's estimate of work done under
the plaintiff's contract amounted to $192, and this sum had
been retained by the defendants under the provisions of
the ontract until th work should be accepted by the Water
'"Board, which had"neyer yet been done that the engineer
l&ad ordered the discharge of the plaintiff, ' because he was
"not sat isfigQ-WltK his work-' and that the section Jiad not
been completed,' and, by' the terms" of . the. JJ^endants .con-^
was not to be accepted u ntil the whole
trac with the city,
-—ot It was completed.
"
¥he ef en daatsTontgnded that the action could not be
maintained upon the quantvAn meruit, or not until the
whole work was completed and accepted by the Boston
Water Board; and that in any case they were entitled to
retain the amount of the first month's estimate until the
d

—

'

t

it

[

;'

.

c

e

it,

j^

c. L. p.

n
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whole woi-k was completed and passed upon by the "Water

Board.
The judge instructed the jury to find the whole amount
due the plaintiff, aud deduct therefrom $192, the amount
due for the first month's work. The jury found, that, af-

tract itself.
The rule laid down in Mayward v. Leonard,

7

a

a

it,

it/

ter deducting the $192, there was due to the plaintiff $111.78 ;
they also found, specially, that the value of the work and
materials furnished by the plaintiff before his discharge
was worth the amount claimed. The plaintiff alleged exceptions to the above ruling.
It was agreed that, if the plaintiff was entitled to recover
on the third count, and the riding of the judge directing
the jury to deduct the amount of the first month's estimate
was incorrect, the verdict of the jury should be amended
and stand for the sum of $303.78.
LoED, J. : It was error in the presiding judge to direct
the $192 to be deducted from the value of the labor and
The plaintiff commenced to work under a writmaterials.
ten contrac^T" and, while that contract was in force, lri"S*rights, remedies and liabilities were all to be^ determined
by the terms of that contract; but, when that coatraetwas
upon ttie I
_whollx terminated, his rights would depend
"mode in, which it was' terminated. """It SoayTSve^en termi-/
nated by his voluntary refusal to continue to perform
or by the absolute prohibition of the defendants to permit
him to perform
or by his absolute inability, by act of
God or otherwise, to continue its performance, or by the
mutual consent of the parties, or by
termination, as in
this case, under
power reserved by the terms of the con-

Pick.

181,

has been constantly recognized by this court, and has been
approved as often as recognized, as founded in right and
equity. Hayward v. Leonard was followed by Smith v.
Pick. 178, Moulton v. Trash,
Lowell Meeting-House,
Met. 577, Snow v. Ware, 13 Met. 42, and Atkins v. Barnstable, 97 Mass. 428. The result of the cases is, that.,,
terjninat&d™ by any mean& other
the spe^aLjontract
"
ffianT^e voluntary refusal of the plaintiff to perform flie^me u pon"~"Ms-- part and. he-4ei<^:datrnras actually receive benefir^om thgig faTTr''perfaFmea""wdrmkterials-Jur-^
'nished.by_jthe plaintiff,~the value of such labor and -m-ateri-jivsntumjmeimt,
aTs may be .reeoyered~upon a count upon
t

a

d

,

j

is

if

9

8

-
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in which casft thfi a,rit, na,1 benefit whiclijhg^defeiidant, re^ei ve s frnm -tlip nl ain tiff is to be paid .hv^ in3epenaently
'_jlib£-lerB^-of-ili,a fiontrafit The contract itself is at an
Its stipulations are as if they had not existed. But
end.
this does not imply that the contract may not be put in
evidence, and its terms referred to, upon the question of
the real value to the defendant of the plaintiff's labor and
materials.
If the time of performance is extended very
far beyond the time fixed by the contract, if the materials
fumisbed are of a very different quality from tbat provided for by the contract, these facts have necessarily a
bearing upon the real value of the services and labor. The
original contract price, too, is an important element in determining the value of the labor and materials; and the
proportion in value which the work done bears to the whole
value of the contract labor and materials is also important
in determining the quantum meruit.

It

j

follows that, upon the authorities in this Commonwealth, the plaintiff -wns pr i tit1pd -tQ. r £aQ .ej:-wha.t. ^under all
t.Tift pirqimptgnnpc nf iha naat^ iii'g
labor.-aiid.ma±firial§ jgre
as
And,
we
understand
that no objection
.acfaiall^tJiEXlEth.
was made by either party to the rules which the presiding
judge laid down to guide the jury in determining the value
of the labor and materials, there was no other error in the
trial than the deduction of the $192 ; and, by the agreement
of the parties, as it appears by the bill of exceptions, the
verdict is to be amended by the addition of that sum, and
judgment is to be entered fpr the, amount of the amended
yerdict.^

Judgment

accordingly.^'^

Eecovery may he in excess of contract price.
52.
This necessarily follows
from the theory of the action upon a quantum meruit.
An excellent statement of the argument is found in Philadelphia v. Tripple (1911) 230 Pa.
St. 480, as follows:
"Let it be assumed that, in an extreme case, a builder
has actually expended in the course of his work a sum in excess of the

If

under such circumcontract price and has not yet completed performance.
the builder finis'hes his work, the owner, upon paying the contract
stances,
price, wiU receive the benefit of a large expenditure actually made, in return
for the payment of a smaller sum of money. This result, which may well
involve a hardship upon the builder, is made necessary by a proper regard
The owner has made a valid
for the contractual
rights of the owner.
contract, and this contract must be protected and enforced even if the builder
suffers.
"Let it be supposed, however, that the owner, who finds himself in this
position of advantage, voluntarUy puts an end to his contract rights in
This in legal' effect he does if he himself breaks the contract
the premises.
The situation
or discharges the builder from his obligation to perform it.
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which then presents itself is one in which the builder has in good faith
expended money in the course of work done for the benefit of the owner,
and has, in the absence of contract, an equitable claim to be reimbursed.
The owner, on the other hand, has deprived himself of the legal right
which would have sufficed to defeat the equity. ■He accordingly stands defenseless in the presence of the builder's claim.
* • * How can the
plaintiff 's claim for disbursements actually made
be met by the limitation contained
in a contract, tmless the defendant
retains the right to enforce the contract?^
And how can it be contended
that the defendant retains such a right when the contract has been disIt may well be that a plaintiff, upon defendant's
charged by his own act?
breach may offer the discharged contract as evidence of the value of that
for which he is seeking recovery. The plaintiff in such a case has not broken
the contract; he may fairly contend that its terms are at least an admission
But where
by the defendant which the jury should take into consideration.
the defendant undertakes to limit the plaintiff's recovery by treating the
contract price as a limitation upon such recovery, he is asserting a right
under the very contract which he himself has discharged."
chapter V, for a full discussion of the
See Keener on Quasi-contracts,
liabOity in general assumpsit when he is himself
question of defendant's
in default under a contract.

"

VILES

BAERE

V.

&

MONTPELIER TRACTION

POWER COMPANY.

i

Supreme Court of Vermont.

&

^

1906.

79 Verm,ont, 311.

J.: In June, 1897, the plaintiff and the deinto a written contract by the terms of
entered
fendant
which the_ plaintiff a greed to furnish, every day in the
to the deyear fQiLa.4ieiiQiLaLjfo£_jMrs,""el£fiJii^^
.jeadant . sufficient for the ope rat ion of its el ectric railway
between Moni^ener~aiid Barre, and the defendant agreed
to pay for such power at a price named, in monthly instaUHasblton,

^nentsi,

—

'

~"

'

'■"'—■'^

--.-.,

The contract provided that the„plainiiff_jhquld^not be
resppiisijble to the defendant for damage resulting toTf
"from interruptions to its traffic. .Qnjts_electric_ railways
_came.dl by -fire, flood, _tempest, riots, or a public enemy."
It appeared that in 1899^' ffom'August 19 to September
1, inclusive, the plaintiff during some portions of each day
but one, failed to furnish the amount of power which under
his contract he was bo^ind to furnish, and it further appeared that during said days the defendant availed itself
of power furnished, for the purpose of operating its road
when it could, but that in consequence of the shortage oi
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power the operation of the road was from time to time
necessarily suspended, and the defendant's cars were at a
standstill.
September first the defendant sent the plaintiff a written
notice stating that on account of the plaintiff's breach of
the contract in failing to furnish the power therein provided for, the defendant, after the delivery of the notice,
woul d treat..th£ L,cantra.nt. as ended and would neither take,
lor pay fo r any more power under the contract. It
appeared that this notice was received by the plaintiff in
the morning of September second, and that thereafter no
power was taken by the defendant from the plaintiff.
All the power taken by the company up to July 1, 1899,
had been paid for, and in this case, which is a consolidation
of two suits, recovery was sought for the power furnished
on and after that date.
The plaintiff had fallen short of compliance with the contract. He could, therefore, recover, if at all, only upon such
a showing as would entitle him to recover qucmtum meruit.
The plaintiff, subject to objection and exception, introduced
evidence tending to show that his failure to fulfill the contract was not wilful, but that it resulted while he was endeavoring in entire good faith to perform according to the
His plan t was operated by
exact terms of the contract.
and,
some of tha evidence''"ol^gecfe'3.~"ttr tended
water power,
to Rhow L-thathis4a&«:e"Wa&-the
result of an extraordinary
and unforese "'", flT'n''''^^r— It appeared that he had other patrons besides the defendant, and some of the evidence objected to tended to show that the wants of these patrons
were not allowed to hinder him in his endeavors to supply
the defendant; in other words, that he gave the defendant
a preference over his other patrons. Some of the evidence
objected to was to the point that after the shortage occurred
or became imminent an auxiliary steam power could
not have been established in time to relieve the situation.
All this evidence was rightly admitted. Though the plaintiff had broken his contract, he had furnished poAver which
the defendant had taken and used. In the nature of things
there could be no rescission.

the circumstances of the case, if the plaintiff could
satis^ the jury that he had endeavored in entire good faith
fulfill the contract to the letter, then he was enittled to

^In

lb
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'B.

gumtwm meruit x&cov^IY^ iaiilea§uiiug.,9a»ouiit«o£-. damage
of contract was
resulting tojthe. defendant from the"^breach
,. ,™.„,-,™„
.

Buch as to prevent such recovery.
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The common-law rule which "sometimes worked hardships undeserved and unsalutary has been somewhat relaxed, but good faith in endeavoring to perform fully and
case
exactly
essential to
quantum meruit recovery in
like this. In such
case, unless the party in default has
in good faith endeavored to accomplish full performance
he deserves nothing.
To hold otherwise would be to encourage
disregard of contract obligations; while so to
hold
to enforce the law of contracts as rightly underno better definition than that
stood, for of this law there
The law of contract
of Sir Frederick Pollock who says
more or
may be described as the endeavor of the state,
less imperfect one, by the nature of the case, to establish
a positive sanction for the expectation of good faith which
has grown up in the mutual dealings of men of average
right mindedness."
WiUiston's Wald's Pollock on Contracts,
The evolution and establishment in this State of the rule
which now obtains here in
case such as the plaintiff's evidence tended to make, may be sufficiently traced through
the following cases
Dyer v. Jones,
Vt. 205 Oilman v.
Ball, 11 Vt. 510; Fenton v. Clark, 11 Vt. 557; Ripley v.
Chapman, 13 Vt. 268; Barker v. Troy and Boston R. B.
Co., 27 Vt. 780 Brackett v. Morse, 23 Vt. 557 Hubbard v.
Belden, 27 Vt. 645 Swift v. Harrim,an, 30 Vt. 608 Bragg
V. Bradford, 33 Vt. 3»; Eddy v. Clement, 38 Vt. 486.
Some of the cases cited above speak of substantial performance as an element of recovery; but as
pointed out
in Drew v. Goodhue, 74 Vt. 437, 52 Atl. 971, the phrase
"substantial performance"
used in two senses. That
double and so a confusing use
has
made altogether
clear by the opinion in Manning v. School District, 124
Wis. 84, 102 N. W. 356. In some of the cases
means full
performance according to the fair intent of the contract,
and permits recovery on the contract without recoupment.
But as used in the cases relevant to the question here,
means something distinctly short of full performance, as
the facts of the cases show, and includes such performance
as was in this case shown to have been rendered down to
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elected to treat the contract

Dermott v. Jones, 2 Wall. 1, a case which arose in the
District of Columbia, is analogous to this. That was a
case of failure to perform all the undertakings of an entire contract. The court held that though the failure was
in consequence of great and unforeseen difficulties the plaintiff below was not excused from doing what he had undertaken to do ; but the court were of opinion that he was
entitled to recover subject to the defendant's right to recoup, a right which had been denied in the trial court. The
court further expresses itself upon several questions not
necessary to the decision but likely to arise on a new trial
of that case. What is thus said is in harmony with the
doctrines which the court of this State has from time to
time applied.
The court say that recovery cannot be had
by one who has wilfully left a contract unfinished; that
good faith is essential to recovery by one who has not fully
performed ; that the suit in case of incomplete performance
should be not on the special contract but on the common
counts in indebitatus assumpsit, but that nevertheless the
contract should be produced on trial.
Finally the court
"There
is
great
conflict
and
confusion
in the ausay:
thorities upon this subject. The propositions we have
laid down are reasonable and just and they are entertained
by a preponderance of the best considered adjudications."
A lengthy note to Hayward v. Leonard, 19 Am. Dec. 272,
recognizes the conflict and confusion of authorities, many
of which are reviewed, but in closing the note Mr. Freeman
"This doctrine seems to be recognized and to be
says:
growing in favor — ^where under a special contract a party
has in good faith bestowed some labor or parted with some
articles to the benefit of another who has as a matter of fact
enjoyed the benefit of the labor or the articles, whether
voluntarily or involuntarily, and where the incomplete performance has not been the result of the party's own provoking or of causes which he might with ordinary diligence
have provided against, the one receiving the benefit must
pay therefor." What is said in the above quotation about
liability in case of the involuntary enjoyment of a benefit
is a matter to be considered when occasion for its coneideration arises; but here the matter of the involuntary
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The defendant
enjoyment of a benefit is not involved.
voluntarily took and used the power for which the plaintiff
seeks to recover pay.
•

In

**•••***•

argument in this court counsel for the defendant treat
the case largely as if it were an action on the special contract. They point to the facts that the contract was introduced in evidence by the plaintiff and that the plaintiff
introduced evidence tending to show the reasons why the
contract was not fully complied with. But in order to a
quantuvn, meruit recovery the contract and these reasons
were needed in the case. Jto»Jio „s,ta,te of the evidence~co«ld
the plaintiff d£serv.e J;o-reGover more than the contracLpiice
fioT powe£furnished, and he was bound to show whyjtehad
^not fully performed according to the terms of the contract
in order that the question of his good faith in endeavo-nng
fully to perform might be determined.
Fully to meet the objection to the form of the action it
should be said that a technical quantum meruit count is
not necessary to a recovery quantum mermi.^^^jjch-a^ift;^
coveix.nL3.y bahad under the- common -counts in -m^eibUaiMS^
assum^it. 1 Chit. PI. 337; 2 Saunders, William's Ed.
122a, n. 2.

The case was tried upon the correct theory that since
the plaintiff in any view of the evidence had broken his
contract, the defendant was entitled to recoup its damages
resulting from the plaintiff's breach. In connection with
its evidence on the question of such damages the defendant
made an offer which, in substance, was an offer to show
that in consequence of the failure of the plaintiff to furnish power according to the contract during the period
from August 11 to September 1 inclusive, it suffered a loss
of patronage and so of earnings during the month of September. Evidence under the offer was excluded, and we
think that its exclusion was substantial error. The damage offered to be shown was such as might naturally result
from the cause to which the defendant would attribute it

and the defendant was entitled if it could to introduce eviTh g defenda nt had a
dence which came up to its offer.
right to the same latitude in showingits_d£
purpose of recoupment:iiHt^it;^uH^
to recover damages for a breachoOhf
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Van Epps v. Harrison, 40 Am. Dec. 314, and this being so,
the evidence offered as above stated should have been re-

tjeived.

•

•••••••»•

J^tdgment-rev-ersed -and cause remanded.'*
In the note to Hayward v. Leonard (1828) 7 Pick.
53.
(Mass.) 181,
in 19 American Decisions, 272, referred to in this case, Mr. Freeman says:
'I There is, perhaps, no more vexatious question in the adjustment of the
rights of parties to contracts than in determining what, if any, compensation should be paid to one who, in pursuance of the terms of a special
contract, has parted with some value, or bestowed some, labor to the benefit
of another, but has failed to comply with the requirements on which he
has engaged that payment
therefor shall depend.
By the strict rule of
the common law, where one had contracted to deliver certain described
articles within a certain period, and payment was not to be made until
the entire delivery,
or to serve another for a specified time for a compensation for the whole period to be paid at its close, or to perform
labor and furnish materials
of a stipulated quality and quantity, to be
paid for at the completion of the work, it was a settled rule that the full
performance on the one part was a condition
precedent to the right to
recover for the services performed or articles furnished.
For a part perThis was said to be of the nature
formance no recovery could be had.
of entire contracts, that he who asked any benefit under them must first
The rigor of this rule has been
show that he himself was not in default.
much relaxed in different States of the Union, though in many it is still
strictly enforced. A tendency, however, is observable in recent adjudications
to administer an equitable relief to parties, rather than to hold them to
the very letter of their engagements."
chapter IV, for a fuU discussion of the
See Keener on Quasi-Contracts,
doctrine of the right to sue in general assumpsit when the plaintiff is in
The question is largely one of substantive Iaw
default under a contract.
rather than procedure.

